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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most pressing problems confronting the community of 
computer users is the high cost of developing and maintaining programs. 
Falling hardware costs and increasing hardware reliability have both 
played a major role in increasing reliance on the computer in data man­
agement and problem solving. Using the computer requires the existence 
of programs, which have exhibited a distressing tendency to be wrong 
and to be extremely expensive. In the transformation of a collection 
of hardware into a usable computer system, the software development 
costs heavily dominate the entire expense. Furthermore, rapid techno­
logical advances, culminating in the introduction of more sophisticated 
hardware, have not been met with equally rapid development of software 
which can make effective use of the hardware. 
The ccanputer science ccsnmunity has responded to this problem by 
instituting investigation into such diverse areas as the psychology of 
programming, program verification techniques, language design to in­
crease program reliability, programming methodology, and the like, and 
a new area of research, designated software engineering, has emerged. 
All of these areas tend to address the questions of how the program­
ming environment might best be configured to promote programming produc­
tivity. 
Implicit in this approach is the assumption that programming is 
unaffected by the size of the resulting program; recursive use of the 
insights gained in any of the above areas of research will yield an 
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acceptable program. This assumption is not borne out by psychology; 
rather there exists a level of ccsnplexity which represents the highest 
level of complexity understandable by one person. Especially when deal­
ing with a large program, in order for comprehension of any part to be 
possible, it becomes psychologically necessary to separate that part 
frcan the rest of the program. The greater its interaction with the 
rest of the program, the less comprehensible the part. The program 
development process, then, requires the ability to naturally focus on 
a particular part of a program until solved. This decomposition of a 
program should reasonably be reflected in the resulting large program 
to provide for program maintenance and debugging. Programming languages 
should provide mechanisms to facilitate the use of these natural decom­
positions in the construction of the whole from its parts. 
One approach to supporting natural decomposition is to reduce the 
artificiality of a problem solution when rendered as a program written 
in some programming language. This requires that a programming language 
should provide the formalisms which are naturally used in the transi­
tion from a problem to a solution to the problem. At best, this is a 
long-range goal, requiring different languages for different classes 
of problems. Furthermore, the selection of an appropriate set of 
formalisms is fraught with peril, based as it is on psychology, which, 
as yet, has no answers for how one might determine a suitable set. 
A second approach is to provide suitable mechanisms for deccsnposing 
a program into semiautonomous parts, reflecting the natural decomposi­
tion of the problem, and providing mechanisms for specifying the desired 
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interactions between the parts. Each part could be deiined and devel­
oped using any algorithm construction language deemed appropriate. The 
resulting algorithm would then be rendered in an artificial program­
ming language, but more of the intent of the solution could be provided. 
This appears to be an achievable short-range goal. 
One of the primary capabilities provided by any programming language 
is that of abstracting the manipulation and storage of information from 
the physical location in which this information is stored. Data are 
then referenced by name. The correlation of names appearing within the 
program text and values arising during the execution of a program is pro­
vided by the naming structure of a programming language. Any method of 
program decomposition is reflected within the naming structure of a 
programming language in order to provide for any communication between 
the pieces of the decomposed program. The best known naming structure 
is block structure as it is defined in ALGOL and its derivatives. Block 
structure provides two decomposing mechanisms: the procedure and the 
nested block. In both of these cases, the communication links can be 
ill-defined, as indicated in Wulf and Shaw (32). 
This research is an investigation into the question of extending 
block structure to provide additional, perhaps more natural, ways of 
decomposing a large program, and to provide mechanisms for succinctly 
describing the communication between the parts of the decomposed pro­
gram. 
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Review of the Literature 
It seems scanewhat presumptuous and tedious to review all of the 
literature pertaining to the decomposition technique of "stepwise re­
finement." However, since it is probably the best known program 
decomposition technique, it cannot reasonably be overlooked as part of 
the body of literature pertaining to the area. 
As originally described by Dijkstra (4), stepwise refinement repre­
sents a disciplined approach for inducing order from the chaos which 
results when the level of complexity of a problem exceeds the bounds of 
comprehension, Dijkstra demonstrated the technique of stepwise refine­
ment in terms of a small program environment, which is induced by the 
ability of one person to comprehend the whole. Stepwise refinement 
yields a procedural decomposition of the whole, implying that the parts 
of the whole are determined by what is done. Refinement of the parts 
of the program proceed in parallel until such time as the interactions 
among the parts is well enough defined to allow for further refinement 
independent of the other parts. This form of decomposition, although 
well-suited for translation into current decomposition mechanisms, tends 
to require the definition of data objects before all the operations 
upon those objects are defined. In particular, implementation details 
become part of the communication links between the pieces of the deccm-
position. This tends to add undesirable complexity to the interfaces. 
In contrast, Parnas (22, 23) proposed as a decomposition criterion 
the notion of information hiding. Using this criterion, all of the 
operations upon a data object (or class of data objects) are defined 
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and collected within a module. Questions of implementation for the data 
object are reserved until such time as the operations are programmed. 
Using the information hiding principle, decomposition leads to the 
encapsulation of implementation decisions within semiautonomous units , 
implying that their impact on the program as a whole is severely re­
stricted. Pamelas has reported on the efficacy of this technique only 
as a class project, written in FORTRAN (20). The drawback to this 
approach, as he has investigated it, is that it has been tried only 
within the framework of a program which could reasonably be constructed 
by one person. However, he has demonstrated that, once the decomposi­
tion is made, each semiautonomous part can be generated in isolation 
and that no unexpected side effects accrue. Within a large program en­
vironment, this is clearly of value. 
Liskov and Zilles (17) have developed a language for structured 
programming which incorporates the notion of abstract data type. An 
abstract data type defines a class of data objects which are character­
ized solely by the operations upon them. These operations are modeled 
by procedures which manipulate some internal representation for objects 
of the abstract data type. Collectively, the operations and a descrip­
tion of the internal representation form a cluster. The cluster shields 
the user from any knowledge of the internal representation while provid­
ing access to the operations contained within the cluster. This is an 
obvious use of Pamas' modules. Clusters are referenced by name; opera­
tions within a cluster are referenced unambiguously by a fully qualified 
name, consisting of both cluster identifier and operation name. Further 
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restriction is placed on the names appearing within a cluster: the 
free names must be the names of other clusters only. All cluster names 
are global to any program written in the language; clusters are collec­
tively stored within a cluster directory. Hence, clusters are compilable 
in a framework outside any program. In later reports on their work, 
Liskov and Zilles have focused on the mathematical implications of 
their work (18). 
Barley (5) has considered the question of module definition and 
manipulation as related to the naming structure of the language defined. 
Barley defines a module to be a set of declarations of any type sup­
ported by an underlying block structured language. Barley proposes two 
types of modules: those which contain only one routine declaration, 
a ROUTMOD, and a more general module type, MOD, which contains several 
declarations. In addition, modules may have module parameters. He 
defines three module manipulation constructs which are forms of declara­
tions and, thus, eligible for inclusion within a module. Any free names 
within a module are bound within the context of the module definition; 
free names are not restricted to be only other module references. Barley 
provides a mechanism for designating the links by which the module ccm-
municates outward. Those declarations which are to be shielded and, 
hence, do not constitute modular access paths, r-ve tagged. 
Three module manipulation operations are defined. The first is 
used to signal intent to make use of a module. This construct augments 
the context in which it appears by a set of declarations identical to 
the set of untagged declarations within the module referenced. In 
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addition, any module parameters are bound within the context of the con­
struct to those names having the same identifier. These names are deter­
mined by the traditional identifier search of block structured languages. 
When all the module parameters are bound, storage is allocated for the 
local variables of the module. Those names which appear within a con­
text by virtue of the use of this construct are bound to the names having 
the same identifier within the module. Compilation of the construct 
results in the replacement of the construct and module reference by the 
set of declarations constructed from the module definition. Because 
names are being created within the context of the module manipulation, 
a renaming operation is provided, to allow for explicit control over 
the set of names being implicitly declared. This provides the power to 
prevent unexpected identifier clashes and unexpected shielding of decla­
rations appearing with a block enclosing that in which the module con­
struct appears. Flexibility is also provided to impact the module param­
eter binding, allowing the explicit designation of the names to which the 
parameters are to be bound and allowing the parameters to be bound to con­
stants. Because module parameters may be bound to existing names, this is 
a form of outward binding, and can be interpreted as a sharing mechanism. 
A second module operation is defined to allow the binding of module 
parameters without exposing the untagged declarations. Any module 
parameters are bound as described above. The only name implicitly de­
clared is the identifier of the resulting bound module which is the 
same as the module referenced. This allows reference to the bound 
module for the purpose of exposing the untagged declarations at a 
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later time, while the name of the bound module is statically known. 
Exposure of the untagged declarations is accomplished by recourse to 
the first operation described. Again, since a name is being implicitly 
declared, a mechanism is provided for explicitly designating the name 
which is to become that whose value is the bound module. 
The third mechanism is designed for use within a module. If, within 
a module, the first construct is used, the names which becraae known 
within the module are implicitly tagged, thereby shielding them from 
exposure. The third operation performs just as the first except that 
the exposed declarations are not tagged. 
Under Barley's scheme, modules may be defined in two ways. A 
module may be defined by enumerating the internal declarations. The 
second module definition technique provided allows a module to be created 
from another by binding one or more of the parameters of the original 
module. The resulting module "has the same status" as the original 
module. 
Module manipulations of the kind defined by Barley clearly affect 
the naming structure of any block structured language augmented by 
module manipulations. Johnston has devised an operational model (9, 10, 
11, 12) for investigating the naming structure of block structured 
languages. The contour model displays the program execution as a series 
of snapshots, taken after the interpretation of each instruction appear­
ing within the program text. Each snapshot contains a program skeleton, 
which is a static representation of the program text, and a record 
skeleton, which is a dynamic representation of the record of execution. 
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The program skeleton is a collection of linked cells of two types. 
One cell type is the contour cell, which is formed from the set of decla­
rations which comprise either the declarations for the local variables 
within a block, or the declarations for the formal parameters declared 
within a procedure header. A contour cell is composed of a set of 
declaration subcells and also includes an environment link which desig­
nates the contour cell generated frcm the declarations within the im­
mediately enclosing block or, in the case of the contour formed from 
the formal parameter list of a procedure, the block in which the proce­
dure is declared. The contour cells, together with their environment 
links, depict the tree induced by block structuring for a given program. 
The second type of cell, the code cell, consists of a set of instruction 
subcells which represent a set of instructions appearing within the pro­
gram text. Each code cell designates the contour cell containing the 
declarations with which the instructions are associated. 
The record skeleton is formed from the interpretive execution of 
the instructions included within the program skeleton. Assuming in­
variant program structure, the record skeleton is formed from linked 
contour cells only. Each contour cell within the record skeleton is 
formed from an appropriately chosen contour cell within the program 
skeleton. The set of declaration subcells within a contour cell in the 
record skeleton is identical to the set of declaration subcells con­
tained within the contour cell from which it was formed. A contour 
cell within the record skeleton is linked to some other contour within 
the record skeleton at the time it is created in accordance with the 
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naming structure being employed. Additionally, a contour within the 
record skeleton designates the contour in the program skeleton from 
which it was formed. 
Johnston has divided the naming structure of a language into two 
parts: an identifier binding strategy and an environment binding 
strategy. The environment binding strategy is used to link a newly 
created contour in the record skeleton to seme existing contour. 
Execution of a program is modeled in terms of a processor, which is 
said to be executing within some contour cell within the record skeleton. 
This is a reflection of the fact that every instruction within a block 
structured language is associated with a particular set of déclarations 
within the program text. The processor environment is defined to be 
that set of declaration subcells which are accessible by virtue of 
being contained within the set of contour cells selected by travers­
ing the chain of contour environment links which begins with the con­
tour in which the processor is executing. 
Every reference to a name appearing in the instruction being 
modeled is matched to a declaration subcell for that name appearing 
within the processor environment by the identifier binding strategy 
being employed. Because the environment binding strategy is employed in 
the construction of the processor environment, it is obvious that these 
two functions together model the naming structure of a language. 
Johnston has implicitly defined a name to be a triple of property-
value pairs. The properties of interest are type, identifier, and 
value. Johnston provides for two types of values, a label value and a 
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simple (or nonlabel) value, A label value is an ordered pair (ip, 
ep), where the ip designates some instruction subcell of seme code cell 
and the ep designates some contour within the record skeleton. In his 
model, Johnston defines the value of a procedure to be a label, the 
ip of which designates the first instruction of the entry point coding 
for the procedure and the ep of which designates the contour in which 
the procedure was declared. The value of a label is also an ordered 
pair (ip, ep), the ip of which designates the instruction subcell asso­
ciated with the label and the ep of which designates the contour within 
which the label identifier is declared. The environment binding strategy 
is employed within the execution of any instruction which can alter the 
processor environment. These instructions are block entry and exit, 
procedure call and return, and branches. The effect of block entry 
and exit on the processor environment is well-defined: block entry 
causes a newly created contour to be linked to the contour in which the 
block entry instruction is executed; block exit causes the processor 
to return to the contour designated by the environment link of the con­
tour in which the block exit is executed. In the case of procedure 
call, the environment binding strategy makes use of both the ep portion 
of the referent and the contour in which the processor is executing 
to determine the value of the environment link for the formal parameter 
contour. Procedure return can be considered a form of branch if, on 
procedure call, a label value is generated to be used as the return 
address. In the case of a branch, the environment binding strategy, 
using the ep portion of the label value and the current operating 
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environment, determines the next contour in which the processor will 
execute. 
The contour model provides a time-dependent framework in which to 
investigate a fundamental portion of a language definition which, for 
efficiency reasons, is subsumed within the compilation process. 
Statement of the Problem 
The thesis of this research is that a set of module manipulation 
constructs can be appended to a block-structured language without 
seriously perturbing the simplicity and clarity of the naming structure 
of the resulting language while providing a much-needed alternative to 
procedural decomposition. 
The resulting language provides two forms of decomposition tech­
niques. In addition to procedural decomposition, modular decomposition, 
based on the information-hiding principle, is provided. Hence, the 
programmer, when generating his program, can utilize modules to aid in 
the solution of his task. These modules shield the programmer from cer­
tain implementation details while allowing use of any operations on the 
data structure provided within the module. In addition, the use of 
modules allows a concise specification of the communication links be­
tween modules, and between a module and the context of its use. A lan­
guage which supports both modular and procedural decomposition will be 
termed a module-structured language. 
This investigation is motivated by the conviction of the author 
that the programming language chosen as the vehicle for the communication 
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of a problem solution to the computer should impose as few constraints 
as possible on the problem solver. While it is as yet infeasible to 
allow the problem-solving program to be cast in terms of the set of 
constructs under which it was derived, whatever decomposition of the 
problem which seemed most natural should be readily modeled within the 
programming language. Furthermore, these constructs should be designed 
with the large program environment in mind, in which many people are 
involved in the generation of the solution to a problem, since the 
large program environment probably predominates. Concern with the large 
program envomment has, as a corollary, concern with the efficiency of 
execution of the large program. It is the author's opinion that any 
language designed to facilitate the construction of large programs, as 
is the case with a module-structured language, must not exhibit signif­
icant degradation of program execution efficiency when compared to more 
traditional languages. It will be argued that, although the compila­
tion process becomes somewhat more complex using a module-structured 
language, program execution is not seriously slowed by the use of 
modules. 
Plan of the Thesis 
This research is presented within the following framework. In the 
next chapter, an informal description of the module manipulation con­
structs is given. The effect of these constructs upon block structure 
is described; in their totality, these perturbations, together with 
block structure, describe the naming structure of the resulting 
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language. 
Chapter III defines the semantics of the module manipulation con­
structs within an implementation model, which is an extension of the 
contour model for block-structured languages (9, 10, 11, 12). jflie im­
plementation model consists of three phases: one for input, and the 
construction of the initial data structures; one which performs the 
module manipulations; and one which simulates the execution of the 
naming structure. 
Chapter IV displays the execution of the implementation model on 
a nontrivial example. Careful attention is given to the level of inter 
action which can exist between instances of the module manipulation 
constructs. 
Chapter V summarizes the conclusions reached from this research, 
poses some additional questions, and speculates on fr ure directions 
of research into the use of more generalized decomposition techniques. 
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CHAPTER II. THE MODULE MANIPULATION CONSTRUCTS 
In this chapter, a module-structured language is defined, where 
a module-structured language is the result of extending a block-struc-
tured language to allow for the use of modules. The module-structured 
language will be informally described; although a syntax will be pre­
sented, it is used only for the purpose of illustration. The semantics 
of the language are defined in terms of an implementation model, which 
is presented in the next chapter. 
A module is defined to be a set of declarations which are to be 
manipulated as a unit. Modules exist implicitly within current block-
structured languages in two forms: the formal parameters of a procedure 
form a module, and the local variables declared within a block also form 
a module. The explicit definition of modules represents a generaliza­
tion of the method of variable definition and scope as defined within 
block-structured languages. 
Modules and Environments 
In this section, the notion of a module is defined and its relation­
ship to the notion of an environment is clarified, 
A module consists of a set of declarations to be manipulated as 
a unit. It is expected that this set may contain declarations of any 
type supported by the underlying block-structured language. In particu­
lar, this set may contain declarations of procedures. In all block-
structured languages known to the author, the declaration of a procedure 
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consists of a declaration of the procedure identifier and the statement 
of the body of code which is to be the value of the procedure identifier. 
When discussing the set of declarations which form a module, the value 
associated with any identifier contained within the set of declara­
tions is not considered as part of the set. Thus, if a procedure, C, 
having a parameter A and a local variable X, is included within a set 
of declarations forming a module, the module contains a declaration for 
C and does not contain declarations for A or X. 
One of the functions served by a module definition is the specifica­
tion of the subset of the set of declarations which may serve as access 
paths. These access paths designate those declarations which may be 
referenced extramodularly in order to make use of the module within a 
program. Any declaration within a module which may serve as an access 
path is tagged with the attribute accessible. A declaration which has 
not been tagged must be shielded from any manipulation from outside the 
module. These shielded declarations represent the set of declarations 
which hide information within the module. 
An environment is defined to be a set of names, existing during pro­
gram execution, which are related by virtue of the relationship exist­
ing between the corresponding declarations within the program 
text. Hence, a module represents a descriptor for an environment. It 
is convenient to think of an environment as a data structure implicitly 
defined within the program text. Since these entities exist during 
program execution, it seems reasonable to provide a (restricted) set of 
operations on environments, if they can be named. The environment 
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created from a module will be explicitly created as a side-effect of 
some of the module manipulation constructs. By providing mechanisms 
for associating a name with an environment, greater freedom and greater 
control is provided the programmer in defining those parts of his pro­
gram in which an identifier is to be known. This provides some of the 
utility of the mechanisms proposed by George and Sager (7), by allow­
ing an explicit designation of an environment in which a given name is 
to be evaluated. 
By choosing proper operations on environments, it is possible to 
resolve all environment references during the compilation process, while 
still providing complete freedom in designating the environment in which 
a name is to be evaluated. Thus, environment references appearing 
within the program text can be viewed as directives to the compiler, 
used in correlating a reference to an identifier with the declaration 
of that identifier. 
Module Definition Constructs 
The process of module definition is one of associating a module 
name with a set of declarations. Module manipulations provide mechanisms 
for creating a set of declarations from sets previously associated with 
module names. This high degree of interaction provides flexibility 
and power from the constructs, but leaves behind a complicated task of 
describing the constructs meaningfully. 
A set can be defined in one of two ways. The set can be defined 
by an explicit enumeration of its elements, or it can be defined in 
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terms of a property which is true of every element within the set, and 
which can be used to determine whether an object is an element of the 
set. In a module-structured language, there exist methods of defining 
sets of declarations which are analogous to each of the set theoretic 
methods of set definition. The module definition techniques described 
below provide the mechanisms by which a module name is associated with 
a set of declarations. Two methods of module definition are provided. 
The first is used when some subset of the declarations is explicitly 
enumerated. In this case, the keywords mod and endmod are used to de­
limit the set of declarations comprising the module. The module name 
appears immediately following the keyword mod. As an example, 
mod STACKMOD; 
decl STACK:array; 
decl TOP:integer; 
accessible routine PUSH(ITEM); 
begin; 
end; 
accessible routine POP; 
begin; 
end; 
endmod 
outlines the definition of the module named STACKMOD, which consists 
of four declarations, two of which designate access paths. The set of 
declarations includes the declarations for STACK, TOP, PUSH and POP 
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only. ITEM, which is a parameter for the routine PUSH, is not included 
in the set of declarations referenced by STACKMOD. No declaration con­
tained within the body of either of the routines is included in the set 
of declarations referenced by STACKMOD. 
It is possible that, because of the decomposition inducing the 
definition of modules, a parameterization for the module is useful. 
Parameterization allows the module user to transmit some information to 
the module, to be used during the execution of any routine contained 
within the module. For example, in the case of STACKMOD, it might be 
useful to set an upper bound on TOP, when, for a given application, 
the programmer knows the maximum stack length, and, for testing purposes 
in particular, desires stack overflow to be signaled when this bound 
is exceeded. The concept of a module parameter is provided to allow 
the programmer making use of a module to provide information to it. 
Module parameters, if used, form a subset of the set of declarations 
to be associated with a module name. Module parameters are not part 
of the intermodule access paths, which are used to couple modules to­
gether in creating a program. Module parameters may be set to a con­
stant value at the time the module in manipulated, but no access path 
to the module is produced using a module parameter. The module 
POSTFIX, outlined below, has a parameter, ERROR, to be used as trap 
in case of error. 
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mod POSTFIX (ERROR) ; 
decl OPSTACK:array; 
accessible routine TRANSFORM(string); 
begin ; 
* on error, call ERROR; 
end ; 
endmod 
A module name may be associated with a partially enumerated set of 
declarations. A partially enumerated set of declarations consists of a 
list of declarations together with a set of module manipulation con­
structs. Once these module manipulation constructs are resolved (that 
is, the module operations are performed) a completely enumerated set of 
declarations will be formed. Description of this form of module defini­
tion will be deferred until the module manipulation constructs are 
described. 
A third form of module definition technique is provided. In this 
case, a module name is associated with a local copy of an existing module. 
Any of the parameters of the existing module can be made constant, 
forming a new module having fewer parameters, although this is not neces­
sary. The construct ^  is defined for this type of module definition. 
The declaration 
STACK is. STACKMOD; 
creates a local copy of the module STACKMOD, and associates with it the 
name STACK. The definition of a new module, POLISH, from POSTFIX while 
setting the parameter ERROR to an existing routine, ERRORHANDLER, is 
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accomplished by the declaration 
POLISH is POSTFIX(ERRORHANDLER) ; 
Module Manipulation Constructs 
The module manipulation constructs are considered to be forms of 
declaration statements. As such, these constructs appear within the 
context of a set of declarations. Performing the module operation desig­
nated by a particular module manipulation construct causes some change 
to be made to the set of declarations within which the construct appears. 
Once a module exists, the most obvious manipulation to be pro­
vided is one which allows access to the accessible declarations of a 
module. This manipulation can be characterized as exposing the acces­
sible declarations by forming access paths from the context in which 
the construct appears to the set of declarations comprising the module. 
The include construct is used for this purpose. The effect of perform­
ing the manipulation designated by the include construct on the context 
in which the include construct appeared, is the replacement of the 
statement in which the include appears with a set of declarations de­
fined from the set of accessible declarations of the referenced module. 
The declarations so added are linked to the complete set of declarations 
from which they were generated; when referenced within some instruction, 
they will be evaluated within the context of their original definition. 
At the time of the include, it is possible to set the values of a number 
of the parameters of the referenced module. These parameters are set 
to constant values, of any type which may be declared within the module 
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itself. The effect of this extended include can be described as the 
creation of an unnamed module which is then included. Hence, the declara­
tion form 
include STACKMOD; 
is replaced by declarations of two routines PUSH and POP, which are 
linked back into the module STACKMOD; and 
include POSTFIX(TRAP); 
is replaced by the declaration of the routine TRANSFORM, linked back to 
an unnamed module, created from POSTFIX, in which the parameter value 
has been set to the value of TRAP. 
Because declarations are being implicitly made, it is necessary to 
provide mechanisms to control the set of declarations formed as a result 
of the use of a module. The effect is to explicitly designate the 
declaration which is added to the set under construction, while tying 
that declaration to the one within the module which it replaces. This 
renaming becomes part of the process of linking the new declaration back 
to the module from which it was generated. The construct 
include STACKMOD with PUSH->PUSHN,POP-POPN; 
is an implicit declaration of two routines, PUSHN and POPN, which are 
linked back to the declarations for PUSH and POP as they exist in the 
definition of the module STACKMOD. 
If a module is defined using the include construct, the declara­
tions appearing within the module because of the include are not tagged; 
and are then local to the module. In constructing large programs, it 
is expected that modules may be defined in terms of other modules where 
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this is not desirable; that is, some of the declarations which are not 
explicitly enumerated are to be part of the intermodule access paths. 
To accommodate this, the insert operation is defined. Within a module 
definition, insert has the same effect, and the same capabilities, as 
include except that the declarations appearing because of the insert 
are tagged accessible. 
The definition of a module which is. itself, defined in terms of 
some other module, requires that the choice of that other module must 
be unambiguous. Any module reference appearing within a module defini­
tion is a free name; the free names within a module are statically 
bound within the context of the definition of the module. 
The local variables within a block are also represented by a set 
of declarations. In block-structured languages, this set is explicitly 
enumerated. Within a module-structured language, this is not necessarily 
so. The include construct may be used in the creation of the set of 
declarations for the local variables for a block, with the same effect 
on the context of the include as defined above. The module reference is 
statically bound within the context of the include. However, the 
insert construct may not be used in defining a block since no declara­
tions, other than those appearing as part of the set of declarations 
associated with a module name, can be tagged accessible. 
Modules may be defined globally or within a block. Local defini­
tion of a module restricts the scope of the module name, and can be 
done using any of the module definition constructs defined above. Aside 
from restricting the scope of the module name, the impact of defining a 
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module locally is on the binding of the module references appearing 
within the newly defined module, in the case where the newly defined 
module is created by use of the construct. 
Environment Definition Constructs 
Both of the constructs defined above have the side-effect of even­
tually yielding an environment conforming to the set of declarations 
which comprise the module. Any set of declarations created during the 
compilation process has this side effect. An environment is a set 
of names, related during program execution by virtue of their crea­
tion from a set of declarations created during the compilation 
process. In block-structured languages, environments are implicitly 
created; in module-structured languages, they are explicitly created 
from the module manipulation constructs and implicitly created from 
procedure parameter lists, and local declarations within a block. The 
action of creating an environment from a module can be performed sep­
arately and a name associated with the environment so created. 
The bind construct is used to create an environment from the refer­
enced module, without exposing any of the accessible declarations within 
the referenced module and without creating any access paths into the 
module from the context of the bind construct. As before, any of the 
module parameters can be set at the time of the bind. Because a data 
structure is explicitly being created while no mechanism of manipulating 
that structure is being defined, a name is associated with the result­
ing structure. If no name for the environment is designated, the name 
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of the referenced module is used. This has the effect of shielding 
the module from further reference by any block nested within the set of 
declarations in which the bind appears. 
To provide further flexibility in the creation of environment 
names, any environment which is defined (other than those formed from 
the parameter list of a routine) can be named. The names construct is 
used to create the correspondence between a declaration and the environ­
ment which becomes the value of the name, once it is created. The names 
construct can be used with the include, the insert and the bind con­
structs. It can appear as part of the set of declarations within a 
module, and the name so declared can be tagged accessible. Thus, the 
construct 
S names include STACKMOD; 
represents the explicit definition of S and the implicit definition of 
PUSH and POP, which, when referenced, will be evaluated within an en­
vironment, described by STACKMOD, which is the value of S. 
The local environment can be named by using the keyword local, as 
shown in the construct 
S names local; 
Environment Manipulation Constructs 
Environment names may appear within the executable code associated 
with any block. They are compile-time directives, used in resolving 
identifier references. Within the execution of a statement, the environ­
ment in which a name is to be evaluated can be explicitly designated by 
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reference to an environment name. In large programs constructed by 
many people, this provides a mechanism for the explicit designation of 
the environment in which a name is to be evaluated. This can be used 
to prevent the unexpected shielding of names, and to make possible the 
interrogation of a set of names during the debugging process which may 
not otherwise be accessible. Two operations are defined on environment 
names: enter and leave. 
Environments may be entered and left anywhere within a single state­
ment. Environments which have been entered, but not yet left, are 
stacked. The enter operation stacks the current environment, and trans­
fers to the one designated by the enter operation. The leave operation 
causes transfer to the environment on the top of the environment stack 
and pops the stack. At the end of statement execution, all environ­
ments which have been entered, but not left, will be popped; hence, 
each statement in a sequence begins execution within the same environ­
ment. As an example, if the value of TOP, as declared in STACKMOD, is 
to be printed and if the declaration, S names include STACKMOD; is in­
cluded within a set of declarations such that 
print (<enter S> TOP) ; 
is included within the scope of S, then the value of TOP would be 
printed. 
By including the names construct, the module-structured language, 
which has been defined from a block-structured language, allows the 
compile-time data type environment. This expands the set of declara­
tions which can be used to define a module to include declarations of 
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the type environment. Therefore, a module parameter may be bound to an 
entity of type environment. 
The syntax for the module manipulation constructs defined is de­
scribed by the partial BNF grammar of Figure 2.1. In the next chapter, 
the semantics of these constructs are precisely defined in terms of 
an implementation model. 
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<nod defn> ;:= «fexplicit> ( <lmplicit> 
<fexplicit> ;:= mod <nodule> endmod 
<nodule> ::= <Ldentifier>(<î)aram list>);<set> | 
<ldentif ier>; <set> 
<set>;:= <lecl% |<decl>;<feet> 
<iecl> :;= accessible <declaration> ( <3eclaration> | Cons true t> 
<fconstruct> ::= <include> | <Lnsert> | <l)ind> 
<Lnclude> ::= include<identifier> | 
include<Ldentifier> <3:eforms> 
<Lnsert>;:= insert<Ldentifier> | 
insert<Ldentifier> <ceforms> 
4iind> ::= bind<Ldentifier> | bind <Ldentifier>(<arg list>) 
<reforms> ::= (^rg list>) | with <renames> | 
(<arg list>) with <renames> 
<irenames> ::= <rename>,enames> | <rename> 
<rename> ::= <Ldentifier> <identifier> 
<àrg list> ::= <^rg> | <àrg>,<àrg list> 
<%rg> : := <:onstant> | <Ldentifier> | <expression> 
<^aram list> ::= •^aram> ] <param>,<param list> 
<ga.TS!D> ;:= <identifier> 
<3eclaration> ::= <env decl> | 
<fenv decl> ::= <Ldentifier> names local ( 
<a.dentifier> names <construct> 
<implicit> ::= <identifier> is <Ldentifier>; | 
<Ldentifier> _is <Ldentifier>('^rg list>); 
Figure 2.1. Partial BNF grammar for the module manipulation 
constructs 
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CHAPTER III. THE IMPLEMENTATION MODEL 
Overview of the Implementation Model 
The implementation model, in which the semantics of the module 
manipulation constructs are embedded, is described within this chapter. 
The Implementation model is an operational model which has been pro­
grammed in PL/I and run on an IBM 360/65. The model consists of three 
phases, which are run sequentially, to reflect the input of a program, 
the compilation of a program, and the execution of a program written 
in a particular module-structured language, ML. 
The input phase of the model creates the initial data structure to 
represent the input program. Input to this phase is in the form of an 
abstract syntax which can be considered to be the output of a lexical 
analysis portion of a compiler. The output of this phase is a labeled, 
rooted, directed graph, in which the set of declarations forming the 
local variables for a block have been collected into a module-like form. 
In addition, the formal parameters of a procedure are represented in a 
module-like form within the graph. The input phase collects together 
all of the instructions belonging to a block of code. 
The second phase performs the module manipulations, forming the 
complete enumeration of any set of declarations which included one or 
more module manipulation constructs. During this process, any module 
referenced, which was defined using any module manipulation construct, 
is completely defined. Any environment identifiers declared within 
the Input program have their values defined. Once these operations 
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are complete, the data structure, representing the executable program, 
is created and input to the third phase. 
The third phase of the model is an extension of Johnston's contour 
model for block-structured languages (9, 10, 11, 12). As such, it inter-
pretively executes the program as output by the second phase, simulating 
the naming structure of the module-structured language. The data 
structure input to the third phase is a labeled, rooted, directed graph 
which consists of two node types. The first, the contour cell, contains 
a set of declaration subcells which form an environment during execution; 
the other node type, the code cell, contains a set of instruction sub-
cells, which contain the instructions which form a block of code. This 
graph is decomposable into a forest of trees. Each procedure which is 
defined within the global environment is captured by a tree; each module 
referenced within a procedure (or within a block) is also represented 
by a tree. This, of course, is caused by the block-structured nature of 
the underlying language. From any point on the tree, the set of declara­
tion subcells, which can be accessed by being contained within any con­
tour cell which is included on the path from the point on the tree to 
the root of the tree, forms the set of "vertically visible" names. The 
forest is transformed into a graph by the inclusion of the links between 
contour cells which are created by the module manipulation constructs 
providing "horizontal visibility." 
Before proceeding to define the semantics of the module constructs, 
it is appropriate to define the underlying block-structured language 
interpreted by the third phase of the model. This base language is 
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presented in the next section. The three sections following that de­
scribe the three phases of the model. The semantics of the module 
manipulation constructs are defined within the section on the second 
phase as transformations on the initial graphical representation of the 
input program. Following the discussion of the model, the semantics and 
naming structure of the module-structured language, ML, are defined by 
discussion of an example. 
The Base Language, BL 
The base language, defined for the third phase of the implementa­
tion model, is a simple, imperative, block-structured language. The 
language was designed to capture the notion of block structure and pro­
vide adequate power for the purpose of demonstration but remain small 
enough for a manageable, rather simple-minded interpreter. BL focuses 
on those language constructs which, together, provide block structure. 
The remaining language constructs are included to demonstrate the effect 
of that block structure. For that reason, BL cannot be considered 
a viable programming language. 
BL provides for the explicit declaration of simple variables and 
routines. Label constants are declared by their use. No structured 
variables or constants are provided. Routines may be value-returning. 
Simple variables are untyped. BL allows for data objects of two types: 
integer and label. A sufficient set of arthmetic operators is provided 
for the generation of integer-valued data objects during program execu­
tion, Label-valued data objects cannot be generated during program 
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execution. Both labels and routines are label-valued data objects. 
All type checking is dynamic, performed only under the control of 
the executable statement in which the type of the data object to be ma­
nipulated is defined. Hence, the call of a procedure requires a label-
valued object as an operand, while assignment performs no type check­
ing. 
BL provides eight executable statements, four of which are included 
to capture the notion of block structure, BL provides assignment state­
ments, output statements, transfer statements, conditional statements 
of the if-then-else form, as well as procedure call and return, and 
block entry and exit. Although all conditional statements are treated 
as if-then-else constructs, the else clause may be elided within the 
program text. A few more restrictions have been made: (1) all arguments 
to a procedure are passed by value; (2) only the value of integer-valued 
simple variables can be output; and (3) the comparison performed as part 
•of the execution of a conditional statement must be between an integer-
valued simple variable and either a second integer-valued simple vari­
able or an integer. 
A BNF grammar for BL is given in Figure 3.1. The semantics of BL, 
defined within the third phase of the implementation model, are as 
expected for a block-structured language derived from ALGOL. 
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<^rogram> ;:= <nain> | <înain><^rocedure> 
<nain> :;= <parameterless procedure)-
<^>rocedure> :;= <parameterless procedure> I <i:outine> 
«parameterless procedure> routine <Ldentifier>; 4)lock> 
•^outine> ::= routine <ldentifier>(<%)arameter list>); <block> 
<^arameter list> ::= <Ldentifier> | <Ldentifier>,<%)arameter list> 
<)lock> ;:= begin; <>ody> end; 
<t)ody>^;= <iecls> 
<lecls> ;:= <decl> 
«^tmts> I <aeclsXstmt> 
<aeclXiecls> 
<5iecl> ::= decl <adentifier>; | <procedure> 
<stmts>::= <stmt> | <StmtXstmts> 
<stmt>;:= <statement>; | <identifier>: <statement>; 
<statement> ::= <àssign> | <:ompare> j <output> ] <transfer> j <:all> 
<return> ) <3lock> 
<àssign> :;= <identifier> := <:hs> 
<rhs> ::= <:onstant> 
<compare> ::= <then> 
<3.dentifier> | •^xpr> 
<felse> 
<then> ::= <300lean> then <statement> 
<^lse> :;= _if <boolean> then -statement 1> else <statement> 
<toolean> :;= <ldentifierX:elop><)perand> 
< r e l o p >  : : = < | < ^ j = | - »  =  j > = | >  
<statementl> ::= <kssign> | <else> \ <butput> | Crans fer > | <call> | 
<return> | <3lock> 
<butput> ;:= print(<Ldentifier>) 
<transfer> ::= goto <identifier> 
<:all> :;= call <Ldentifier> | call <Ldentifier>(*^rgument list>) 
<àrgument list> ::= <rhs> j <rhs>,<argument list> 
<return> :;= return j returnC<rhs>) 
<Ldentifier> ::= <1 e11er>[<character>]^ , r-1 
neto,1,2,3,4,5] 
<character> ::= <Letter> | <iigit> 
<Letter> ::= a | b | ... \ z 
<aigit> : : = O j l  |  9
<constant> ::= <lateger> | -<anteger> 
<integer>:;= <aigit> \ <3igitXLnteger> 
<fexpr> ::= <term> j <tenn><âdd opXèxpr> 
<term> ::= <factor> 1 <factorXnul opXterm> 
<factpr> ::= <crand> | <ieg opXcand> 
<rand> ::= <bperand> | (^xpr>) 
<bperand> ::= -tonstant> | <Ldentifier> 
<add op> : ;= + 
<nul op>::= * / 
<ieg op> : := # 
Figure 3.1. BNF grammar for BL 
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The Input Phase 
The input phase of the model creates a graphical representation 
of a program written in ML, for use by the construction phase in perform­
ing the module manipulations. The program as input to this phase of the 
model is expressed in an abstract form which can be viewed as the output 
of a lexical analysis. The graph constructed by the input phase is a 
rooted, labeled, directed graph with all of the arcs having a label. The 
nodes themselves are not labeled, although some of the nodes contain 
information. 
The graph is constructed from several different types of nodes. The 
contour node is used in representing a set of declarations, as they appear 
within the program text. The contour node also plays a part in the 
representation of a module manipulation construct, since such a construct 
is considered as part of a set of declarations. A second node type which 
appears in the graph is the code node. A code node is used in represent­
ing a set of instructions. A code node is used, for example, in repre­
senting the set of instructions forming the body of a block. A code 
node designates the contour node used in representing the set of declara­
tions with which the set of instructions is textually related. A third 
node type is a branching node. This node type is used in building the 
graph but has no analog within the program text. A fourth node type is 
a container node. This is the only node which is nonempty and contains 
different types of objects extracted from the program text, including 
identifiers, integral constants, and arithmetic expressions. 
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The contour node will be described first. Within the program text, 
any set of declarations is decomposable into several disjoint subsets, 
depending on the type associated with the declaration. For example, the 
program fragment given ')y: 
decl a; 
routine b(c,d); 
begin; 
end; 
include e; 
p names bind s ; 
is a set of declarations which can be decomposed into four sets: the 
set of variables declared ({a}), the set of routines declared ({b}), the 
set of include statements ((include e}), and the set of environment 
declarations ( {p names bind s}). To represent a set of declarations, all 
of this information is placed in a subgraph whose root is the contour node, 
where a subgraph is defined to be a set of nodes such that any node in 
the graph has arcs connecting it to only other nodes in the set. In 
creating the subgraph, the natural decomposition of identifier types is 
used, since it is of value in the construction phase of the model. 
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As an example, the set of declarations given by: 
decl a; 
decl b; 
routine c; 
begin; 
end; 
routine d; 
begin; 
end; 
would be represented within the graph 
vars 
rtns 
where the labels on the arcs emanating from the contour node are vars 
(for variables) and rtns (for routines) and each of the branching nodes 
have arcs labeled 1 and 2. 
A contour node can be distinguished from any other node in the graph 
by the labels on the arcs emanating from it. These arcs are labeled 
from the set (vars. rtns, mods, incs. names, ins, pars, env] and are 
primarily used in decomposing a set of declarations into the sets of 
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variables declared, routines declared, modules declared, include state­
ments, environment declarations, insert statements, and parameter identi­
fiers, respectively. The arc labeled env will be discussed below. The 
set of identifiers which are declared as variables are contained in a set 
of container nodes which are linked to a branching node by arcs emanating 
from the branching node. These arcs are labeled by positive integers, 
but the correspondence between the arc label and the identifier is arbi­
trary. Except for the case of parameters, this arbitrary correspondence 
exists. Parameters, being positional, require a strictly defined corre­
spondence between arc label and identifier, such that the identifier 
contained in the node which terminates the arc labeled k is the k— 
parameter in the parameter list. 
All sets of declarations within the program are represented in the 
initial graph by a subgraph whose root is a contour node. The type of 
the declaration set determines the nonempty disjoint sets into which 
the set can be decomposed. For example, if the set of declarations is 
the set of local variables in a block, both the set of inserted modules 
and the set of parameters will be empty. If the set of declarations 
represents the formal parameters of a routine, only the set of parame­
ters may be nonempty; this set is empty in the case of a parameterless 
procedure. If the set of declarations is a module definition then the 
set of defined modules will be empty. 
A contour node has an arc labeled env emanating from it; in some 
cases, no other arc emanates from the contour node. This arc connects 
the contour node with that contour node which is the root of the 
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subgraph for the set of declarations for the "enclosing block". If the 
contour node is the root of the subgraph representing the local declara­
tions for a nested block, the arc labeled env terminates in the contour 
node which is the root of the subgraph for the set of declarations for 
the statically enclosing block. If a contour node is the root of a sub­
graph which represents the set of declarations of a module, the arc 
labeled env emanating from it terminates at the contour node which is 
the root of the subgraph for the set of declarations in which the module 
is defined. If a contour node is the root of a subgraph which represents 
the formal parameters of a routine, the arc labeled env emanating from 
it terminates at the contour node which is the root of the subgraph for 
the set of declarations in which the routine is declared. If a contour 
node is the root of a subgraph which represents the local variables 
within the body of a routine, the arc labeled env emanating from it 
terminates at the contour node which is the root of the subgraph for 
the formal parameters. The relationship of the env-labeled arcs of 
contour nodes can best be demonstrated with the program fragment below: 
decl a; 
decl b; 
routine c(d,e); 
begin; 
end; 
mod f; 
decl g; 
endmod 
whose subgraph would appear in the initial graph as: 
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vars 
env 
rtns 
pars 
mods 
env 
value 
Ihe relationship between a module name and the set of declarations 
which is its value is evident in the subgraph above. An arc labeled 
value which emanates from a node containing a module identifier and 
terminates in a contour node reflects the compile-time binding of a 
module and its name. The name-value relationship between a routine 
identifier and its body is also reflected within the initial graph by 
an arc labeled value. This aspect of the initial graph will be con­
sidered later. 
In the initial graph, the module manipulation constructs are each 
represented in tree form, with all of the information contained within 
the statement appearing in the tree. As an example, an include statement 
has, basically three pieces of information within it: the name of the 
module, a (possibly empty), set of arguments and a, (possibly empty) set 
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of renaming information. An include statemenL is represented in the ini­
tial graph by a tree whose root is a node which has an arc labeled mod 
emanating from it, and if there are arguments, an arc labeled ares and 
if any renaming is to be performed, an arc labeled withs. In addition, 
the argument list in an include statement provides implicit information 
concerning the order of the arguments, which is reflected in the arc 
labels, and the renaming information implicitly designates both the iden­
tifier of a name as it appears in the referenced module, and the identi­
fier of the name to appear in the context of the include statement. As 
an example, the construct 
include mod (a,,0) with rl -» r; 
would be represented within the initial graph by the tree shown below: 
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All of the renaming information is displayed within the graph as a branch­
ing node with arcs terminating in rename nodes, which are empty nodes 
having arcs labeled old and new emanating from them. Again, the order­
ing implied by the arc labels emanating from the branching node which 
is the root of the tree containing the renaming information is arbitrary. 
The argument information is contained within the initial graph by a tree 
whose root has a set of integer-labeled arcs which terminate in container 
nodes. These arcs are labeled by a subset of {l, 2, ..., k | k > 0} for 
some integer k. 
A contour node has an arc labeled incs emanating from it which termi­
nates in a branching node. By attaching a subtree of the form shown for 
an include construct to this branching node, the manipulation itself 
becomes inherent in the graph. So for the module definition fragment 
given by: 
mod q; 
decl a; 
decl b; 
routine c; 
begin; 
end; 
include mod (a, ,0) with rl r; 
endmod 
the subgraph given below would appear within the initial graph. 
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inod 
orgs 
withs 
The insert construct consists of the same type of information as 
the include construct, and is represented in the same manner. The only 
difference is that the tree which represents the construct is attached 
to the node at which the arc labeled ins terminates. 
The names construct performs two functions simultaneously. It acts 
as the declaration of an environment identifier and, further, defines how 
the environment which is to become the value of the environment identi­
fier, is to be created. The names local construct is somewhat different 
and will be treated later. The graph reflects this dual function in the 
following way: A node which contains the environment identifier has an 
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arc emanating from it which is labeled with the ujodule manipulation and 
which terminates in a node which is the root of a subtree. This subtree 
is the type of subtree used for the include and insert constructs. In 
the case of a bind, of course, no arc labeled withs exists in the sub­
tree. Thus, the construct 
s names bind t(a); 
would appear within the graph as a subtree of the form: 
Within a subgraph whose root is a contour node, the subtree representing 
a names construct appears as a subtree with an arc labeled by an integer 
terminating at its root. This arc emanates from the branching node 
which terminates the arc labeled names emanating from the contour node. 
As an example, for the set of declarations given by: 
decl a; 
s names insert t; 
routine c; 
begin; 
end; 
the subgraph within the initial graph would be given by: 
(D 
bine 
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The bind construct is defined in terms of the names construct. 
Within the graph, it is represented in its expanded form. Hence the 
module manipulation 
is reflected in the graph as though it appeared within the program text 
as 
and the above discussion describes the subgraph which would be used. 
The names local form of the names construct is used to associate 
an environment identifier with the environment created from the set of 
declarations in which it appears. To eliminate any possibility of circu­
larity and to reflect the fact that, within the set of declarations, no 
value can be attached to the identifier in the construct until the set 
of declarations has been completely enumerated, the identifier is 
handled as a special form of simple variable and appears in the subtree 
whose root is the branching node in which the arc labeled vars terminates. 
bind mod; 
mod names bind mod; 
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To distinguish it from other identifiers in the subtree, the identifier 
for the local environment is capitalized. For the program fragment 
given below: 
decl a; 
s names local; 
decl b; 
routine c; 
begin; 
end; 
the subgraph shown below would appear in the initial graph. 
Modules are defined by either listing a set of declarations and 
module manipulations, or by using the construct. In the later case, 
the construct is reflected within the initial graph as a subtree. This 
subtree possesses the same characteristics as that which is used for the 
bind construct. Hence, the root of the subtree is a node having an arc 
labeled mod emanating from it, and if there are arguments, has a subtree 
for the arguments within it. This subtree is linked to a container node 
by an arc emanating from it labeled value. The module identifier appears 
within the container node. The subtree rooted by the container node is 
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attached to the subgraph for the set of declarations in which the module 
definition appears within the subgraph whose root is the branching node 
which terminates the arc labeled mods emanating from the contour node. 
In considering module definitions, some provision must be made to dis­
tinguish those names which have been tagged accessible. For purposes of 
illustration, tagged identifiers are underlined within the graph. 
A code node is used in the representation of the blocks of code 
existing within the program. A code node is a form of branching node, 
which has an additional arc labeled decls emanating from it. This arc 
terminates at the contour node which is the root of the subgraph for the 
set of declarations with which the code is associated. The other arcs 
emanating from a code node are labeled by the set of consecutive positive 
integers 1, 2, ..., k for k > 0. Each of the integer-labeled arcs termi­
nates in a container arc, in which an instruction is stored. The node 
which terminates the arc labeled n contains the instruction in the 
block of code. Any node within the graph which contains a routine iden­
tifier has emanating from it an arc labeled value which terminates in a 
code node. The instructions within the subtree for which this code node 
is the root form the entry point coding for the routine. Interpretation 
of these instructions by the third phase of the model causes the parameter 
binding and procedure activation. A code node as described above has its 
decls-labeled arc terminating in the contour node which is the root of 
the subgraph for the formal parameters of the routine. Only two instruc­
tion types are not totally contained within the node in which they appear. 
These are the activate instruction, which appears within entry-point 
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coding for a routine, and the begin instruction. Both of these instruc­
tions designate a code node which serves as root for a subtree in which 
the instructions for the routine body or block appear. Therefore, an arc 
labeled block emanates from a container node which contains a begin or 
an activate instruction and terminates in a code node. 
During the construction phase, the instructions within the graph 
are interrogated but not transformed. For this reason, code nodes are 
pictured as monolithic entities, in which all of the instructions are 
contained. It is assumed that each instruction can be retrieved using 
the integer which would be the label of the arc terminating in the node 
containing the desired instruction. 
The root of the initial graph is a contour node. This contour node 
can be considered the value of an unnamed module whose set of declara­
tions comprises the global environment. The set of declarations for 
which this contour node is the root of the subgraph represents the global 
environment. The root has at most two arcs emanating frcan it. One is 
labeled rtns. The other, if it exists, is labeled mods. This is, to 
some extent, a reflection of the definition of BL, which defines a 
program as a set of routines. In other module-structured languages, 
the global environment might also contain declarations for simple vari­
ables. If so, the root of the initial graph could then have an arc 
labeled vars emanating from it. 
The graph which is generated by the input phase for a given program 
according to the descriptions above is input to the construction phase, 
which performs the module manipulations as defined within the graph. 
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transforming the module-structured program into a form which can be exe­
cuted in the third phase. This construction process defines the compile-
time actions used in creating the sets of declarations using the module 
manipulation constructs. Parts of the compilation process require com­
plete symbol tables; thus, the completion of the module manipulations 
precedes that portion of the compilation process which has been abstracted 
to the execution phase. 
The Construction Phase 
The construction phase of the model performs the module manipula­
tions by performing a series of transformations on the initial graph. 
These transformations create the environments which might arise during 
program execution and build the access paths between a set of declara­
tions in which a module is referenced and the set of declarations forming 
the referenced module. The correlation between an environment identifier 
and the environment which is to become its value is established during 
the construction phase. Once the set of transformation has been per­
formed, the resulting graph is used to create the program skeleton, 
which is input to the third phase, as a description of the program to 
be executed. 
The process of constructing the program to be executed yields a 
sequence of graphsJ GQ, G^, G^, where GQ is the initial graph and G^, 
the final graph, is used to create the program skeleton. This process 
yields a unique Gn from a given GQ. The sequence of graphs which yield 
Gj^ may vary, within certain constraints, depending on the implementation 
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chosen for the algorithms describing the transformations. Each module 
manipulation consists of three parts: (1) module resolution which deter­
mines which module was referenced; (2) creation of a copy of the defini­
tion of the referenced module, which requires performing all module 
manipulations within the module; and (3) performance of the module manipu­
lation, which transforms the subgraph in which the construct originally 
appeared by replacing the subtree describing the construct with the copy 
of the referenced module which has been created. Only those subgraphs 
which have a contour node as a root are transformed; the subgraphs which 
have code nodes as roots are traversed to locate contour nodes, as re­
quired . 
Before describing the transformations on the graph which define 
the semantics of the module manipulations, a few definitions are in 
order. Within the graph, all of the arcs emanating from a node are 
labeled with distinct labels. Any arc in the graph is uniquely determined 
by two nodes and, because of the unique labels of the arcs emanating from 
a node, from a given node an arc unambiguously "selects" another node. 
As an example, if a contour node is being considered, then from that 
contour node, the arc labeled vars selects a particular branching node 
within the graph. If n stands for a contour node, then vars(n) is the 
node selected by the arc labeled vars emanating from the node n. The 
operation of composite selection is the process of repeatedly selecting 
a node by using an arc label. In the subgraph for the set of declara­
tions given by; 
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decl a; 
decl b; 
routine c; 
begin; 
end; 
if n designates the contour node which is the root of the subgraph repre­
senting this set of declarations, then l(rtns(n)) is used as a "selector 
function" to select the node containing the identifier c. Any node which 
is selected by an arc emanating from a node is "directly accessible" 
from the node from which the arc emanates. Thus, the code node which is 
the root of the subgraph representing the entry-point coding for a 
routine is directly accessible from the container node in which the 
routine identifier appears. The notion of accessibility is the transi­
tive closure of the notion of direct accessibility. A node n is 
"accessible" from a node m if there exists a sequence of nodes n^^, n^, 
.., n^ such that 
n^ is directly accessible from m 
and rx2 is directly accessible from n^ 
and n is directly accessible from n 
k k-1 
and n is directly accessible from n^ 
Another way of describing the notions of "direct accessibility" and 
"accessibility" is to cast the definition in a more active frame. If 
node n^ is directly accessible from node n, then node n "directly accesses" 
node n^, using the label of the arc which connects them, and if node m 
is accessible from node n, then n "accesses" node m. 
The description of the construction process is made in terms of 
these definitions. 
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Module resolution 
The process of module resolution is one of locating the definition 
of the module referenced within a module manipulation construct. If more 
than one module having the same name exists, the reference is to be re­
solved to the module defined in the smallest block enclosing the one in 
which the reference is made. This is a form of static binding, which is 
usually used in block-structured languages. To locate the module to 
which a module reference is to be resolved, a search is made within 
specific subgraphs of the graph for the module definition. These sub­
graphs are defined by repeatedly using the arcs labeled env to select a 
sequence of contour nodes. For purposes of discussion, let m be the 
contour node which is the root of the subgraph containing the module 
reference. Starting at m, the contour nodes selected in this way can 
be used to define all of the declarations visible from a given contour 
node in much the same way that the set of declarations visible from a 
given block in a program written in an ALGOL-like program can be deter­
mined. From any contour node, the subgraph whose root is the branching 
node selected by mods determines the set of modules defined within that 
block. From any contour node, then, the set of module names which are 
visible can be determined by repeated use of the selectors mods and env. 
The module within a manipulation construct is resolved to the module of 
the same name defined within the smallest enclosing block in which such 
a module definition occurs. Thus, in the program fragment given below: 
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mod q; 
decl a; 
endmod 
routine r; 
begin; 
mod q; 
decl b; 
endmod 
begin; 
include q; 
end; 
end : 
routine s; 
begin; 
include q; 
end; 
the reference to q within routine r would be resolved to the module q 
containing the declaration for b, while the reference to q within routine 
s would be resolved to the module q containing the declaration of a. 
Performing a transformation 
After resolving the module referenced within a construct, the trans­
formation which defines that construct can be made, provided the module 
to which the reference was resolved is fully defined, i.e., that the 
module definition contains no reference to another module. In a legal 
program, any module definition can be transformed into a fully-defined 
module. In describing the transformations on the graph, a fully-defined 
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module is assumed. Transforming a module into a fully-defined module 
makes use of the transformations presented below 
The procedures defining the transformations are given in the Appendix, 
In presenting the transformations, the procedures will not be explic­
itly referenced. For purposes of discussion, it is assumed that the 
module reference within the construct has been resolved to a fully-de­
fined module and that a copy of that module has been made. After describ­
ing the transformations as isolated occurrences, the traversal strategy 
will be described. The traversal strategy orders the transformations 
on the graph, determining which to perform next. 
The include construct is used to make the accessible declarations 
of the referenced module known in the context of the construct. At the 
same time, when any of these names are referenced within the code, they 
must be evaluated within an environment which is created from the de­
scription provided by the module in which they were declared. To describe 
the transformation, suppose c is a contour node, that x is the root of a 
subtree which describes the construct 
include mod; 
and that, for some integer k, k(incs(c)) selects x. Suppose further, 
that v is the node selected by vars(c) and that the node selected by 
n(vars(c)) exists but the node selected by n + l(vars(c)) does not exist. 
Assume also that mod has m accessible declarations. 
The transformation satisfies the first half of the definition in 
the following way: For each accessible declaration in the referenced 
module, create a container node for each accessible declaration, placing 
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in the container node the identifier from the declaration. In this ex­
ample, m container nodes would be created. When a container node is 
created, and the identifier placed in it, the container node is linked 
to the one in the copy of the module from which it was created by con­
structing an arc from the new container node. This describes the cor­
respondence between a name made known in the context of a module refer­
ence and the name within the module. Each newly created container node 
is attached to the subtree whose root is selected by the arc labeled 
vars from some contour node. In the example, the subtree for which v 
is the root would now have n + m nodes directly accessible from v. The 
final part of the transformation replaces the subtree for the construct 
with the copy of the referenced module. 
This description of the transformation has not addressed the issues 
of argument list and renaming. Renaming affects the set of names which 
are appended to the subgraph whose root is a contour node and in which 
the root of the subtree is selected by k(incs(c)) for some contour node, 
c, and some integer k > 0. The effect on the above transformation is 
one of changing the identifier placed in the newly-created container node. 
Figure 3.2 pictorially displays the include transformation, with some 
renaming. In Figure 3.2a, a subgraph whose root is a contour node is 
given. This subgraph depicts the set of declarations shown below: 
decl a; 
decl b; 
include ex with b— d; 
routine c; 
begin; 
end ; 
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where the hexagon represents the subgraph used to represent the value of 
c. If the module ex has been defined as: 
mod ex; 
decl a; 
accessible decl b; 
accessible routine f; 
begin; 
end; 
endmod 
then Figure 3.2b is the graphical representative of ex. The result of the 
transformation on the subgraph of Figure 3.2a is shown in Figure 3.2c. 
The reader will note that the complete subgraph for the module is copied 
into the subgraph in which the include construct originally appeared. 
Once the transformation is complete, the copied subgraph provides a de­
scription of an environment to which access has been defined. 
The question of an argument list within the include construct still 
remains. In using an argument list, a new module is implicitly being 
created. This module has fewer parameters than the one named in the con­
struct. After the process of resolving the module reference, in creat­
ing a copy of that module, the argument list is used so that the copy, 
which will eventually be linked into the subgraph in place of the subtree 
for the construct, has the parameters set as indicated in the construct. 
This process can be thought of as creating an unnamed module using the 
is construct. For this reason, an argument list has no effect on the 
include transformation. 
In Chapter II, the insert manipulation was defined as having the 
same effect as the include except that those names which become known 
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Figure 3.2. An example of the include transformation 
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in the context of the construct are tagged accessible, so the transforma­
tion for the insert manipulation is basically the same as that for the 
include manipulation. 
The bind construct is represented within the graph in tandem with 
the names construct. A bind causes the same change to a set of declara­
tions as would an include on a module having no accessible declarations. 
That is, a copy of the module referenced, subject to any changes caused 
by an argument list within the construct, would replace the subtree 
defining the construct and have no further affect on the subgraph in 
which the construct originally appeared. 
The names construct is used to associate an environment identifier 
with an environment created by a module reference. In s names bind t;, 
for example, an environment described by module t is to be created and s 
is to identify that environment. In s names include t;, an environment 
described by module t is to be created; s is to identify that environment; 
and horizontal visibility from the environment in which s appears to the 
environment created from t is to be provided in accordance with the def­
inition of the include construct. As an example, if s names include t; 
were included within a subgraph whose root is a contour node, the trans­
formation is carried out as described above. The graphical representa­
tion for the include t part of the construct is accessed from the contour 
node using a composite selector of the form inc(k(names(contour node))), 
for some integer k > 0. The copy of the module which has been used 
in the include transformation replaces the graphical representation 
of the include t; so that the contour node which is the root of this 
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copy is accessible from the contour node by inc(k(names(contour node))) 
for the same k. 
Basically, then, the transformation for a names construct consists 
of deciding which of the transformations for include, insert, and bind 
to use. This is determined by the label on the arc emanating from the 
container node in which the environment identifier is stored. 
The last construct to be considered is the i^ construct. This con­
struct is used to create a module whose definition is determined by the 
definition of some other module. If no arguments exists in the statement, 
that is, the manipulation statement is of the form 
m is n; 
then a copy of the subgraph which is accessed from the node containing n 
by the arc labeled value is made and this copy replaces the subtree for 
the ^  construct within the graph. If an argument list does exist in the 
manipulation construct, then a new module having fewer parameters must be 
created. To begin with, any parameter whose value has been set can no 
longer be accessed from the root of the subgraph by a selector of the 
form k(pars(root)). Rather, it is to be accessed by a selector of the 
form k(vars(root)), since that seems the most reasonable of the subsets 
in which to place the identifier. To accommodate the value which must 
be associated with the identifier in creating the name, when the environ­
ment is constructed, the node containing the identifier directly accesses 
a node containing the value by an arc labeled value. After all of the 
parameters for which values have been provided in the argument list have 
been moved to the subset of variables, the subset of remaining parameters 
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must be reordered to enforce the correspondence between the label on the 
arc which terminates at the node containing the identifier for the 
parameter and the position of that parameter in the new parameter list. 
Once this has been done the graph representing the new module is conçlete 
and can be used in whatever fashion desired. In the case of the i^s con­
struct this new graph replaces the graphical representation of the con­
struct. If this creation is performed as a secondary issue in an include 
(or insert, or bind) transformation, then the required copy has been 
created for use. 
As an example, suppose the module mod, having three parameters is 
defined as shown below: 
mod mod (x,y,z); 
decl a; 
routine b; 
begin; 
end; 
endmod 
and that new _is mod (1,,3); is to be performed. Then the effect of the 
is construct is to define a module new which names the set of declarations 
given by: 
mod new (y); 
decl X initial 1; 
decl z initial 3; 
decl a; 
routine b; 
begin; 
end; 
endmod 
where initial has been used to describe the initialization of the values 
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of X and z. 
The argument evaluation aspect of this process needs clarification. 
The arguments to a module are compile-time constants. They may be inte­
gers, as shown above, or identifiers which have values associated with 
them during compilation. These identifiers include routines and en­
vironment identifiers, as well as simple variables which have been ini­
tialized, as above. They do not include modules, since modules cannot 
be immediately nested within modules. Module arguments may also be 
arithmetic expressions, in which case only previously initialized module 
parameters can be referenced. In order to evaluate the argument, all 
identifier references must be resolved. The resolution strategy follows 
that described for module resolution. Starting with the set of declara­
tions in which the identifier reference was made, the identifiers are 
searched for an instance of the referenced identifier, and if it has a 
value, that value is used. If it has no value, then the program is illegal. 
If the identifier cannot be found then the search is continued by using 
the set of declarations for the enclosing block of the one in which the 
argument appeared. This process of identifier resolution will be ex­
panded upon in the discussion, below, on the strategy used in determining 
the order of applying the transformations. Once all of the arguments have 
been evaluated using this static resolution, the new module is created 
as described above. 
As an example, suppose a module, ml, is defined by 
mod ml(x,y); 
decl a; 
decl b; 
endmod 
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and that a routine, rl, is also defined, as outlined below: 
routine rl; 
begin; 
decl a; 
routine r2; 
begin; 
m ml(2,r3); 
end; 
routine r3; 
begin; 
end; 
end; 
The creation of the module m requires the evaluation of the argument r3. 
First, the set of declarations which are local to the body of r2 is 
searched for the identifier r3. Since none is found, the set of declara­
tions for the enclosing block is searched. This set, {a,r2,r3} contains 
the identifier r3, which has a value. The module m will then contain an 
identifier y whose value is the value of r3. 
Creating a fully-defined module 
To this point, all modules referenced have been assumed to be fully-
defined. This is not always the case. The creation of a fully-defined 
module requires the performance of all of the module manipulations that 
appear within the module, either in the set of declarations which define 
the module, or within a routine defined within the module. The order in 
which the required transformations is defined by the "traversal strategy". 
The process itself is highly recursive and will be discussed in somewhat 
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general terms. The reader is referred to the Appendix, in which the proce­
dures for the entire construction process are given . 
Once a module reference has been resolved, the module definition 
must be completed, if the module is not fully defined. The process of 
fully-defining a module is one of completing a set of declarations. The 
same method is, basically, applied to any set of declarations within the 
graph and will be described with that in mind. Some slight modification 
is made to the process to provide error checking. These modifications will 
not be discussed. 
For any set of declarations, any modules defined within that set 
are first interrogated. This is done to facilitate module resolution. 
Any module defined by recourse to the _is construct is defined by creat­
ing a copy of the module referenced, with any argument manipulations re­
quired. The module created is any exact copy of the referenced module 
in that no internal module manipulations are performed, since module 
references have been defined to be statically resolved from the point of 
definition. Any module in this set which is defined by a partial enumera­
tion of the set of declarations is not modified. It is possible that a 
module, defined by use of the construct, is to be passed an argument 
which will exist within the context of the is construct following some 
further module manipulation. In first attempting to create the module, 
arguments are resolved within the local context only. If this cannot be 
done, the module definition is deferred. Once all of the required module 
definitions have been attempted, then the include constructs are tried. 
Once the module reference has been resolved, if the referenced module is 
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still defined as the result of an Ij. construct, the attempt is "aborted," 
and the next include construct is tried. If the module referenced is 
defined in terms of a set of declarations, then that set of declarations 
is fully defined. Only in the case where the module referenced is de­
fined within the context of the include construct can the process of full 
definition be legitimately aborted. If the referenced module is defined 
in some context other than the one whose subgraph is being traversed, and 
that module cannot be fully defined, the program is illegal. Assuming 
that the referenced module has been fully defined, the arguments, if any, 
are evaluated within the local context. If that can be done, the include 
transformation is applied. If not, the attempt to include is legiti­
mately aborted. The set of insert constructs is next interrogated in 
this same fashion. Following that, the names constructs are tried. 
Having made one pass through all of the constructs within the subgraph, 
a second pass is made if any attempt was aborted. The process of repeatedly 
attempting to transform each of the module constructs continues until 
either all of the constructs have been transformed, or some subset of them 
cannot be performed. One additional pass is made through the untrans-
formed constructs, which are now known to hinge on argument evaluation. 
Beginning with any as yet undefined modules, any arguments are evaluated 
in the complete environment, as opposed to the local context only. Any 
module which cannot now be fully defined signals the illegality of the 
original program. Having now defined all of the modules which can be 
referenced within the set of include, insert, and names statements, the 
as yet untransformed include, insert and names representation are again 
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interrogated, with the local context restriction on argument evaluation. 
If, again, a set of legitimately untransformed construct representations 
exist after a number of passes through them (an additional pass is made 
only if some transformation was performed), the restriction on argument 
evaluation is lifted and another set of passes is made. In this case, 
either all of the transformations are performed or, if some subset still 
cannot be performed, then the program is illegal. 
The complexity of the traversal described above is a function of 
the possibly great interaction between constructs within one set of dec­
larations. The program fragment in Figure 3.3 demonstrates such inter­
action. Suppose that the modules q and r are defined as shown within 
some block enclosing that in which the three module manipulations appear. 
According to the traversal strategy, s is defined first. The argument, 
mod q(a,b); 
decl c; 
accessible routine d; 
begin; 
end; 
endmod 
mod r(c,d); 
accessible decl e; 
endmod 
include q(,e); 
s r(0); 
V names includ e s ; 
Figure 3.3. An example of interaction between 
module manipulation constructs 
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consisting of a constant, allows this to occur. The include construct is 
then attempted. No declaration for e exists locally, although after the 
completion of the transformation for the names construct, one will exist. 
Since the definition of the constructs imposes no hierarchy on the con­
structs, the e which will become known locally is the e which should be 
passed in the argument list for q. Hence, the include transformation is 
legitimately aborted. In this case, the names transformation is tried 
next. The module s is defined locally. Since the definition was com­
pleted, the transformation can be performed, making e known within the 
local context. In the second pass, then, the transformation for the 
statement include q(,e); can be performed. 
Once all of the transformations for module definitions, include 
statements, insert statements, and names statements have been performed 
the local context has been transformed into its final state. Those sets 
of declarations for which the current one is the enclosing set must still 
be transformed. Each of the routines defined with the set are next trans­
formed. The definition of a routine can be accessed from a contour node 
by using a composite selector of the form value(k(rtns(contour node))), 
for some k > 0. The node so selected is a code node, from which the con­
tour node which is the root of the subgraph for the formal parameters 
is directly accessible. It is obvious that the set of declarations 
represented by such a contour node requires no transformation. Instead, 
the subgraph representing the local variables for the routine body does 
need interrogation. From the code node representing the entry-point 
coding for the routine, the root of the subgraph for the local variables 
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can be accessed by decls(block(n(code node))). This contour node is then 
traversed, using the strategy being described. Once that traversal is 
complete, any nested blocks within the body of the routine need to be 
located. This is accomplished by interrogating the code for the body of 
the routine and, on encountering a begin instruction, traversing the 
contour node accessible by decls(block(begin instruction)). Once the 
traversal is complete, the remainder of the instructions in the body of 
the routine are interrogated. When all of the instructions of the routine 
have been interrogated, the traversal of the routine is complete; any 
other routine which is defined in the same context as the routine whose 
traversal has just been completed is next traversed. Once all of the 
routines defined within a set of declarations have been traversed, the 
traversal for that set of declarations is complete. 
The traversal begins with the contour node which is the root of the 
graph. After the traversal for each of the global routines has been 
completed, exists. is used to create the program skeleton for in­
put to the third phase of the model. To do this the routine definitions 
are traversed again. At this time, each contour node accessed causes 
the creation of a contour cell, and each code node accessed causes the 
creation of a code cell. A contour cell contains a set of declaration 
subcells, an environment link, and some additional information which is 
not important at this stage. A declaration subcell contains a name, con­
sisting of an identifier, a value, if any, and the type of the value, if 
one exists. The set of declarations is used to determine the number of 
declaration subcells within the contour cell; each parameter, each 
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variable, each routine and each environment identifier requires a decla­
ration subcell. Creating the name from a parameter or from a simple 
variable is relatively straightforward, although any simple variable which 
exists by virtue of a module manipulation or any simple variable which 
names the local environment requires special handling. Initialized 
simple variables are handled by placing the value within the declara­
tion subcell. The definition of module parameters which have been bound 
to nonintegral values is deferred. After the simple values and param­
eters have been formed in the contour cells, the contour cells which are 
needed because of environment descriptions contained within the set of 
declarations being interrogated are formed using the technique being de­
scribed. After this, the linkages from those simple variables which exist 
because of the module manipulations are built, linking such a name to 
the declaration subcell within the contour cell from which it was cre­
ated. Ihis linkage is not a value, but a reference to a declaration sub-
cell. The environment identifiers are then added to the contour cell and 
their values established by creating a value reference to the appropriate 
contour cell. Lastly, the routines are defined. The value of a routine 
is a label, the ip of which designates the code cell containing the entry 
point coding. Definition of a routine requires both a traversal of the 
definition as it appears in the graph, as well as the construction of the 
label. The code node containing the entry point coding is used to create 
a code cell to contain the entry point code. A code cell consists of a 
set of instruction subcells and an environment link designating the con­
tour cell with which the code is associated. In creating a code cell. 
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each of the instructions contained in nodes accessible from the code node 
by integral selectors are copied into the instruction subcells, in order. 
The code cell for the entry point coding is linked to the contour in 
which the routine identifier is defined. Then the contour cell for the 
formal parameters is created; its environment link designates the contour 
cell in which the routine identifier is defined. Next the body of the 
routine is interrogated. The set of declarations describing the local 
variables for the body of routine is traversed, creating any required 
contour cells. The subsidiary contour cells are all given null environ­
ment links, indicating that they are distinct from the program text. 
The contour cell for the routine body has its environment link set to 
designate the contour cell formed for the formal parameters. At this 
point, block entry-point coding is constructed, within a code cell. 
Block entry-point coding is used by the third phase of the model in lo­
cating the contour cells needed by a block. The activate instruction in 
the code cell containing the routine entry-point coding is set to desig­
nate this block entry-point coding. Within the block entry-point coding, 
an instruction is created which designates the code cell of the body of 
the block. The code cell of the block is built and the link between the 
block entry-point coding and this code cell is created. The contour cell 
designated by the block entry-point coding is the contour in which it 
can be activated. In the case of the block entry-point coding for the 
body of a routine, this is the contour cell for the formal parameters. 
After creating the code cell for the body of the routine, the instruction 
subcells are interrogated for begin statements. Each of these is used to 
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create a set of contour cells and code cells as outlined here. When the 
traversal of a routine definition is completed, the label which is the 
value of the routine name is constructed and stored in the declaration 
subcell containing the routine identifier. Once all of the routine 
definitions have been created, the definition of a contour cell is com­
plete. 
After the traversal of the graph is complete, and the program skele­
ton basically formed, the graph is traversed yet another time. ïïiis 
traversal, together with a parallel traversal of the program skeleton, 
accomplishes the task of linking module parameters which have been set to 
routines or environments. It is the author's opinion that this last 
traversal could be eliminated if a slightly different second traversal 
were used. 
An example of the construction process 
The effect of the first two phases of the model can be best illus­
trated by example. This section demonstrates the construction process 
in terms of a simple example, which appears in Figure 3.4. This program 
contains one module, quad, which is used to define a quadratic function. 
In using the module, the parameters must be set to the values of the co­
efficients of the function. In this case, the module contains only 
one routine, which evaluates the specific quadratic function, de­
fined by setting the module parameters, for a given value, x. Ihis re­
striction is placed on the module for purposes of illustration; with a 
"real" module, other functions might be provided. 
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1. mod quad(a,b,c); 
2. accessible routine eval(x); 
3. begin; 
4. decl y; 
5 .  y : = ( a * x + b ) * x + c ;  
6. return(v); 
7. end; 
8. endmod 
9. routine main; 
10. begin; 
11. decl x; 
12. decl y; 
13. include quad(2,-5,4) with eval-* f; 
14. begin; 
15. decl x; 
16. decl y; 
17. p names include quad(l,0,-l) with eval-» g; 
18. X := 3; 
19. y := g(x); 
20. print(v); 
21. end; 
22. y := f(6); 
23. print(y); 
24. return; 
25. end; 
Figure 3.4. A sample ML program 
The routine main makes use of the module on two separate occasions, 
defining two quadratic functions. Again, for purposes of demonstration, 
one of the references to the module assigns an environment name to the 
environment created by reference to the module. The output of the 
input phase is shown in Figure 3.5. The numbers next to a node are used 
in positioning the results of the transformations. As mentioned earlier, 
the code nodes within the initial graph have been collapsed into mono­
lithic entities rather than pictured as subgraphs. Further, to simplify 
the graph, only those arcs whose labels must be known are labeled. Thus, 
sets of nodes accessible from a given node are ordered only when the 
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activate 
env 
,value 
, x: = 3; 
y:=g(x); 
print (y); 
exit 
bind X 
octivote 
y:=(o*x + b)*x+c; 
return(y) ; 
>mo-
lenv 
vvgrs^^ 
env 
begin 
y-f(6),-
print (y) ; 
return ; 
•© 
-0 
vars 
vars 
ames 
witris 
Figure 3.5. The initial graph for the program in Figure 3.4 
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ordering provides significant information. In referring to sets of 
parameters, for example, this information is significant; when refer­
ring to a set of routines declared within a block, this information is 
not significant and has been omitted. 
In executing the construction phase of the model, each contour 
node is interrogated and, if any reference is made to a module, a trans­
formation is applied. In a similar fashion, each code node is interro­
gated, in order to locate all of the contour nodes. In traversing the 
initial graph, the root is the contour node first interrogated. Each 
module name defined within this contour, that is, each module identi­
fier which is accessible from the root node, r, by a selector of the 
form k(mods(r)), for some positive integer k, is checked to determine 
whether it has been defined using the is construct. Any module defined 
in this manner must be created as described above. Once this has been 
done, every module name which can be referenced in a module manipulation 
using one of the labels fines, ins, names] emanating from the contour 
node being interrogated, has been defined and is represented in the graph 
by a subgraph whose root is a contour node. When interrogating the root 
of the initial graph, it is known that at most two arcs emanate from the 
node, and that one is labeled rtns. After interrogating the module 
definitions, the traversal of the routine definitions proceeds. A 
routine definition is traversed by locating each code node accessible 
from the node containing the routine identifier. The first code node 
encountered is the one for the entry-point coding of the routine. The 
contour node associated with the entry-point coding defines the formal 
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parameters of the routine, and need not be further considered at this 
time. Hie last instruction within the code node designates the code 
node containing the instructions representing the body of the routine. 
This code node can be used to select the contour node for the local vari­
ables of the routine and must be interrogated. After determining that 
no local module definitions are made in this example, the module manipu­
lations are performed. In this case, an include construct exists. Let 
the contour node being interrogated be called n. The effect of the 
manipulation on the subgraph whose root is n consists of replacing the 
include construct with a copy of the module formed by setting the param­
eters of the module quad, and by augmenting the set of nodes directly 
accessible from vars(n) with a set of identifier-containing nodes, one 
for each declaration tagged accessible in the referenced module, and 
building the links from the new container nodes back to the identifier-
containing nodes from which they were generated. Figure 3.6 demonstrates 
the effect of the transformation include on the contour node representing 
the local variables of the routine main. The subgraph in Figure 3.6 
replaces that whose root is "labeled" by 1 in the graph in Figure 3.5. 
The entire module, including the subgraph whose root is the node contain­
ing the identifier for eval, appears locally, since the function eval 
must be evaluated within an environment in which the name a has a value 
of 2 (at least initially). No other module manipulations exist within 
the subgraph whose root is n, the contour node being interrogated. 
At this point, the code node for the routine body is interrogated, 
to locate any begin instructions. As is apparent from the program text. 
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vars 
incs 
vars 
rtns env 
env 
bind X 
activate 
Figure 3.6. The subgraph for the local variables of routine main, 
after transformation 
in Figure 3.4, one such nested block exists. Once the code node for 
this block has been located, the contour node associated with it is 
interrogated. Again, no module definitions are made, and no use is made 
of the include construct. In this case, however, a names construct is 
used. Performing the module manipulation causes the replacement of the 
subgraph describing the module manipulation to be used in creating the 
environment, with a direct description of the environment, together with 
the performance of the environment-creating manipulation. In this in­
stance, a module is created from the definition of quad in which the 
parameters are set to 1, 0, and -1, respectively. Resolution of the 
referenced module name is accomplished by traversing the chain of contour 
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nodes selected by repeated use of the env-labeled arcs, locating the 
module quad defined with the global environment. Figure 3.7 depicts 
the contour node for the nested begin block following application of the 
names transformation. Since no further module manipulation constructs 
exist within the subgraph whose root is the contour node being inter­
rogated the code node associated with it is interrogated for instances of 
begin instructions. Since none exist, the interrogation of the code 
node for the enclosing block is continued from the point of the begin in­
struction. No other nested blocks were defined, so the traversal of the 
definition of routine main is complete. Returning to the contour node 
which is the root of the subgraph in which the routine definition appears 
vars env 
2 pare 
value. 
bind X 
activate 
names 
rtns 
value, 
kvars 
valui 
lVQIui 
Figure 3,7. The subgraph for the nested block, after transformation 
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(in this case the root of the graph) an attempt is made to traverse 
any other routines defined. Since none exist, the traversal of the 
graph is con^lete; all required transformations have been made. 
The construction phase of the model completes its task by travers­
ing the graph to construct the program skeleton for the execution phase. 
The contour cells comprising the program skeleton are shown in Figure 
3.8. Each box represents a contour cell. The arrows linking one box 
to another form the chain of vertically visible environments induced 
RAId 
RAId 
RAId 
eval 
eval 
Figure 3.8. The program skeleton for the program in Figure 3.4. 
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by block structuring. Those contours containing the identifier KÂId are 
formal parameter contours. RAId is used during the execution phase as 
the identifier whose value is the return address to be used when exiting 
the routine. This identifier is generated during building of the program 
skeleton as a "compiler generated identifier" and placed in the formal 
parameter contour, along with the parameter identifiers declared as part 
of the routine header. The identifiers main and eval have values asso­
ciated with them representing the code for the routines; f and g also 
have values linking them to the appropriate contour cells. These have 
been eliminated for clarity. The value of p has been included, designat­
ing the environment formed from the module quad which is its value. 
In the next section, the execution phase of the model is described. 
The example above will be used in demonstrating it. 
The Execution Phase 
Overview of the execution phase 
In this section, the third phase of the Implementation model, which 
simulates program execution, is presented. This part of the model is 
heavily based on the contour model of block-structured languages (9, 10, 
11, 12). The semantics of BL are specified by the execution phase, and 
present no surprises; the semantics will not be explicitly defined here. 
The effect of the module manipulation constructs on program execution, 
and the effect of the environment manipulation constructs (enter and 
leave) will be described in considerable detail. 
The execution phase receives as input an abstract representation of 
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the input program in terms of contour cells and code cells. This repre­
sentation is considered to be invariant during program execution and is 
referred to as the program skeleton. Simulation of the Instructions of 
the program creates the record skeleton, which is a dynamic record of ex­
ecution. The sequence of record skeletons, produced during program simu­
lation, is a time-dependent model of the execution of the naming struc­
ture of ML. Because the program skeleton is invariant, the record skele­
ton consists only of a set of contour cells, each of which is created dur­
ing simulation in response to a particular instruction within some code 
cell within the program skeleton. Each contour cell in the record skele­
ton has an antecedent contour cell within the program skeleton from which 
it is created. The declaration subcells within the record skeleton most 
closely capture the notion of name, as these names arise during program 
execution. Each record skeleton which arises during program simulation 
will be considered to be a snapshot of the execution taken immediately 
after the execution of an instruction as it appears within the program 
text. 
Before proceeding to describe the effect on the record skeleton of 
the simulation of the program given in Figure 3.4, and whose program skel­
eton is outlined in Figure 3.8, a short discussion of the execution of 
the model will be given. The reader who is familiar with Johnston's 
contour model (9, 10, 11, 12) will find only those sections dealing with 
the execution affects of the module constructs and the enter and leave 
commands of interest; the effect of these constructs is illustrated by 
the example of this chapter and that of chapter 4. Other readers will 
find the next section of value in understanding the execution phase. 
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The aiaulator 
The program simulator is founded on the notion that the naming struc­
ture of a language Is the primary determinator of the effect of the execu­
tion of any program written in that language. The naming structure, which 
determines the correspondence between a reference to a name and the de­
claration of that name, is perhaps the most fundamental aspect of the com­
pilation process and, as such, cannot be readily investigated. By abr : 
stracting the execution of the naming structure from the con^ilation 
process, the effect of the naming structure on program execution can be 
studied. In this model, determining the set of names which can be legiti­
mately referenced within an instruction, as well as determining the cor­
responding declaration instance of a name for a particular reference is 
of paramount importance. 
The state of the model at any time is described by the record skele­
ton as mentioned above. In addition, the model contains a processor. 
The processor contains a plethora of information, including an (ip, ep) 
pair, the ip of which designates the instruction, within a code cell, 
which is to be the next instruction simulated, and the ep of which desig­
nates the contour cell in the record skeleton in which the processor is 
executing. The processor also contains a work space, used in linking new 
contour cells into the record skeleton, and the processor also is used 
in transferring the value returned by a value-returning function from that 
function to the context of the call. 
Die ep stored within the processor is used to define the processor 
environment, which consists of a subset of the set of contour cells within 
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the record skeleton. This subset is determined as follows: The contour 
cell designated by the processor's ep is included in the processor envi­
ronment, and the contour cell designated by the environment link of any 
contour cell in the processor environment is also in the processor en­
vironment. The processor environment is, then, a chain of contour cells 
within the record skeleton uniquely determined by the processor's ep. 
The naming structure of a language is used in determining the 
correspondence between a reference to a name and the declaration of that 
name. In this model, that correspondence is determined by the identifier 
binding strategy, IBS. The IBS searches the processor environment for a 
declaration subcell containing a name whose identifier matches that of 
the reference, according to some search strategy. Once the declaration 
subcell has been found, the correspondence is established. In the dis­
cussions which follow, the first declaration subcell encountered in a 
static search of the processor environment will be the one chosen. One 
other aspect of the naming structure needs consideration. When a contour 
cell is created in the record skeleton, it must have its environment link 
set. The contour cell to which a newly allocated contour cell is to be 
linked is determined by the environment binding strategy, BBS. Hie BBS 
is also used to determine the value of the processor's ep as a side 
effect of any instruction simulation which can cause a change in the site 
of execution. 
Contour cells within the record skeleton are created on block entry 
and procedure call. At the time of block entry, multiple contour cells 
may be created, if any module manipulation appears as part of the set of 
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declarations of the block to be entered. The creation of multiple 
contour cells, in response to a single instruction, is one of the 
major extensions to the contour model contained within the execution 
phase. At the time of procedure call, only one contour cell is cre­
ated within the record skeleton. This contour cell represents the 
formal parameters (and return address) for the procedure. After the 
procedure call instruction has been executed, the local environment 
in which the processor is executing, defined by the contour cell desig­
nated by the processor's ep, is changed to the contour cell represent­
ing the local variables for the procedure body, which is itself a 
block. Thus, the multitude of contour cells which can be created dur­
ing the entire process of calling and activating a procedure are entered 
into the record skeleton by execution of two instructions one of which 
is a begin instruction. 
In the discussion of the instructions of BL which are recognized 
by the third phase of the model, below, the discussions concerning 
block entry, procedure call, and the binding strategies are those 
which focus on the extensions to block structuring caused by the module 
manipulation constructs. 
The assignment statement 
BL allows four types of assignment statements: assignment of a 
constant, assignment of the value of a name, assignment of the value of 
an expression, and assignment of a value returned by a function. These 
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actions have been condensed into one algorithm by virtue of their common­
ality in the handling of the target of the assignment. Simulation of an 
assignment statement proceeds in a left-to-right fashion. The first action 
is to locate in the processor environment the declaration subcell of the 
target of the assignment, using the IBS. Once found (if not found, exe­
cution of the program fails), the source of the assignment statement is 
evaluated. If the right hand side is a constant, it is treated like an 
immediate argument. For the sake of discussion, assume that this constant 
is placed in a temporary location, TEMP. If the right-hand side is a 
variable name, the declaration subcell of that name is located using the 
IBS. If the name has no value, execution fails. Otherwise, the value of 
the name is placed in TEMP. If the right-hand side of the assignment 
statement is an expression, then each operand is evaluated using the IBS 
as above. Any name having either no value or whose value is not an inte­
ger causes execution to fail. Once all of the operands have been eval­
uated, the arithmetic expression is evaluated, and the result placed in 
TEMP. The result of a value-returning function Is placed within the 
processor, as described below during the discussion of the procedure-re-
turn statement. This value is retrieved from the processor and placed 
in TEMP. 
Once the value of TEMP has been set, the value field of the declara­
tion subcell of the target is updated to contain the value in TEMP. No 
restriction has been placed on the type of the value in TEMP, beyond the 
fact that it exists. The action of updating completes the assignment 
statement simulation. 
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The output statement 
By the definition of the syntax of BL, only the value of a variable 
may be output. For this reason, the algorithm for output relies heavily 
on the IBS and has the additional restriction that only integral-valued 
variables may have their values output. The simulation of an output 
statement causes no change to the processor environment. The declara­
tion subcell of the variable whose value is to be output is first located. 
If no such subcell can be found, execution fails. The type of the value 
is next interrogated. If no value exists, or if the value is not an 
integer, execution fails; otherwise, the value is printed on the output 
device (in this case, the line printer). 
The conditional statement 
BL provides for conditionals of both the if-then and if-then-else 
forms, although within the code cells, only the if-then-else is provided. 
This implies that any instruction input as if-then has a null else clause 
constructed during parsing. Further, two forms of comparison may be per­
formed. Either the value of a variable is to be compared with a constant 
(integral) value, or it is to be compared with the value of a variable. 
The type of comparison to be performed, e.g., equality, is contained 
within the instruction and plays little part here. As is true of assign­
ment, the conditional statement proceeds in a left-to-right manner. For 
purposes of discussion, let cl and c2 be temporary locations, which will 
be used to hold the values of Ic, the left comparitor, and rc, the right 
comparitor. 
The simulation of the instruction proceeds by using IBS to locate 
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the declaration subcell for Ic. Again, execution fails if no such sub-
cell can be found. If the declaration subcell contains an integer as 
value, then the value is retrieved and stored in cl; otherwise execution 
fails. If the value of Ic is to be compared to a constant, that constant 
is retrieved from the instruction and placed in c2; otherwise, the decla­
ration subcell for rc is located using IBS, and if it contains an integer 
as value, this value is placed in c2. The same failure conditions as for 
Ic hold. Once both cl and c2 have been set, the comparison is performed, 
creating the boolean value which determines the next ip setting with­
in the processor. The ip value to be used when executing the else clause 
is contained within the instruction. The conditional statement has no 
effect on the processor environment. 
The branch statement 
The branch instruction requires the retrieval of the label value of 
a variable. If the IBS cannot return a declaration subcell for the vari­
able referenced, or if that variable does not have a label value, execu­
tion fails. A label value consists of an (ip, ep) pair; the ep of which, 
together with the ep within the processor, is used by the EES to locate 
the contour which is to become the site of activity. The implementation 
model allows any BBS to be defined; the BBS generally used within a block-
structured language is the static strategy, in which case the BBS will 
return the ep from the label value at all times. The branch instruction 
causes the (ip, ep) pair of the processor to be replaced by that of the 
label value. No other change is made to the state of execution. 
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The block entry statement 
The simulation of the block entry statement represents one of the 
major extensions to the contour model (9, 10, 11, 12). The contour model 
assumes that at most one contour cell may be added to the record skele­
ton as part of the simulation of an instruction. The module manipula­
tion constructs destroy this correspondence for block entry only. At the 
time of block entry, a contour cell for the local variables of the block 
must be created within the record skeleton; this block is linked to the 
contour cell designated by the processor's ep, which designates the en­
vironment in which the block entry statement is executed. At the same 
time, all of the environments created by module manipulations within 
the block are created within the record skeleton and the linkages between 
them are created to provide horizontal visibility. None of the contour 
cells created are linked into the record skeleton by the environment link; 
rather all linkage into the record skeleton is reflected by the linkages 
built in response to the module manipulations. To accommodate multiple 
contour cell creation, it is essential that block entry-point coding be 
executed. The block entry-point coding designates those contour cells 
within the program skeleton which must have copies created in the record 
skeleton as part of block entry simulation. It also designates the code 
cell which contains the code for the block being entered. On creating 
a contour cell within the record skeleton, the names contained within the 
declaration subcells of that contour cell is defined and, where necessary, 
the initial values are set. A contour cell within the program skeleton 
contains all of the information necessary to accomplish this. For 
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example, a declaration subcell for a routine name within the program 
skeleton contains a label value, the ip of which designates the entry-point 
coding for the routine and the ep of which designates the contour cell 
of the program skeleton in which the routine is declared. From this in­
formation, the routine name existing within some contour cell being 
created in the record skeleton can have its value initialized, as long as 
the creation activity can match a newly created record with the contour 
cell within the program skeleton from which it was created. 
Any contour cell within the record skeleton contains an antecedent 
link; this is set at the time of creation and can be used by either the 
IBS or the EBS. Once all of the required contour cells have been created, 
and have had the names within them initialized, the block entry statement 
simulation terminates by updating the processor's ip and ep to begin 
executing the first instruction of the code for the block within the 
contour cell created for the local variables of the block. 
Ihe block exit statement 
Block exit requires a return of the site of activity to a contour 
cell within the record skeleton which already exists, and a return of 
execution to an instruction subcell within a code cell in which some of 
the instructions have already been simulated. Ihe location of the code 
cell and the instruction subcell containing the instruction next to be 
simulated is determinable at compilation. The processor ip can be reset 
by using the value so determined, which is stored as part of the block-
exit Instruction. Simulation of the block exit instruction need only 
check that the processor is executing in the contour cell of the block 
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to be exited. Unless a failure condition exists, this will be true. The 
site of processor activity is altered by setting the processor ep to 
designate the contour cell within the record skeleton which is designated 
by the environment link of the contour cell in which the block exit in­
struction is executed. 
The procedure call statement 
Procedure call is the second of the statements which causes the 
creation of contour cells within the record skeleton. Only one contour 
cell is created, for the formal parameters of the procedure, along with 
the return address for the procedure. The value of a routine name has 
been set to designate the entry-point coding for the routine. The pro­
cedure call simulation executes this entry-point coding as well as the 
call statement itself. The call statement is executed in a left-to-right 
fashion. The procedure name is first retrieved using the IBS. If no such 
name can be found, or if the value of the name does not designate the 
entry-point code for some routine, execution fails. Once the entry-point 
coding has been located within the program skeleton, it is used to locate 
the formal parameter contour used to create a contour cell within the 
record skeleton. The instructions within the entry-point coding direct 
the creation of the return address from the processor ip and ep as they 
existed at the time of procedure call. This value is stored within the 
formal parameter contour in the record skeleton as the value of the 
return address identifier, BÂId. The parameter values are bound, using 
the entry-point coding (which identifies the parameter names in order) 
and the argument list within the call statement. An argument may be a 
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constant, a reference to a name, or an arithmetic expression. The eval­
uation of an argument proceeds in the same manner as the evaluation of 
the source of an assignment statement, described above. In this case, 
however, no value returned by a function can be designated. Once the 
values of the parameters have been bound, the formal parameter contour 
within the record skeleton is linked into the record skeleton. The 
choice of contour cell to which the formal parameter contour is to be 
linked is made in accordance to the BBS, which uses the contour cell in 
which the procedure was defined and the site of the call statement in 
making this choice. After linking the formal parameter contour into the 
record skeleton, the procedure is activated by setting the processor ip 
to designate the last instruction of the entry-point coding and the 
processor ep to designate the formal parameter contour. Procedure activa­
tion is simulated as a block entry instruction; it is in this way that a 
procedure call, in its entirety, can cause multiple contour cells to be 
created in the record skeleton. 
The procedure return statement 
BL provides for valus=returning routines, as well as pure procedures. 
Return from either of these procedure types is simulated by the procedure 
return statement. If a value is to be returned, that value is deter­
mined within the context of the return statement. Only one value can, 
of course, be returned, but it may be a label value. If a value is to 
be returned, it is determined in the same manner as the value of the source 
within an assignment statement. The value which is placed into TEMP 
during the simulation of an assignment statement is, in this case. 
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placed in the processor for transfer. 
The return itself is accomplished by determination of a declaration 
subcell for the name RAId, using the IBS. This declaration subcell had 
a label value stored within it during the simulation of procedure call. 
The value is retrieved and decomposed into an ip and an ep, which are 
then stored as the processor ip and ep, completing the simulation of the 
return statement. 
The identifier binding strategy. IBS 
The function of the IBS is to define the correspondence between a 
reference to an identifier within an instruction, the reference occur­
rence, and a declaration subcell for a name having that identifier, the 
declaration occurrence. In a block-structured language, this is done by 
a search of the contour cells which form the processor environment. Choice 
of a particular declaration subcell within the processor environment is 
a function of the exact specification of the naming structure. In those 
block-structured languages known to the author, the first declaration 
subcell containing the desired name which is encountered by a linear 
search of the processor environment, beginning with the site of processor 
execution is defined as the naming structure. In a module-structured 
language, providing both horizontal visibility and the explicit designa­
tion of environments, this does not suffice. Ihe IBS is extended to 
accommodate these features. 
A reference occurrence to an identifier may have associated with it 
a set of enter and leave directives. Each of these directives affects 
the resolution of the reference occurrence to a declaration subcell, and 
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can have further effect on subsequent uses of the IBS. Hence, the IBS 
must have access to a stack of environments, as well as access to the 
processor environment. To accommodate this, the processor maintains an 
environment stack. The IBS alters that stack, as well as the processor 
environment in response to enter and leave directives. Within an enter 
directive, a secondary reference occurrence appears, which must be re­
solved by the IBS, before proceeding to resolve the reference occurrence 
of an identifier. Considering all identifier references within a ref­
erence occurrence as "id occurrences," the IBS proceeds to resolve each 
id occurrence in turn. 
For any id occurrence, IBS searches the current processor environment, 
locating a declaration occurrence for the name, using seme specified 
search strategy. If the id occurrence exists by virtue of an eater di­
rective and if the value of the name is of type environment, then the 
processor ep is changed to designate this value, after stacking the cur­
rent processor ep. The next id occurrence is then resolved within this new 
processor environment. If the value is not of type environment, execu­
tion fails. If the id occurrence is not part of an enter directive, it 
refers to the name whose declaration subcell is to be returned by IBS. 
In each of the above, it is possible that a declaration subcell which 
exists by virtue of an include or an insert is found. In this case, the 
name is linked to another name within some other contour cell. Hie IBS 
locates this other name, the one designated by the link, and uses that 
declaration subcell in lieu of the one located directly. The other 
operations within IBS, whether as part of an enter directive, or as the 
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identifier resolution, remain unperturbed by this level of indirection. 
To execute a leave directive, the IBS pops the environment stack, replac­
ing the processor ep with the environment designator with that which was 
the top of the stack. 
In defining the IBS for a given module-structured language, varia­
bility exists within the search strategy employed. The semantics of the 
enter and leave directives, as well as the resolution of linkages be­
tween environments results from the definition of the module manipula­
tions. It is the author's opinion that, at least initially, the search 
strategy should be a static search, in accordance to that defined for 
traditional block-structured languages. 
The environment binding strategy. EBS 
The environment binding strategy actually performs two separate 
functions. One is involved with the execution of the branch instruction, 
in which case the site of activity, existing after simulation of the branch, 
is determined by the EBS. The other case exists when a newly created 
contour cell is to be linked into the record skeleton. None of the ex­
tensions to block-structured languages defined within this research 
affect the execution of the EBS. 
An example of the execution process 
This research has led to the definition of a naming structure which 
is not supported in any block-structured language known to the author. 
In discussing any language, it becomes necessary to unambiguously define 
the naming structure and its effect on program execution. While the 
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definition of any identifier-binding strategy and environment-binding 
strategy will capture the naming structure, it is appropriate to demon­
strate their effect using an example. To do this, the program in Figure 
3.4 whose program skeleton is outlined in Figure 3.8, will be used. In 
this discussion, the line numbers given in Figure 3.4 will be used to 
designate the instruction whose effect is depicted. In addition, the 
environment link of a contour cell will be illustrated by nesting. The 
contour cell designated by the processor's ep will be designated by the 
location of TT within the figure. 
A program in ML is defined as a set of global routines, one of which 
is designated as the main routine. In the example, this routine has 
also been named main, although this is not required. Before execution 
of the program can begin, the global environment must be created, and 
the processor initialized to execute in that global environment. Fig­
ure 3.9 depicts this state. This contour consists of only one declara­
tion subcell, defining the routine main. The first field of the declara­
tion subcell holds the identifier of the name. The other fields repre­
sent the label value of the name; The first subfield indicates that the 
code for the routine appears within the program text as the body of the 
PI; I rp ^ 
mam [mam] 
TT 
Figure 3.9. SI, the initial record skeleton 
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routine named main. The second subfield indicates that the routine is 
defined within the environment depicted by the contour cell, in this 
case the global environment. Bie contour cell has been labeled PI for 
reference within the discussion. 
Figure 3.10 depicts the effect of a (system) call to the routine 
main. In this case, the formal parameter contour has been created. It 
is placed within the contour for the global environment, since it executes 
within that environment, and the return address, named RÂId, has been 
created. The value of RÂId indicates that, on returning from main, the 
processor is to return to the global environment. 
PI: 
mam [main] 
P2 
RAId 
TT 
Figure 3.10. S2, the effect of the call to main 
In calling a procedure, after creating the formal parameter contour 
and performing any parameter binding, the procedure must be activated, 
which requires creation of the contour cells for the body of the proce­
dure, as well as any subsidiary contour cells required because of the 
use of a module manipulation construct in the program text. Hie body of 
main has such a subsidiary contour, resulting from the declaration in 
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line 13. Figure 3.11 displays the state of execution just before execu­
tion of the begin instruction in line 14. The contour created for quad 
is placed outside the global environment to display the fact that no 
identifier referenced within quad can be a free name, defined in the 
global environment. The value of f is a link to the value of eval within 
the contour created from the module quad. All links of this type are 
represented as a two-field value, the first of which designates the name 
to which the link is made, and the second of which designates the contour 
in which the name appears. 
Execution of the begin instruction of line 14 requires the creation 
of the contour for the names local to the block, as well as any subsidiary 
contours. As is true of any block-structured language, an entered block 
is nested within the block from which it is entered. Only the value of 
PI; 
mam mam 
P2; 
RAId 
P3; 
El: 
X 
y 
f (eval) El 
TT 
a 2 i 
/ 
b -5 
c 4 
eval [eval] 
Figure 3.11. S3, the state prior to execution of line 14 
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p needs discussion here, p is to name the environment created from the 
Include in line 17. Figure 3.12 displays the state of the model prior 
to execution of line 18. In this figure, the contour for the environ­
ment which p is to name has been designated E2, and this designation 
appears as the value of p, for clarity. An arrow, similar to those used 
as the ep portion of the label which is the value for an eval could have 
been used. 
The execution of line 18 requires a search of the processor environ­
ment for a declaration subcell defining the name x. The IBS locates the 
declaration subcell for x within P4, and assignment causes the value of 
PI: 
P3 
X 
Y 
f (eval) El 
P4 
X 
y  
g  (eval) E 2  
P  E 2  
TT 
El; 
E2; 
a 2 
b -5 
c 4 J 
eval fevall 
/ 
a 1 
b 0 
c -1 
eval fevall 
/ 
Figure 3.12. S4, the state prior to execution of line 18 
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X to be set to 3, as shown in Figure 3.13, the snapshot taken just prior 
to execution of line 19. 
PI: 
main [main] 
P3: 
X 
Y 
f (eval) El 
P4 
X 3 
y  
g  (eval) E2 
p E2 
TT 
El: 
E2: 
a 2 
b -5 
c 4 J 
eval fevall 
/ 
a 1 t b 0 1 
c -I 
eval levai! 
/ 
Figure 3.13. S5, the state prior to execution of line 19 
TRie statement in line 19, y := g(x), requires use of the extensions 
to the naming structure provided by the module manipulation constructs. 
In this case, the IBS first locates the declaration subcell for y, Ihis 
is found in P4. Next, the IBS locates the declaration subcell for g. 
This is also found in P4. The IBS interrogates the value of g, finding 
that it is a link to the routine eval contained in E2. This requires a 
transfer to E2, to locate the entry-point coding for eval. The formal 
parameter contour for eval is created and linked, by the EBS, to E2. 
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The argument for g is to be evaluated in P4, according to line 19. Thus, 
the processor must return to P4 to locate the value of x, using the IBS, 
then transfer this value to the formal parameter contour for eval, bind­
ing the parameter. This type of environment straddling during argument 
evaluation and parameter binding is common in block-structured languages 
and normally subsumed in the semantics of procedure call. Figure 3.14 
depicts the state of execution just prior to activation of the routine 
eval, which is the activation of the routine designated by g in line 19. 
The value of RA.Id indicates that execution of a return within eval re­
turns the processor to the environment labeled P4. 
Execution of eval has been described as the evaluation of a quadratic 
function of the form ax^ + bx + c. The particular quadratic function to 
p 
be evaluated, as defined by E2, is x - 1 which, for x = 3, is 8. Figure 
3.15 displays the state of execution just prior to line 6, in which the 
procedure has been activated and the assignment to y made. 
Return from a value-returning function requires the transfer of a 
value by the processor, as well as execution of a return. In executing 
line 6, the value of y is first stored in the processor. Then the value 
of RAId is located and used in the return. The value of BAId designates 
the environment to which the return is to be made, and also designates 
the instruction to first be executed after the return. The ip portion 
has been elided in the snapshots for clarity, since a return could be 
to the middle of an instruction, as is true in this case. In this case, 
return to P4 from eval, and assignment of the returned value to the name 
y, as determined by the IBS as indicated in the above discussion for S5 
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PI: 
X 
Y 
f (eval) El 
P4 
X 3 
y 
g (eval) E2 
P E2 
El: 
a 2 
b -5 
c 4 
eval fevall 
E2: 
a 1 
b 0 
c -I 
eval fevai! 
RAId p4 
X 3 
TT 
Figure 3.14. S6, the state prior to activation of g 
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PI: 
main 
P2: 
[main] 
RAId 
P3: 
X 
Y 
f (eval) El 
P4 
X 3 
y 
g (eval) E2 
p E2 
El; 
a 2 
b -5 
c . 4 
aval fevall 
E2: 
a 1 
b 0 
c -I 
eval levoil 
RAId |p4 
X 3 
y 8 
TT 
Figure 3.15. S7, the state prior to execution of line 6 
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(Figure 3.13), are treated as having one, albeit large, effect on the 
record skeleton. Figure 3.16 displays the state just prior to execution 
of line 20. The contours which were created in the record skeleton in 
executing eval (or g) have been removed from the snapshot for clarity. 
In reality, they are either retained or deleted according to the retention 
strategy employed by the block-structured language augmented by the 
module manipulation constructs. 
PI: 
mam [main] 
P2: 
RAId 
g 
P3 
X 
Y 
f (eval) El 
P4 
X 3 
y  8 
g  (eval) E2 
p E2 
TT 
El: 
a 2 
b -5 
c 4 
eval fevall 
E2: 
a 1 
b 0 
c -l 
eval fevall  ^
Figure 3.16. S8, the state prior to execution of line 20 
Execution of line 20 causes the output of the value 8, and has no 
effect on the record skeleton. 
Line 21 causes a change in the processor environment, by returning 
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the processor to P3. Figure 3.17 displays the state prior to execution 
of line 22. Again, the contours of P4 and E2 have been removed from the 
snapshot for clarity; the contours are deleted or retained in the record 
skeleton in accordance to the retention strategy employed by the particu­
lar module-structured language, as a reflection of the retention strategy 
employed by the underlying block-structured language. The contour E2 has 
a lifetime determined by the lifetime of P4, since E2 is the pictorial 
representation of an environment created in response to the needs of the 
environment represented by P4, and in some respects can be considered an 
extension to the more traditional interpretation of an environment 
created by a block. 
PI; 
mam mam 
P2: 
RAId 
P3: 
g 
X 
y 
f (eval) El 
TT 
El: 0 2 
b -5 
c 4 
eval eval 
Figure 3.17. S9, the state prior to execution of line 22 
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Execution of line 22 requires the same actions as did the execution 
of line 19. In this case, however, control is transferred with El, since 
a different instance of eval is linked to f than was linked to g. 
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 mirror Figures 3.14 and 3.15 for this activation 
of eval. 
Figure 3.20 displays the state prior to execution of line 23. The 
execution of y := f(6) parallels the execution of line 19, to a signifi­
cant extent and, for this reason, is not further enlarged upon. 
Execution of line 23 causes the value 46 to be output. 
Line 24 triggers a return from the routine main. Since this is a 
return to the global environment, it also signals a return to the system 
code which caused the call and activation of main. A return to the 
system code signals the termination of execution. Figure 3.21, included 
for completeness, represents the final state of execution, in which the 
processor has returned to the system code. 
PI: 
main 
P3; 
X 
y 
f (eval) E l  
eval 
-5 
eval 
RAId P3 
X 6 
TT 
Figure 3.18. SIO, the state just prior to activation of f 
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PI: 
mam mom 
»2: 
RAIdl I 5 
P3: 
X 
y 
f (evai) El 
El: 
a 2 
b -5 
c 4 
evai evai 
RAId P3 
X 6 
y 46 
ir 
PI; 
Figure 3.19. Sll, the state just prior to execution of line 6 
mam mam 
P2: 
RAId 
P3: 
X 
y 46 
f (eval) El 
TT 
El: a 2 
b -5 
c 4 
evai evall ^ 
Figure 3.20. S12, the state prior to execution of line 23 
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mam [main] 
TT 
Figure 3.21. S13, the final state of execution 
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CHAPTER IV. A NONTRIVIAL EXAMPLE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION MODEL IN ACTION 
Hiis chapter is devoted to a second example demonstrating both the 
power and complexity of the module manipulation constructs, as well as 
the implementation model. The example used was created with those goals 
in mind; the choice of modularization induced is not defended in any 
other way. The example consists of four modules, having a fair degree 
of interaction, and one routine, and perfoms some relatively simple 
geometric manipulations. The program text is displayed in Figure 4.1, 
and will be described briefly before the actions of the implementation 
model on this input program are discussed. 
1. mod point(x,y,error); 
2. accessible routine get(coord); 
3. begin: 
4. coord = 1 then return(x); 
5. coord = 2 then return(v); 
6. call error; 
7. end; 
8. accessible routine set(coord,val); 
9. begin; 
10. coord = 1 then x ;= val; 
11. else if coord = 2 then y := val; 
12. else call error; 
13. return; 
14. end; 
15. endmod 
Figure 4.1. The source listing of the example 
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16. mod line(pl.p2); 
17. accessible decl inf; 
18. decl xa; 
19. decl ya; 
20. routine point; 
21. begin; 
22. xa := <enter pl> get(l); 
23. ya := <enter pl> get<leavB>(2) ; 
24. return; 
25. end; 
26. accessible routine getx(y); 
27. begin; 
28. decl m; 
29. decl x; 
30. call point; 
31. bigest := inf; 
32. m := slope; 
33. m = 0 then return(inf); 
34. iJ_ m = inf then return(xa); 
35. X := (y - ya)/m + xa; 
36. retum(x) ; 
37. end; 
38. accessible routine gety(x); 
39. begin; 
40. decl m; 
41. decl x; 
42. call point; 
43. bigest := inf; 
44. m := slope; 
45. ^ m = inf then return (inf) ; 
46. m = 0 then return (ya) ; 
47. y := m * (x - xa) + ya; 
48. return(y); 
49. end; 
50. Include slope(pl,p2) with inf -•bigest; 
51. endmod 
Figure 4.1 (Continued) 
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52. mod intrcp; 
53. accessible decl a; 
54. accessible decl b: 
55. accessible routine yint(gety); 
56. begin; 
57. b := gety(O); 
58. return: 
59. end: 
60. accessible routine xint(getx); 
61. begin; 
62. a ;= getx(O); 
63. return; 
64. end: 
65. endmod 
66. mod slope(pl,p2); 
67. accessible decl inf; 
68. accessible routine slope; 
69. begin: 
70. decl xl; 
71. decl yl; 
72. decl x2; 
73. decl y2; 
74. decl dx; 
75. decl dy; 
76. xl := <enter pl> get(l); 
77. yl := <enter pl> get(2); 
78. x2 := <fenter p2> get(l); 
79. y2 := <fenter p2> get(2); 
80. dy ; - yl - y2; 
81. dy = 0 then return(O); 
82. dx := xl - x2; 
83. if dx = 0 then returnCinf): 
84. return(dv/dx): 
85. end; 
86. endmod 
Figure 4.1 (Continued) 
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87. routine main: 
88. begin; 
89. routine trap; 
90. begin; 
91. goto endrun; 
92. end; 
93. point is point(,,trap); 
94. begin; 
95. pi names include point with get -* geta,set -* seta; 
p2 names include point with get -» getb,set -* setb; 
97. routine mirror(xint,yint); 
98. begin; 
99. pi names bind point(0,); 
100" p2 names bind point (,0); 
101* include linefDl.p2'> : 
102. decl x; 
103. decl y; 
104" call <enterpl> set(2. <leave> xint) : 
105. call <enter p2> set <Leave> (1,-yint); 
106. inf := 32768; 
107. X := getx(-3); 
108. y ;= gety(4); 
109. print(x); 
110. print(y); 
111* return; 
112. end; 
113. begin; 
114. include line(pl,p2); 
115. include intrcp; 
116. inf := 32768; 
117* call seta(1.4); 
118. call seta(2,6); 
119* call setb(l,-5); 
120. call setb(2.-3); 
121. call vintfgetv"): 
122. call xint(getx); 
123. print(a); 
124. print(b); 
125. call mirror(a,b); 
126. end; 
127. end; 
128. endrun: 
129. return; 
130. end; 
Figure 4.1 (Continued) 
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The Example 
The first module, point, is used to store a description of a point 
in a plane. Geometrically, a point on a plane can be represented as an 
ordered pair (x,y). The module, providing routines for storing the 
coordinates defining a point, and retrieving those coordinates, serves 
a data structure manipulating module in which the choice of representa­
tion for a point is hidden from the user. This usage of a module is 
quite close to the use of an operation cluster, as described by Liskov 
and Zilles (17). The module, point, has a paramter list, which can be 
used to define a point at the time of module reference, by using a 
statement of the form 
include point(3,5); 
for example. The third parameter is used as an error trap and can be 
set or left unset as desired by the user of the module. Of course, if 
the third parameter has not been given a value, and an error occurs 
within either get or set, execution of the program fails "ungracefully". 
The module line is used to define a line from a line segment, which 
is defined by two distinct points. The module requires two points, con­
tained in environments pi and p2 to be provided. Using these two points, 
the line is defined and, from that, any point on the line can be deter­
mined, given one of the coordinates. If no value for the other coordi­
nate can be uniquely determined, which can occur on lines parallel to 
the axes, the routines in line return a value, here named inf, which must 
be set by the user since it is a flag to the user that a point could not 
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be uniquely determined. Line makes use of the module slope in perform­
ing its calculations; this does affect the storage requirements of any 
user of line, but not the capabilities of that user. 
Bie module intrcp is used to find the x-intercept and y-intercept of 
a line, if they exist. No checking is provided internally to determine 
whether or not the intercepts exist. Each of the routines within intrcp 
require as an argument a routine from a line module, to provide the correct 
line on which the point is to be found. 
The last module, slope, finds the slope of a line as defined by the 
points defined within pi and p2, the module parameters. 
In looking at the program text, the reader will note the increased 
level of interaction between the effects of the module manipulation 
constructs. For example, parameters to one module are used as arguments 
to a module referenced internally (module line and its include slope 
statement), and nested use of module references. 
The main routine defines a line from the two points (4,6) and (-5,-3) 
and finds the intercepts of that line. Its internal routine, mirror, 
defines the line, perpendicular to the first, which passes through the 
x-intercept of the first line, and evaluates a few points on it. 
Further, it designates the value of infinity to be 32768, which is too 
large to be stored in a half word on the IBM 360/65. 
As stated above, the program was designed for demonstrating the 
module manipulation constructs and implementation model; it is not par­
ticularly well-suited for BL, which performs only integer arithmetic 
necessitating the careful selection of the lines used to guarantee 
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integral slopes. 
Hie Initial Graph of the Program 
Because of the complexity of the initial graph of this program, it 
is presented in pieces, in Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. For 
clarity, arc labels have been eliminated where they provide an artificial 
ordering, or where they are obvious, and accessible declarations have been 
underlined. Figure 4.2 displays the graphical representation of the 
module point. Hie contour node, which has a 1 next to it is the root of 
terror 
—>pnv 
env 
env 
pars 
set 
vol env 
[coord 
bind coord 
activate 
bind coord 
bind vol 
activate 
if coord = I then return (x); 
if coord=2 then return (y); 
call error; 
if coord = I then x:= val ; 
else if coord=2 then y:=val; 
else call error; 
return ; 
Figure 4.2. Graphical representation of module point 
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i^PI 
^2 
1P2] 
/pors (MIL 
-0 
(ya 
/vars 
(getA 
bind y 
activate 
call point; 
bigest:=inf; 
m:=slope; 
if m=0 then return( inf)  ;  
if m=inf then return (xa); 
x:=(y-ya)/m+xa; 
return ; 
bind X 
activate 
call point; 
bigest:=inf; 
m:=slope; 
if m = inf then return (inf); 
if m=0 then return (ya); 
y:=m*(x-xa)+ya; 
return; 
env 
4 
activate 
xa :=<enter Pl>get (1); 
yo:=<enter Pl> get < leave» (2); 
return; 
-A-5!ao-i-0 
vars 
.orgs I 
-0 
<X°" 
new 
Figure 4.3. Graphical representation of module line 
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vors 
rtns env 
\ por^ 
Vint, 
bind gety 
activate! env 
b: = gety (o); 
return; 
env 
env 
xint bind getx 
activate i 
a:=getx (o); 
return ; 
Figure 4.4. Graphical representation of module intrcp 
the subgraph representing the module. The 1 is used in constructing the 
full initial graph from its pieces. Figure 4.3 displays the graphical 
representation of the module line. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 contain the 
graphical representations of the modules intrcp and slope, respectively. 
Figure 4.6 displays the graphical representation of the set of declara­
tions local to the body of the routine main. The reader should note the 
handling of the label endrun, which appears as a simple variable having 
the value 2. This is a simplification of the handling of labels at this 
stage. Just as identifiers which are appended to the subtree whose root 
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-pars P2 
vars 
env 
rtns 
\value 
slope) 
activate 
xl;=<enter Pl> get (I); 
yi:=<enter PI>get (2); 
x2:=<enter P2>get(!); 
y2;=<enter P2>get (2); 
dy:=y|-y2; 
if dy=Othen return (0); 
dx:=xl-x2; 
if dx=0 then return (inf); 
return (dy/dx); 
Figure 4,5, Graphical representation of module slope 
activate 
goto endrun 
vars 
endrun 
Figure 4,6, Initial representation of set of declara­
tions local to routine main 
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xint 
env 
pars 
bind xint 
bind yint 
activate 
yint 
(line 
mod 
s^rgs 
incs 
env 
point 
vars 
call<enter Pl> set (2,<ieave> xint); 
call<enter P2>set <ieave>(iryint); 
inf:= 32768; 
x; = getx(-3); 
y:=gety(4); 
print (x); 
print (y); 
return ; 
Tiames args 
P^lbind (W 
^^rgs 'rtns 
get (point 
mod 
\withs 
•old inc 
new names geta] 
set 
old 
Jiew 
seta] 
point get 
mod P2 
.withs 
getbj 
set 
old 
new 
,setb 
Figure 4.7. Initial representation of set of declarations 
within first nested block 
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is accessed by vars(contour node) during the execution of a module manipu­
lation construct are distinguishable from other identifiers in that sub­
tree, label constants can be distinguished by some additional information 
in the container node. 
Figure 4.7 displays the graphical representation of the variables 
declared local to the block which encompasses lines 94-127 of the program 
text in Figure 4.1. The complete initial representation of the routine 
mirror is included in Figure 4.7. 
Figure 4.8 outlines the complete initial graph. The complete graph 
can be constructed by replacing the contour nodes labeled 1-6 with their 
expansions, given in Figures 4.2-4.7, respectively. 
The Construction Process Applied to This Example 
In applying the construction process to this example, more of the 
algorithms are exercised. In describing this process, some false starts 
will be mentioned to demonstrate the effect the level of interaction 
among the constructs has on the construction process. The first trans­
formation applied to the initial graph is that for the construct in 
line 93, defining the local module point. The reader who studies the 
procedures in the Appendix will notice the care which needs to be taken in 
creating a new module from one having the same name, and also the de­
ferral of the binding of trap, creating a partially-bound parameter-
argument pair. Figure 4.9 illustrates the result of defining the local 
module point on the set of declarations in which the construct originally 
appeared. The back link from the binding of error to the argument trap 
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(point) :6' 
env 
I 
[line 
lintrcpj-
(slopèy 
env 
"C-^ env^  
>env 
activate 
begin 
return; 
begin 
exit 
inf:=32768; 
call seta (1,4); 
call seta (2,6); 
call setb (l;5); 
coll setb (2,-3); 
call yint(gety); 
call xint (getx); 
print (a) ; 
print (b); 
call mirror (a,b); 
exit 
incs 
Figure 4.8. Initial representation of the global environment 
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env 
env 
rtns 
pars 
error mods env 
"vars [point 
env 
pars (cooi 
,vclue rtns 
env 
(vors 
(coon env 
pars. 
env 
vol 
goto endrun 
activate 
bind coord 
activate 
bind coord 
bind val 
activate 
if coord = I then return (x); 
If coord = 2 then return (y); 
call error ; 
if coord=I then x:=val; 
else If coord =2 then y:=vol; 
else coll error: 
return; 
Figure 4.9. Effect of is transformation (line 93) 
is not resolved until after the construction of the program skeleton. 
The construction process next transforms the set of declarations for 
the block which begins at line 94. Transformations for both of the 
names constructs are performed, in an arbitrary order. Both of the 
references to the module point are resolved to the module defined in 
line 93. The copies of the modules each provide an environment link back 
to the set of declarations in which the referenced module was located. 
Figure 4.10 illustrates the effect of these transformations on the 
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subgraph representing the set of local declarations for this block, whose 
representation within the initial graph was given in Figure 4.7. The 
hexagons are used as place holders, representing the entire graphical 
representation of the value, which is discernible frcsn a previous figure. 
This is done to simplify the figures. 
Once the transformations shown above are complete, the definition 
of the routine, mirror, is interrogated. This requires locating the con­
tour node which is the root of the subgraph for the variables local to 
the body of mirror. Following the approach outlined in Chapter III, an 
attempt to perform the transformation for the include in line 101 is 
made. Neither pi or p2 have had their definitions resolved, so the 
attempt is legitimately aborted, and the transformations for the names 
constructs are tried. In this case, both can be performed as encountered, 
with the references to point resolved to the module defined in response 
to line 93. Figure 4.11 shows the effect on the set of local declara­
tions within the body of the routine of these transformations. TRie trans­
formation for the include in line 101 is now reattempted. The module 
line is located in the global environment, and the transformation for the 
include is performed, yielding the subgraph shown in Figure 4.12 as the 
graphical representation of the first stage of the transformation in 
which a copy of the representation of line has been attached and the 
parameters semibound outward. As is the case with routine parameters, 
the parameter binding must be deferred until the environments have been 
created in the program skeleton. To conplete the transformation, the 
copy of line requires full definition. This entails performing the 
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'vars 
value 
value error, names 
\vars 
error 
Figure 4.10. Effect of names transformations (lines 95, 96) 
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O vars 
nomes 
value 
-^.|g)value.^  
bind xint 
bind yint 
activate 
call<enter Pl> set(2 ,<leove> xint); 
cal(<enfer P2>set <leave>(r,yint); 
inf:= 32768; 
x;=getx (-3); 
y:=gefy 14); 
print (x); 
print (y); 
return; 
names 
error 
vars 
error 
vaue 
Figure 4.11, Effect of names transformations (lines 99, 100) 
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names 
p2)value,^/^ 
vars 
vars 
o o g6ty\value 
Figure 4.12. Effect of first stage of include transformation (line 101) 
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include transformation by resolving the reference to the module slope. 
The module is found in the global environment, and the transformation 
performed. Once completed, the transformation to perform the inclusion 
of line, in line 101, is completed. Figure 4.13 displays the final re­
sult of the transformation required by line 101. In this figure, the 
reader can see the effect of the renaming in line 50, as well as a back 
chaining effect on the arguments pi and p2, passed to the module line, 
and then passed again to the module slope. This completes the set of 
transformations required in the definition of mirror, since it contains 
no nested blocks. 
Returning to the block which begins at line 94, the declaration of 
no other routines signals the end of processing for the set of declara­
tions local to the block. The code for the block is now interrogated 
for any nested blocks. The block which encompasses lines 113-126 is 
found, and the contour node which is the root of the subgraph for the 
set of declarations local to this block is located. The order in which 
the transformations for the two Include statements (lines 114, 115) is 
not significant. Considering line 114 first, the same recursive resolu­
tion as described above for line 101 occurs, yielding the same basic 
result, except for the binding of the parameters of the module line. In 
this case, the binding must be made to pi and p2 as declared in lines 95 
and 96. The transformation required for line 115 is straightforward. 
The result of all of the transformations for the block defined in lines 
94-127 is shown in Figure 4.14, with the results of the transformations 
required by the block defined in lines 113-126 the most recent 
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value 
i n f  
getxV-
[get/ 
namesi 
'vars 
P2 
IflCS 
vars 
env 
.bigest. 
[slope] Ttns 
Incsi 
value getx 
'vars env 
Tins 
Figure 4.13. Effect of secondary include transformation for the 
module slope (line 50) 
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Figure 4.14. The ccanpletely defined sets of declarations nested within 
the routine main 
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transformations applied to the graph. 
The rest of this stage of the construction process is an unwinding 
back to the global environment where, since no other global routine has 
been defined, this stage terminates. 
The second and third stages of the construction process build the 
program skeleton for input to the third phase of the model. The result 
of these stages, less the code cells, is given in Figure 4.15. The reso­
lution of module parameters whose arguments were environments is ex­
plicitly shown in Figure 4.15; the resolution of the third parameter 
of the module point, in which the parameter error was bound to the routine 
trap, is not explicitly detailed, primarily because no code cells are 
shown in the figure. However, this binding has been indicated by the use 
of [trap] with every declaration subcell for error. 
This completes the construction process for the example in Figure 
4.1. 
The Trace of the Program Execution 
In tracing the execution of this program, the effect of the inter­
actions among the module manipulations, as evident in the source of the 
program displayed in Figure 4.1, as well as the effect of the enter and 
leave commands (see lines 22, 23, 104, 105 in Figure 4.1 for example) 
are of primary interest. For this reason, a full trace of program 
execution is not presented. The part of the trace displayed, in Fig­
ures 4.16-4.54, focuses on the issues for which the program was ini­
tially designed. 
RAId I 
|rror[tfap) 
Iset 
error [trap] 
IRAld RAId 
coord 
RAId 
coord 
vol 
RAId 
coord 
vol 
error [IropJ 
set 
error [trop] 
RAId 
[coord 
RAId 
val^ 
! bigest [coord 1 
I w m T !  RAId 
N 
Figure 4.15. Program skeleton for example 
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As is true of the example in Chapter III, the simulation begins 
with the processor executing system code within the global environment, 
as displayed in Figure 4.16. This system code calls the routine main. 
Figure 4.17 displays the state of the execution following the execution 
of the entry-point coding for the routine, prior to the execution of 
line 94. The reader will note that, as part of the execution of this 
entry-point coding, the value of the label endrun has been initialized 
to a label value, the ep of which designates the contour cell in which 
its declaration subcell appears. The nesting of the contour cells 
visually displays the effect of the EBS, as before. Again, the IBS and 
EBS are assumed to have been defined in terms of the static naming struc­
ture of traditional block-structured languages. 
Figure 4.18 displays the state of execution after simulation of 
line 94. In this case, execution of the block entry-point coding causes 
the creation of three contours within the record skeleton, designated 
P4, El and E2. As part of the process of creating these contour cells, 
the values of the names pi and p2 in P4 are set to designate the en­
vironments El and E2, respectively. Thus, the module constructs in 
lines 95 and 96 have now had their run-time effect described. As part 
of this creation process, the values of error within El and E2 have been 
set. The ep portion of these values are set to designate the contour 
in the record skeleton in which a declaration subcell for the routine 
trap appears. Ihis is done without recourse to the IBS, from informa­
tion contained within the block entry-point coding and the processor en­
vironment at the time of block entry. 
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main [main] 
TT 
Figure 4.16. The initial state of the execution 
PI 
mam 
trap [trap] 
PI 
Figure 4.17. The state prior to execution of line 94 
El: 
moin I [main] *- ^  
P2: 
RAIdl l*T 
P3: 
trap [prop] 
endruni 
P4: 
PI El 
P2 E2 
geta (qet) El 
seta (set) El 
getb (get) E2 
setb (set) E2 
mirror [mirror] 
TT 
X 
y 
error [trap] P3 
get [get] 
set [set] 
E2: 
X 
y 
error [trap] P3 
get [get] •— JT 
set [set] 
Figure 4.18. The state prior to execution of line 113 
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The execution of line 113 requires the allocation of four addi­
tional contours within the record skeleton: one for the block itself, 
which requires the initialization of all its names since no name is 
explicitly declared; one for the environment implicitly defined in line 
115, designates as E5; one for the environment implicitly defined in 
line 114, designated E3; and one for the subsidiary environment defined 
within the set of declarations comprising the module line, designated 
E4 in Figure 4,19. All of these contour cells require some of their 
declaration subcells to have values created during the allocation 
process. Figure 4.19 displays the state of execution prior to execution 
of line 116. 
The assignment in line 116 requires the IBS to resolve the linkage 
in order to locate the declaration subcell in which the declaration of 
inf appears. To do so, the IBS must interrogate E3, to locate the appro­
priate declaration subcell. The result of executing line 116, shown in 
Figure 4.20, is a change within the environment designated E3, which is 
external to the processor environment, but horizontally visible as a re­
sult of the include statement in line 114. 
Lines 117-120 are used in initializing the set of two points, desig­
nating the line on which the geometric manipulations are performed. In 
simulating the execution of line 117, the IBS, in resolving the reference 
to seta, must search the declaration subcells in P5, the active contour, 
then follow the environment link of P5 to P4 before locating a declara­
tion for seta. At this point, the IBS must resolve the linking informa­
tion, with the value of seta being located in El. Performing the call 
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PI 
moinl ^ olnJI ^ 
'^ 'iRAidi i - r  
P3 
trap [trap] 
endruni 
P4: 
PI El 
P2 E2 
geta (get) El 
seta (set) El 
getb (get) E2 
setb (se!) E2 
mirror [mirror] 
/ 
P5: 
inf (Inf) E3 
getx (getx) E3 
gety (gety) E3 
a Hal E5 
b (b) E5 
yint (yint) E5 
xint (xint) E5 
TT 
El: 
X 
y 
error [trap] P3 
get [get] •— 
set (set) 
E2: 
E3: 
PI El 
P2 E2 
inf 
XO 
ya 
point poln^ 
getx getx 
gety isety] 
bigest (inf) E4 
slope (slope) E4 
X 
/ J 
y 
error rtrap] P3 
get [get] 
set [set] •— 
E4: 
PI El 
P2 E2 
inf 
slope [slope] «-
E5 
a 
b 
yint [yint] 
xint [xint] 
Figure 4.19. The state prior to execution of line 116 
III" I # # I" 
moin pni 
P2: 
RÂidï 
P3: 
EU 
trap [[trop] 
endruni 
P4: 
PI El 
P2 E2 
geta (get) El 
seta (set) El 
getb (get) E2 
setb (set) E2 
mirror [mirror] 
PS 
inf (inf) E3 
getx (getx) E3 
gety (gety) E3 
0 (a) E5 
b (b) E5 
yint (yint) E5 
xint (xint) E5 
TT 
x 
y 
error rtrap] P3 
get Iget] »-
set [set] • ' 
EZ-
E3: 
PI El 
P2 E2 
inf 32760 
xa 
yo 
point Fpoinfl » 
getx getxl 
gety [gety] 
bigest (inf) E4 
slope (slope) E4 
X 
y 
y 
error rtrap] P3 
get tget) 
set [set] • 
PI Et 1 
P2 E2 
inf 
slope [slope] •-
E5: 
a 
b 
yint [yint] 
xint [xint] 
Figure 4.20. The state prior to execution of line 117 
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instruction causes the creation of two additional contours in the record 
skeleton: one for the formal parameters and return address; and one for 
the names local to the body of set. After creating the formal parameter 
contour and setting the return address, execution of the entry-point cod­
ing of set binds the parameters and causes procedure activation. Bie 
activation of the procedure causes creation of the contour cell for the 
set of names local to the body of set, which is empty. The processor's 
ip is set to the first executable statement in the code for the body of 
set (lines 10-12), and the processor's ep is set to the contour for the 
local names. Execution of lines 10-12 results in the record skeleton as 
shown in Figure 4.21. 
mam 
P2: 
din I ifnoinJI «-f-* f 
iRAIdl 1*^"^ 
trop I [trop] 
endrunl T*4^ 
P4: 
PI El 
P2 E2 
geto (get) El 
seta (set) El 
getb (get) £2 
setb (set) E2 
mirror [mirror] K 
P5 
inf (inf) E3 
getx (getx) E3 
qety (gety) E3 
0 (a) E5 
b b) E5 
yint (yint) E5 
xint (xint) E5 
X 4 
y 
error (trap] P3 
get [get] 
set [set] 
coord 1 
vol 4 
RAId EE 
E4: 
PI El 
P2 E2 / inf 
slope [slope] 
E2: 
X 
y 
error trop] P3 
get [get] 
set [set] 
E5: 
a 
b 
yint [yint] 
xint [xint] 
PI 
P2 
inf 32768 
xo 
ya 
point poin^ 
getx getx 
gety gety 
bigest (inf) E4 
slope (slope) E4 
Figure. 4.21. The state prior to execution of line 13 
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On executing the return in line 13, the IBS is used to locate the 
return address and the processor is returned to the environment labeled 
P5. Both of the contours created as part of the execution of line 117 
have been removed from the snapshot of the record skeleton, in Figure 
4.22, taken prior to execution of line 118. Hie removal of these con­
tours is done for clarity; the contours would be removed from the record 
skeleton only if the language being modeled utilized an environment 
deletion strategy. 
Execution of lines 118-120, which follow the pattern of line 117 
(except that lines 119 and 120 cause execution within the environment 
designated E2) results in the definition of the points (4,6) and (-5,-3). 
Figure 4.23 displays the state following execution of line 120. 
Lines 121 and 122 appear to present a more complex problem in calling 
a procedure since, in both, the argument designated is itself a linked 
name, however, no such added complexity arises. The snapshot in Figure 
4.24 represents the state of execution immediately following execution 
of lines 121 and 56 and just prior to execution of line 57. The reader 
will note that the parameter gety, whose declaration subcell appears in 
the formal parameter contour for yint, within E5, has been set to the 
value gety within environment E3, implying that on evaluating an argu­
ment, the IBS performs in a manner identical to any reference occurrence 
of a name. 
Execution of line 57 necessitates locating the declaration subcell 
for b, which is found within E5, the environment described by the module 
intrcp. After that, the routine gety must be activated as part of the 
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PL 
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P&r 
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RAIdl 
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trop I [trop] 
endruni 
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P2 E2 
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set [set] 
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yint [yint] 
xint [xint] 
Figure 4.22. The state prior to execution of line 118 
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mirror [mirror] (K 
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inf (inf) E3 
getx (getx) E3 
gety (gety) E3 
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b (b) E5 
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TT 
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P2 E2 
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yo 
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error 
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yint [yint] 
xint [xint] 
Figure 4.23. The state prior to execution of line 121 
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Pi 
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inf (inf) E3 
getx (getx) E3 
gety (gety) E3 
a (a) E5 
b (b) E5 
yint (yint) E5 
xint (xint) E5 
Ei: 
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y 6 
error trap] P3 
get [get] •— 
set set] 
E2: 
E3: 
PI El 
P2 E2 
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xo 
ya 
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gety [gety #-
bigest (inf) E4 
slope (slope) E4 
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error trap] P3 
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set [set] 
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PI El 
P2 E2 
inf 32768 
slope [slope; 
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E5: 
a 
b 
yint [yinf] r' 
xint [xint] *-
RAId P5 
gety [gety] E3 
E5|: 
TT 
Figure 4.24. The state prior to execution of line 57 
(implicit) procedure call. The value of gety, above, indicates that it 
is defined within the environment designated by E3 which was created 
from the description provided by the module line. The BBS, which is a 
static binding strategy, causes the execution of gety to be performed 
within the context of E3. The snapshot in Figure 4.25 depicts the state 
of execution prior to execution of line 42, in which the value of RAId, 
in the formal parameter contour of gety has been set to a label value, 
the ep portion of which is E51, the environment in which the call 
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Figure 4.25. The state prior to execution of line 42 
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Instruction was executed. 
Line 42, which causes the routine point, defined in lines 20-25, 
to become active is of interest primarily because of the code which con­
stitutes the body of the routine. In considering the execution of the 
routine point, the snapshot of the activation of point is included in 
the trace as displayed to allow for a somewhat more graceful study of 
its execution. This snapshot was taken prior to execution of line 22, 
and is depicted in Figure 4.26. 
In executing line 22, xa := <enter pl> get(l), the model must perform 
a variety of actions. After locating the declaration subcell for xa, 
contained in the contour cell designated E3, the processor must locate 
the environment identified by pi. The IBS locates the declaration sub-
cell for pi, determining the environment. El, which is its value. This 
causes the processor to transfer to the environment El and call upon 
the IBS to resolve the remaining part of the identifier reference. Hie 
IBS locates the declaration subcell for get and the processor, using this 
information, executes the entry-point coding for the routine get as de­
fined within El, binding its parameters and activating the routine. 
This state is depicted in Figure 4.27. The processor then begins execu­
tion of the code which constitutes the body of get. At this point, the 
five routines get, point, gety, yint, and main can be considered active. 
The execution of get requires the return of the current value of x, 
as line 4 indicates. The value, 4, is transported back to environment 
E31, in which the execution of the assignment xa := <enter pl> get(l) 
is completed. This requires the value of xa, in E3, to be set to 4, 
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Figure 4.26. The state prior to execution of line 22 
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Figure 4.27. The state prior to execution of line 4 
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as shown in Figure 4.28. 
Execution of line 23 follows the same, rather convoluted, pattern, 
yielding an execution state as shown by the snapshot of Figure 4.29, 
taken prior to the execution of line 24, in which the value of ya in E3 
has been set to 6. 
Figure 4.30 displays the snapshot after execution of lines 24 and 
43. Execution of line 24, the return in routine point, causes the 
processor's site of activity, as defined by its ip and ep, to be set to 
the contour for the local variables of gety, designated E31 in Figure 
4.29, ready to execute the assignment bigest := inf. Execution of line 
43, while exercising the IBS, is relative straightforward, resulting in 
the value of inf, in E4, being set to the current value of the vertically 
visible name inf, which is 32768. 
Execution of line 44 requires an activation of the routine slope, 
defined within environment E4, as shown in Figure 4.31. Once activated, 
the execution of slope makes extensive use of the enter command to access 
the coordinates of the two points defining a line segment. It should 
be noted that, in executing the statements in lines 76-79, no anomalous 
behavior occurs, since every statement in a sequence has been defined to 
execute in the same environment, during the description of the enter and 
leave commands in Chapter II. Hence, each of xl, yl, y.2^ and y2 are 
evaluated within the correct environment by the IBS. Figure 4.32 dis­
plays the state of execution prior to execution of line 84, in which 
the slope of a line which is not parallel to an axis, is computed and 
returned. 
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Figure 4.28. The state prior to execution of line 23 
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Figure 4.29. The State prior to execution of line 24 
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Figure 4.30. The state prior to execution of line 44 
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Figure 4,31. The state prior to execution of line 76 
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Figure 4.32. The state prior to execution of line 84 
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The return in line 84 causes the processor to transfer the value 1 
back to the environment labeled E31 in Figure 4.32. This causes the 
completion of line 44, whose effect is to set the value of m to 1, the 
returned value, as shown in Figure 4.33. 
Figure 4-34 displays the state prior to execution of line 48. 
Neither line 45 nor 46 have any effect on the state of execution. Line 
47 computes the value of y, using a form of an equation which can be 
algebraically generated from an equational statement that the slope of 
a straight line can be determined by any two points on the line. Once 
the value of y has been calculated, the execution of the program returns 
that value within the processor, transferring to the environment labeled 
E51, and completing the statement in line 57, which sets the value of b 
to 2. The state prior to execution of line 58 is depicted in Figure 
4.35; Figure 4.36 displays the result of executing line 58, simulated 
by setting the processor's ep to F5 and the processor's ip to designate 
the instruction subcell in which the instruction generated from line 122 
is stored. 
Execution of line 122 follows the same basic pattern as the execu­
tion of line 121. In this case, however, the routines xint and getx 
are activated instead of yint and gety. Figure 4.37 displays the state 
prior to the execution of line 63, after the parameter, getx, has been 
activated, and the value of the x-intercept, a, has been calculated. 
The reader will note that the execution of the routine point in line 30, 
is redundant within the context of E3, as the values retrieved are 
already known. However, the effect of lines 76-77 are critical as the 
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Figure 4.33. The state prior to execution of line 45 
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Figure 4.34. The state prior to execution of line 48 
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Figure 4.35. The state prior to execution of line 58 
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Figure 4.36. The state prior to execution of line 122 
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reactivation of the routine slope creates entirely new contour cells for 
the environments needed by the execution of the routine. Figure 4.38 dis­
plays the effect of the return in line 63, which depicts the state prior 
to the execution of line 123. 
Lines 123 and 124 causes the output of the values -2 and 2 respec­
tively, after a mild amount of exercising the IBS. 
The execution of line 125, the call to mirror, causes the creation 
of six contour cells within the record skeleton. First, the contour 
for the formal parameters and return address for the routine is created, 
and nested within P4, as a sibling of P5, the block in which the call is 
executed. In activating the routine, four subsidiary contour cells are 
created in addition to the one needed for the names local to the body of 
the routine. Lines 99 and 100 each require the creation of an environ­
ment, designated E6 and E7, respectively, within Figure 4.39. The values 
of the local names PI and P2 are set to reflect this. Line 101 requires 
the creation of two contour cells, one for the module line and one for 
its subsidiary environment, described by the module slope, which be­
comes necessary as a result of line 50. Within E8, the contour for the 
module line, the values of bigest and slope have been set to refer to 
E9, created from the description provided by the module slope. Fig­
ure 4.40 displays exactly the same state as Figure 4.39. Because of the 
complexity of the record skeleton as displayed in Figure 4.39, those 
contour cells to which no reference is made during the execution of the 
routine mirror have been depicted without details. 
Execution of lines 104 and 105 again demonstrate the effect of the 
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Figure 4.37. The state prior to execution of line 63 
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Figure 4.38. The state prior to execution of line 123 
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Figure 4.39. The state prior to execution of line 104 
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Figure 4.40. The state prior to execution of line 104 
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enter command and, in addition, demonstrate the effect of the leave com­
mand. Figure 4.41 displays the state prior to execution of line 13. In 
the transition from the state displayed in Figure 4.40 to that of 
Figure 4.41, the following events occur. First, the IBS is used to locate 
the declaration subcell in which PI is defined. E6, the value of pi, 
is retrieved, and the processor's ep is set to this value, transferring 
the site of processor activity, and, hence, changing the processor en­
vironment. Within the environment designated by E6, the declaration sub-
cell for set is located. The processor's ip is changed, to cause execu­
tion of the entry-point coding for the routine, as designated within the 
value of set. Execution of that entry-point coding causes the binding of 
the parameters for set. Hie evaluation of the first argument is trivial 
as it is a constant; hence, the binding of the parameter coord is 
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Figure 4.41. The state prior to execution of line 13 
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straightforward. Note, however, that the processor was executing in 
E6 when this evaluation was performed. Evaluation of the second argument 
is begun by executing the leave command, which causes the processor's ep 
to have the contour designation P7 reinstated. It is within this 
processor environment that the IBS establishes the correspondence be­
tween the reference occurrence of xint and the declaration occurrence of 
xint, found in P6. Once this declaration subcell has been located, the 
binding of the parameter val is completed, and set activated. Execution 
of the procedure activation causes the creation of the contour cells 
nested within the contour designated by E6 in Figure 4.41. Following 
the execution of the assignment appearing as the then clause in line 11, 
the state as displayed in Figure 4.41 has been created. 
Execution of the return comprising line 13, causes the processor's 
ep to be set to P7, by using the value of the return address created 
during the execution of the procedure call. Figure 4.42 displays the 
state prior to execution of line 105. 
Execution of line 105 proceeds in much the same way as did execution 
of line 104. In executing line 105, the IBS is used to locate the dec­
laration subcell in which the name p2 is defined. The value of p2 is 
used to transfer the site of processor execution to E7. In this environ­
ment, the name set is located using the IBS. Once found, execution of 
its entry-point coding is begun after its formal parameter has been 
created. This entry-point coding causes the evaluation of the arguments. 
Before evaluating any argument, however, the leave command is executed, 
which reinstates P7 as the value of the processor's ep. Again, the 
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Figure 4.42. The state prior to execution of line 105 
evaluation of the first argument is trivial. Evaluation of the second 
argument is a more complex process, since the argument is an artihmetic 
expression. In evaluating an arithmetic expression, each operand must 
be evaluated. In this case, the value of yint is retrieved from the 
declaration subcell for yint in P6, in accordance with the IBS. The 
binding of the parameter val is done after the negation of 2 is performed. 
Thus, the value of val is set to -2, as a result of the execution of 
the routine set, the value of x, in E7, is set to -2. The snapshot 
depicted in Figure 4.43 displays the state prior to execution of line 
106. 
Figure 4.44 displays the snapshot taken after the execution of 
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Figure 4.43. The state prior to execution of line 106 
line 107 has begun, prior to execution of line 30, the first executable 
instruction in the text of routine getx, declared within the module line. 
The effect of line 106 is to set the value of inf, within E8, to 32768. 
The call and activation of getx results in the creation of the contour 
cells for the formal parameters and names local to the body of getx 
"within" E8. 
Execution of line 30 results in the values of xa and ya, in E8 being 
set to the values of the coordinates of the point stored in E6. Execu­
tion of line 31 sets the value of inf within E9 to the value of inf 
within E8. Line 32 requires the activation of the routine slope, whose 
definition appears in E9, as determined by the IBS. Figure 4.45 
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Figure 4.44. The state prior to execution of line 30 
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contains the snapshot taken prior to execution of line 76, the first 
executable statement of the routine slope. Lines 76-79 have the effect 
of retrieving the coordinates of the two points defining the line seg­
ment whose slope is to be calculated. These points, stored in E6 and 
E7, respectively, are retrieved after the same type of exercise of the 
IBS as described above in conjunction with Figures 4.31 and 4.32. 
Once this has been accomplished, lines 80-83 are executed, setting the 
values of dx and dy, as shown in Figure 4.46. 
The slope of the line is calculated and returned, to be used in 
setting the value of m, as shown in Figure 4.47, as the result of execut­
ing line 84 and completing the execution of line 32. The value of x is 
calculated in line 35 and returned in the execution of line 36. "Hiis 
allows the execution of line 107 to be completed. The snapshot in 
Figure 4.48 displays the state prior to the execution of line 108, in 
which the value of the name x, whose declaration subcell appears in P7. 
Figure 4.49, which displays the state after execution of line 108, 
requires the same activities in generating the state from that of 
Figure 4.48, as did generating the state in Figure 4.47 from that of 
Figure 4.43. 
Execution of lines 109 and 110 causes the values 1 and -6 to be out­
put, and cause no change to the state as displayed within a snapshot. 
Figure 4.50 contains the complete snapshot displayed in Figure 4.49, 
preparatory to executing line 111, the return from mirror. 
To simulate the return from mirror, the processor's ip and ep are 
set using the value of RAId, found in P6. This causes the processor's 
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Figure 4.45. The state prior to execution of line 76 
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Figure 4.46. The state prior to execution of line 84 
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Figure 4.47. The state prior to execution of line 35 
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Figure 4.48. Hie state prior to execution of line 108 
ep to be set to designate P5, and the processor's ip to designate the 
instruction subcell containing the instruction generated from line 126. 
As noted earlier, although the snapshot now no longer contains the con­
tour cells labeled E6, E7, E8, E9, P6 and P7, whether or not they are 
actually removed from the record skeleton is determined by the environ­
ment retention or deletion strategy utilized by the underlying base 
language. Figures 4.51, 4.52, 4.53 and 4.54 contain the snapshots 
taken after execution of lines 111, 126, 127, and 129 respectively, 
returning the processor to execution of the system code within the global 
environment, signaling program termination. 
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Figure 4.49. The state prior to execution of line 109 
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Figure 4.50. The state prior to execution of line 111 
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION 
This research has Investigated the feasibility of providing an 
additional decomposition technique, termed modular decomposition, in 
programming languages which support the more traditional decomposition 
techniques of procedures and nested blocks- This is done in an attempt 
to ease the more global problems associated with the high cost of soft­
ware development, both by providing a cleaner way to combine algorithms 
together to form the program and by providing ways of effectively util­
izing algorithms previously developed in the solution of the current 
problem. Hie concept of modular decomposition was originally proposed by 
Parnas (23), and is not well-captured in existing programming languages. 
While no programming language can fully capture the algorithms developed 
by a problem solver, it is the author's belief that if the program which 
results from translating a set of algorithms into a programming language 
for communication with a machine can reflect more of the Intent of the 
algorithms, then the job of maintaining that program is eased. Modular 
decomposition appears to be of particular utility in the large program 
environment; in which many are involved in defining the algorithms 
and writing the programs, and in which the resulting program is ex­
pected to have a long lifetime and be subject to modifications which 
are often drastic. All well-structuring techniques do, of course, attempt 
to ease the problems inherent in the large program environment, but as 
the soaring cost of software indicates, they are still dominating the 
development of software. 
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In this dissertation, a module has been defined as a set of decla­
rations forming a unit, which model the solution to a problem or set of 
related problems. A set of module manipulation constructs to augment 
a block-structured language have been defined, providing the mechanisms 
for making use of these modules. An implementation model has been 
developed to define the semantics of these constructs and to provide 
a vehicle for investigating the effects of module interaction and modu­
lar decomposition on the naming structure of the underlying block-struc-
tured language. Investigation into this last issue has been conducted 
in terms of Johnston's contour model (9, 10, 11, 12), which itself was 
developed to investigate the naming structures in block-structured 
language. The phase of the implementation model which deals with the 
module manipulation constructs is defined by the source listing of the 
program, contained in the Appendix. The rest of the implementation model 
has been written either to create the initial data structures for the 
construction phase, or was written as an implementation of Johnston's 
contour model to exhibit the effect of the module manipulation con­
structs on the naming structure of a module-structured language and are 
not included. It has been argued that the effect of module manipula­
tions on the run time environment is restricted only to an expansion 
of the system activity required during block entry and exit, creating 
and deleting a multitude of environments at these times instead of 
only one, as is currently done during block entry and exit in block-
structured languages. 
The set of constructs defined have been chosen to facilitate the 
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types of module manipulations which the author feels are needed, both 
by a program developer and by the developer of a module to be used by 
others. Only the actual use of a module-structured language can fully 
address the question of the completeness of this set of constructs. In 
an attempt to address this issue, the author has defined a simple time­
sharing operating system, based on Halstead's PILOT operating system (8), 
for use on a PDF 11/40 minicomputer. In that instance, the modularity 
of the operating system was enhanced by use of a module-structured 
approach, and an underlying hierarchical structure of the operating 
system more clearly exhibited. This operating system has not been re­
ported upon in this dissertation because, in describing any software of 
this nature, the architectural characteristics of the host machine dic­
tate all of the details of the program, obscuring the benefits of a 
module-structured approach to the problem when presented in its final 
detailed form. 
Modular decomposition appears to present a much-needed added dimen­
sion to the decomposition of programs, by clearly specifying communica­
tion paths between parts of the program and by removing some of the 
complexities which exist, in block-structured languages, in which im­
plementation details must be prematurely considered (for example, when 
several procedures must manipulate the same data structure). Modular 
decomposition provides a mechanism by which at least some of the dis­
advantages inherent in block structure can be overcome. In many 
cases, in a block-structured language, names are declared within a con­
text within which they are not needed, simply to defeat block 
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structuring. Using modules, names declared in this way can be removed 
from a context in which they are not needed, protecting their integrity 
and the integrity of the routines referencing that name. This is a form 
of protection which has been addressed, and partially solved, using 
traditional decomposition techniques. 
Modular decomposition techniques do suffer from one drawback, how­
ever, in that a program references names not visibly declared. The bind­
ing on those names, while well-defined, does tend to violate some of 
the dictates of structured programming techniques. It is the view of 
the author that, through careful documentation practice, this liability 
can become less costly than some of the surprises that arise under 
dynamic binding of variable references. 
Modular decomposition also provides for the association of a name 
with an environment, allowing the programmer to clearly specify the 
environment in which a name is to be evaluated. This has a side ad­
vantage of facilitating investigation of the state of program execution, 
without recourse to a dump, when recursive procedures are used. 
The use of modular decomposition requires further investigation, 
as an extension to a viable underlying block-structured language. The 
question of the complexity of the resulting compilation process requires 
study, in an attempt to determine ; 
1) the difficulty of resolving identifier references 
2) the cost of module manipulations during compilation 
3) the efficiency of the generated object code. 
Additional questions concerning the run-time costs of the use of module 
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manipulations need to be considered: 
1) the cost of block entry and exit 
2) the effect on the run-time stack, in terms of size 
3) the effect on the display or chaining techniques within the 
run-time stack. 
Modular decomposition techniques need also to be investigated as a tool 
in the definition of a program under development. This can, probably, 
only be done by extensive usage. Attempted use of these techniques can 
also resolve the question of the completeness of the set of constructs, 
and their utility in promoting the rapid development of reliable pro­
grams, facilitating the use of previously done work, where appropriate. 
The broader question of the appropriate forms of decomposition 
techniques required to facilitate the production of large programs is 
still open. The modular approach appears to hold promise as a valuable 
tool to be used in addition to the more traditional procedural de­
composition techniques. 
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APPENDIX. AN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE 
The construction pL ise of the implementation model is presented in 
complete detail in this Appendix. To do so, the program listing is in­
cluded as the most concise and precise description of all of the ramifi­
cations of the level of interaction between module manipulation constructs 
allowed. Before presenting this description, the storage structures used 
to represent any of the graphs in the sequence G , . . ., G which are 
0 n 
generated during this phase are discussed. The reader may find it bene­
ficial to refer to the description of the construction presented in 
Chapter III. 
The Storage Structures 
Each graph in the sequence has been defined as a rooted, labeled, 
direct graph, in which the arcs are labeled. These arc labels are used 
either to order the nodes they select, or to convey some information 
about the contents or type of the node it selects. In creating the 
storage structures to be used to represent the graph, the arc label in­
formation is subsumed within one or more of the fields defined within 
the storage structures. Some additional information, of a descriptive 
nature, may also be contained within the storage structures to facili­
tate the implementation of the transformations. This will be enlarged 
upon below. 
The contour node is used within the graph to define a set of 
declarations. Each of these sets is decomposed into seven disjoint 
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sets, some of which may be empty. In addition, a contour node has an 
arc labeled env emanating from it, designating the contour node for the 
enclosing block. Within the implementation model, a contour node is 
represented by a based structure defined by: 
1 DECL_HEADER, 
2 @ENC_BLOCK POINTER, 
2 HEADER, 
3 @VARS POINTER, 
3 ORTNS POINTER, 
3 @MODS POINTER, 
3 @INCS POINTER, 
3 ©NAMES POINTER, 
3 @INS POINTER, 
3 ©PARS POINTER, 
3 #DECLARATIONS FIXED BINARY(15), 
3 ^ ACCESSIBLES FIXED BINARY<15); 
where the last two fields provide some auxiliary information, useful 
in performing the transformations. Each of the terminal fields has 
subsumed the analagous arc label. This implies that @ENC_BLOCK can 
be used to locate the structure representing the contour node for 
the enclosing block, and that each of @VARS, @RTNS, ©MODS, ©INCS, 
©NAMES, ©INS and ©PARS are used in locating the set of container 
nodes within the set. Ihe representation of a subtree of the type 
having a branching node as root, selected by one of the set of arc 
labels fvars. rtns. mods. incs, names, ins, pars] requires storing a 
small bush of nodes. Within the program, a linked list has been used 
to do this, eliminating from the program a direct analog of this use 
of branching node. Each element in the linked list is stored in the 
internal representation of a container node, defined by; 
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1 mME_STRUCTURE, 
2 LINK POINTER, 
2 NAME, 
3 TYPE FIXED BINARY(15), 
3 ID CHABACTER(6), 
3 OVAL POINTER; 
Within the NAME substructure, @VAL is used to locate the value asso­
ciated with a name, if any. The TYPE field is used in dividing the 
set into subsets where this is appropriate. For example, it can be 
used to distinguish between simple variables declared within a set of 
declarations, identifiers included by virtue of an insert transforma­
tion, and an identifier to name the local environment. Additional use 
of the NAME__STRUCTUKE storage structure will be described later. 
A code node within a graph has been depicted as a monolithic 
entity. Ihis is reflected within the storage of the graph also; a code 
node is stored within the structure: 
1 CODE, 
2 @ENV POINTER, 
2 #INST FIXED BINARY(15), 
2 INST(N REFER(#INST)), 
3 OPCODE BIT(16) ALIGNED, 
3 PAD FIXED BINARY(15), 
3 (BRAND 1 POINTER, 
3 @RAND2 POINTER; 
where @ENV is used to locate the stored representation of the contour 
node associated with the code node being represented. 
The information within a graph which describes a module manipula­
tion construct is represented by using NAME_STRUCTUREs. For example, 
to represent the subgraph which has been used within the graph for 
p names bind m(,0); 
a NAME_STRUCTURE in which the ID field contains 'p' exists. In this 
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case, NAME.@VAL is set to point to an additional MME_STRUCTUB£, in 
which NAME. ID contains 'm', NAME.TYPE indicates the bind manipulation, 
and NAME.@VAL points to a reformations structure, REFORMATION. This 
last structure, defined by 
1 REFORMATION, 
2 (aPARAMSETS POINTER, 
2 ©RENAMES POINTER; 
is used to locate the information which, in the graph, is selected by the 
arcs labeled args and withs, respectively. In this (aPARAMSETS would 
point to a linked list of structures in which the argument information 
is stored; ©RENAMES would, of course, be set to NULL. 
In a graph, renaming information is represented by a subtree, the 
root of which has a set of integer-labeled arcs emanating from it. each 
of which selects an empty node, from which two arcs, labeled old and new 
emanate. A set of renames are stored as a linked list, each element of 
which contains one rename (i.e., the old and the new identifiers). 
Thus, the structure for renaming information has been defined by; 
1 RENAME_STRUCTURE, 
2 NEXT POINTER, 
2 RENAME, 
3 ID CHASACTER(6) 
3 ALIAS CHARACTER(6); 
where ALIAS designates the name to be used within the context of the 
module manipulation construct within which the renaming was defined. 
Argument lists to be used in creating a module, either named or 
unnamed, are stored as linked lists, each element of which contains the 
label information, designating the position of argument within the list. 
iSiree argument structures have been defined, the use of which is 
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dependent upon the type of the argument. Using structure mapping tech­
niques and based storage attributes, each of these structures are over­
laid so that the "value" field in each, while having different declared 
attributes, occupy the same storage. The structure for an integral 
argument is defined by; 
If the argument is an identifier reference, that identifier occupies 
the last six bytes of the storage allocated for the substructure REFORM, 
and if the argument is an arithmetic expression, a pointer to the in­
ternal representation is stored in the field named CONSTANT in the 
substructure REFORM. 
The method by which an integer value of a variable is stored still 
needs clarification. Because all of the structures, above, are allo­
cated in the heap, it is possible to define one structure over another. 
In the graph, only names within the subgraph whose root can be selected 
by an arc labeled vars can have identifiers having integers as values. 
The subset of such identifiers is disjoint from the set of identifiers 
appearing as the result of an include or an insert transformation. 
Hence, for those identifiers having initial values, this value is stored 
in place of the pointer NnrîE.@VAL, and the name xs flagged as initial­
ized within NAME.TYPE. NAME.TYPE is also used to distinguish the 
accessible identifiers from those which are to be shielded from 
1 REFORMATION, 
2 NEXT 
2 REFORM, 
POINTER, 
3 TYPE 
3 PARAÎ# 
3 PAD 
3 CONSTANT 
FIXED BINARY(15), 
FIXED BINARY(15), 
FIXED BINARY(31), 
FIXED BINARY(31); 
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exposure. 
Arithmetic expressions are stored as trees, in which all terminal 
nodes are either identifier references or integers; all of the operators 
are encoded within the branching nodes of the trees. Only those arith­
metic expressions passed as arguments to modules are evaluated during 
the construction phase of model execution. 
The Procedures, Briefly 
The construction phase of the model, as implemented, consists of 
twenty procedures whose functions can be used to form five separate 
groups of procedures; (1) the driver, which controls the construction 
phase; (2) the eleven procedures used to perform the transformations in 
a specified order; (3) two procedures used in copying a module defini­
tion; (4) five procedures used in building the program skeleton; (5) one 
procedure used in completing the binding of module parameters to routine 
and environment arguments after the construction of the program skeleton. 
The driver 
The driver performs only a few functions. It serially causes the 
routines within the global environment to be traversed, directs the 
building of the program skeleton by causing the contour cell for the 
global environment to be built, calls for the final state of the binding 
of those module parameters to which routines or environments were passed 
as arguments, and builds part of the system code, which locates the con­
tour cell within the program skeleton which defines the global environ­
ment, for use by the execution phase of the model. 
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The Cransformation performers 
The eleven procedures in this category fall naturally into four 
subcategories; (1) one procedure used to resolve module references, 
RESOLVE; (2) three routines which perform the actual transformations: 
INCLUDE, INSERT, and CREATE_MODULE; (3) four which direct the serial 
application of specific transformations; INCLUSIONS, INSERTIONS, 
MODULES, and ENVIRONMENTS; (4) three which are used to interrogate and 
traverse the graph: TRANSFORM_BLOCK, TRANSFORM_ROUTINES, and 
TRANSFORMJMODULE. Of these, CREATE_MODULE deserves additional comment. 
CREATE_Î®5DULE is used in performing the is transformations, as well as 
being used to create any unnamed module, which arises whenever a module 
reference includes an argument list. 
The copiers 
Two procedures fall into this category: COPY and BLOCK_COPY. 
BLOCK_COPY is used to copy the code associated with any block, while 
interrogating that code for the existence of any nested blocks. COPY 
is used to copy the complete internal representation of sets of declara­
tions, and also copies the entry-point coding of routines, since this 
code node is known to contain no nested block, but does contain an 
easily-located activate instruction. 
The program skeleton builders 
The program skeleton is built by the efforts of five procedures: 
BUILD_BLOCK, BUILD_ROUTINE, BUILD_RPC, BUILD_CONTOURS, and SET_LABELS, 
while traversing the final graph. The last is included because the 
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construction of a label value requires the proper setting of the ep 
portion of the value, requiring special handling within the definition 
of the contour and code cells representing a routine definition withit 
the program skeleton. It is the author's opinion that this could be 
subsumed within BUILD_CONTOURS, which initializes the declaration sub-
cells, if a different order of traversal of the final graph were used 
in constructing the program skeleton. 
One of the functions of this set of procedures is the creation of 
the block entry-point coding. This is done in BUIIjD_CONTOURS, which 
builds the set of horizontally visible environments, and creates any 
linkages between them. In doing so, BUILD__CONTOURS amasses all of the 
information to build the required block entry-point coding. Because 
the formal parameter contour of a routine can have no horizontally 
visible environments, its contour is created in BUILD_FPC, since the 
generality of BUILD_CONTOURS is not required. 
Setting the parameters 
]he final procedure is used to complete the binding of a module 
parameter to a routine or environment argument; as such it requires all 
of the visible contours to be complete before attempting to perform its 
function. Ihe present order by which these contours are completed pre­
cludes this activity until the program skeleton is completed. 
SET_PARAMS traverses the program skeleton to locate those names re­
quiring this special attention; the reader will note that this is the 
only procedure in this phase which traverses the program skeleton. 
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Ihe Program 
The implementation model has been programmed in PL/I and run on 
on an IBM 360/65, using the PL optimizing compiler. The language sup­
ported by this compiler offers some features in addition to those pro­
vided by the more standard form of PL/I offered by the F-cranpiler. These 
are used sparingly, but as necessary. In particular, to facilitate 
output, all allocations are performed within areas. Using the optimiz­
ing compiler, the conversions between pointer and offset are automati­
cally performed. This is heavily used throughout the program, which is 
presented in the listing which follows. 
/* PERFORM CONSTRUCT ION PHASE 
COMPILE: 
PRCCEDURE REORDER: 
DECLARE / *  
1  PROGRAM 
2  P_LEN 
2  PAD 
2  PROGRAM 
PROGRAM 
AREA 
STRUCTURES * /  
8A  SED<«DP )  .  
F IXED B INARY*15 ) ,  
CHARACTER(6 ) ,  
AREA(N  REFER(P_LEN) ) ,  
1 PRCGRAM_AREA_1 
2  PAD 
2 FRCGRAM_EXTENT 
5)P 
QSPS 
BASEC(SP) .  
CHARACTER*12 ) .  
F IXED B INARY*  31 )  ,  
POINTER. 
POINTER EXTERNAL;  
DECLARE / *  SCRATCH 
1  SCRATCH_ARCA 
2  SC_LEN 
2  PAD 
2  SCRATCH 
STRUCTURES * /  
BASED(a )S )  .  
FIXED BINARY*15) .  
CHARACTER* 6 )  ,  
AREA* N REFER*SC_LEN))  
I SCRATCH_AREA_1 
2  PAD 
2  SCRATCH_EXTENT 
as  
£SS 
BASED*  £S  )v  
CHARACTER*12 )»  
F IXED B I  NARY(21 )  ,  
POINTER,  
POINTER EXTERNAL;  
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
BADMOD 
BADPROG 
CONDIT  ION 
CONDIT  ION 
EXTERNAL: 
EXTERNAL; 
CE CLARE 
1  CODE 
2  aENV 
2 
2 
see  
/ *  CODE CELL  */ 
BASED* ô iCC)  ,  
PC INTER,  
« INST  F IXED B INARY*  15 )  
INST  *  N  REFER*CODE. * INST) ) ,  
3  OPCODE B1T (16 )  AL IGNED,  
3  PAD F IXED B INARY*15 )  
3  f f lRANDl  PO INTER,  
3  2RAND2  POINTER,  
POINTER; 
DECLARE 
1  STARTUP 
2  f f lENV  
2  # INST  
2  START»  
3  OPCODE 
3  PAD 
5  BRANDI  
3  SRAND 2  
DECLARE S)ESD 
DECLARE SALLOC 
DECLARE SDUMP 
DECLARE f l )EPC 
DECLARE NULL  
EXTERNAL• 
POINTER, 
FIXED 81 NARY< 15) , 
BIT(IE) ALIGNED. 
F I X E D  BINARY* 15) , 
PO INTER, 
POINTER; 
POINTER EXTERNAL; 
POINTER EXTERNAL; 
ENTRY ( POINTER ,FI XED BINARY(3L)); 
POINTER; 
BUILTIN; 
/* 
/* 
/ *  
/* 
/* 
/* 
a)s=ass; <i)p=aps; 
$cc=aESD ;  
RESOLVE THE GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT.  
CALL  TRANSFORM^BLOCKCaCC) ;  
*/ 
f f lALLOC =NULL  :  
BUILD  THE PROGRAM SKELETON.  
aEPC=BLILO_BLOCK<aCC»NULL) ;  
? 
*/ 
SET THE VALUES OF  THE MODULE PARAMETERS WHICH HAVE BEEN BCUNC 
TO ROUTINE  OR ENVIRONMENT ARGUMENTS.  
CALL  SET_PARAMS;  
BU ILD  THE SYSTEM CODE.  » /  
START.OPCOOE=*  1000000000000000  »B;  
START.  aRAND l=aEPC;  
S  T  ART  .  £R AN D2=aEPC-  >CODE •  IN  ST  (  SEP  C -  >CODE . # INST)  .«ARA ND2;  
STAR TUP •aENV=NUCLî  STARTUP.  #  I  NST =  1  Î  
OUTPUT ThE  PROGRAM SKELETON.  * /  
CALL  PL IDUMPCTBNF '  . 'AFTER COMPILE*  J  Î  
CALL  SDUMP(ADOR(PROGRAM) ,PR06RAM_EXTENT) ;  
* /  
RETURN; 
END COMPILE; */ 
/* PERFORM ANY MODULE MANIPULATIONS WITHIN A BLOCK */ 
TRANSFORM 8LCCK : 
PROCEDURECîcc> RECURSIVE; 
DECLARE SEE POINTER; 
DECLARE / *  
1  DECL_HEA0ER 
2  aENC_8L0CK 
2  HEADER,  
3  SVARS 
DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
BASEC(SHEADER ) , 
POINTER» 
3 ÔR TNS 
3 SMODS 
3 SINCS 
3 ÔNAMES 
3 SINS 
3 FFLPARS 
3 «DECLARATIONS 
3 FLFACCESS IBLES 
SHEADER 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
PO INTER, 
PO INTER, 
POINTER, 
PO INTER, 
POINTER, 
F IXED BINARY( 15) , 
FIXED BINARY(15), 
po i  NTER; 
CECLARE /* NAME 
1 NAME_NODE 
2 LINK 
2 NAVE, 
3 TYPE 
3 PAD 
3 SMDEF 
3 SVAL 
STRUCTURE */ 
6AS£C(S)NAME) , 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15), 
F IXED BINARY( 15) , 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
00 
Ui 
SNAME PO INTER; 
DECLARE 
1 CODE 
2  SENV 
2 
2 
/* CODE CELL */ 
BASEDOCC) , 
PO INTER , 
#INST FIXED BINARY(15) 
INST(N REFER(C0DE.«INST)J, 
3 OPCODE BlT(ie) ALIGNED, 
3 PAD FIXED BINARY (15) 
3  
3  
âRANDl  
aRAND2  
PO INTER, 
POINTER; 
DÉCLARÉ /* INSTRUCTION SUBCELL */ 
1 INST BAStCOI  NST )  ,  
2 OPCODE BIT(ie) ALIGNED. 
2 FAD FIXED BINARY(15), 
2 ÎRANDI POINTER» 
2 SRANDS POINTER, 
a iNST POINTER. 
«a iNST FIXEO BINARY(21)  DEF l  NED (a  I  NST )  ;  
DECLARE MOD FIXED BINARY(15); 
DECLARE INC FIXED BINARY(15): 
DECLARE ENV FIXEO BINARY(15): 
DECLARE IS NOT COMPLETE FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC INITlAL(O): 
DECLARE IS~PR05RESSING FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC INITIAL(l); 
DECLARE ISlCOMPLETE FIXED BINARY( 15) STATIC INI TIAL( 2) : 
DECLARE IS_INSERT FIXED BI NARY (15 ) STATIC INITIALO) : 
DECLARE LOCAL BIT(l) ALIGNED STATIC INITI AL( ' 1 ' B) : 
DECLARE GLOBAL BIT  (  1  )  ALIGNED STATIC IN IT  I  AL(  •  0  •  B )  ;  
DECLARE BLOCK ENTRY BIT(16) ALIGNED STATIC 
IN IT IAL( ' lOOOOOOOOOOOOCOO'B) ;  
DECLARE STHIS POINTER; œ 
DECLARE I FIXED BINARY(15): 
f f lhEAD£R=COD£.SENV :  
/* CHECK FOR INVALID INSERTIONS. */ 
IF a INS -1= NULL THEN SIGNAL CONDI TION( B AOMOD) ; 
aTHi  s=aNAMEs;  
DO WHILEOTHIS -,= NULL) : 
aNAME=aTHIS->NAME.aVAL: 
IF NAME.TYPE = IS_INSERT THEN SIGNAL CCNDITICN(BAOMOD); 
aTHis=âTHis-> LINK; 
END; 
/* RESOLVE ALL MODULE REFERENCES. */ 
CALL RESCLVE(aHEADER);  
/* PERFORM THE TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE BLOCK. */ 
IF ÉDMODS = NULL THEN MOD=IS COMPLETE: ELSE MQD= IS_PROGRE SSING; 
IF a>INCS = NULL THEN INC=I S_CCMPLETE; ELSE INC= IS_PROGRESS ING ; 
IF ©NAMES = NULL THEN ENV=IS_CGMPLETE; ELSE ENV=IS_PROGRESSING 
DO WHILE ((MOO = IS_PROGRESSING) i (INC = IS_PROGRESSING> | (ENV = IS_PROGRESSING)); 
IF MCD -,= IS_CCMPLET£ THEN NOD=MOOULES( SHEADER .LOCAL ) ; 
IF INC -1= IS_COMPLtTE THEN INC=I NCLUS I CNS ( SHE ADER , LO C AL ) ; 
IF ENV -*= IS_COMPLETE THEN ENV=E N VI RON WENTS ( «HEADER . LOCAL ) 5 
END; 
IF MOD IS COMPLETE THEN MCD=I S_PRCGRESSING; 
IF INC IS~COMPLETE THEN I NC=I S_PROGR£SSI NG ; 
IF ENV - t=  ISHCCMFLETE THEN ENV= I  S_PfiOGRESS IN G ; 
DO WHILE ((MOD =15 PROGRESSING) | (INC = IS_PRQGRESSING) | (ENV = IS PROGRESSING)): 
IF MOD -,="l S_CCMPLETE T H E N  ^OC=MCDULES(aHEADER,GLOEAL) : 
IF INC -.= IS_COMPLETE THEN I NC=I NCLOSI CNS ( SHEADER . GLOBAL ) ; 
IF ENV -1= IS_COMPLETE THEN ENV=ENV IRONMENTS( «DHEADER. GLOBAL) ; 
ENO; 
IF (MOD = IS NOT COMPLETE) | (INC = IS_NCT COMPLETE) I (ENV = IS_FJCT_C0MPLETE) THEN SIGNAL TTONDTT ION ( BADMOO ) ; 
CALL TRANSFORM_ROUTINES(aHEADER):  
/* RESOLVE ANY NESTED BLOCKS. */ fflINST=ADDR ( COCt. INST( I ) ) ; 
DO 1=1 TO CODE.#INSTJ 
IF INST.OPCODE = 8L0CK_ENTRY THEN 
CALL TRANSFORM_BLCCK( I NST.A)RAND2 ) : 
JHS> INST=#AINST + 12 : 
END; 
RETURN ; 
END TRANSFORM.BLOCK; 
/* PERFORM THE MODULE MANIPULATIONS TOLTHLN THE BODY OF THE ROUTINES */ 
TRANSFCRM ROUTINES: 
PROCEDUFÎE( FFIHDR) RECURSIVE; 
DECLARE SHDR PO INTER; 
DECLARE DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
1 DECL_HEADER 
2 fflENC_BLOCK 
2 HEADER, 
3 âVARS 
3 aRTNS 
3 SMODS 
3 aiNCS 
3 fflNAMES 
3 SINS 
3 aPARS 
3 ADECLARATI ONS 
3 «ACCESSIBLES 
aHEADER 
BASED(fflHEAD£R), 
POINTER, 
PO INTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
POINTER; 
DECLARE /* NAME 
1 NAME_NODE 
2 LI NK 
2 NAME, 
3 TYPE 
3 ID 
3 $V AL 
aNAME 
STRUCTURE »/ BASED{aNAME), 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15), 
CHARACTER<6) , 
PO INTER, 
POINTER; 
00 
00 
DECLARE 
1 CODE 
2 SENV 
2 
2 
£CC 
/• CODE CELL */ BASEC{acc), 
POINTER, 
#iNST FIXED BINARY(15) 
INST ( N REFER (CODE.# INST ) ), 
3 OPCODE BITC16) ALIGNED, 
3 PAC CHARACTER(6) , 
3 aRAND POINTER, 
POINTER; 
SNAME=SHOR->â)RTN£: 
CO MHILE(a>NAME - i =  NULL)  :  
aCC=NAME.aVAL: 
£HEADER=COOE . f f lENV;  
IF aVARS NULL THEN SIGNAL CONDITION* BADMOD) : 
IF aRTNS -,= NULL THEN SIGNAL CCNDITION(EADMOD) ; 
IF ÔMODS -.= NULL THEN SIGNAL CGNDI TIONl BADMOD) ; 
IF ôINCS -.= NULL THEN SIGNAL CONDIT ION( BAOMOOl ; 
IF aNAMES -.= NULL THEN SIGNAL CCNOITICNCBADMOD) ; 
IF aiNS -.= NULL THEN SIGNAL CONDITION* BADMOD) : 
IF «ACCESSIBLES -.= 0 THEN SIGNAL CONDIT I0N*6ADM0D ) 
aCC=COOE.INST*CODE,#INST).BRAND: 
CALL TRANSFORM_BLOCK*ACC); 
aNAME= L I n k ;  
ENC; 
RETURN; 
END TRANSFORM ROUTINES; 
/• PERFORM THE MODULE MANIPULATIONS WITHIN MODULE DEFINITIONS 
TRANSFORM MODULE: 
PRCCEDUT[E( £HDR ) RECURSIVE; 
DECLARE aHDR POINTER; 
DECLARE /* DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
1 DECL HEADER EASEOfaHEADER ). 
2 SENC BLOCK POINTER. 
2 HEADER. 
3 SVARS POINTER. 
3 SR TNS POINTER. 
3 SMODS PO INTER. 
3 aiNCS POINTER, 
3 SNAME S PO INTER. 
3 aiNS POINTER, 
3 SPARS POINTER. 
3 «(DECLARATIONS FIXED BINARY* 15) 
3 «ACCESSIBLES FIXED BINARY* 15) 
aHEADER poiNTER; 
DECLARE /* NAME 
1 NAME_NODE 
2 LINK 
2 NAVE, 
3 TYPE 
3 PAD 
3 fflMDEF 
3 SVAL 
STRUCTURE */ 
BASEO(SNAME}« 
POINTER» 
FIXED BINARY G 15» 
FIXED BINARY*IS) 
POINTER. 
POINTER. 
S>NAME 
DECLARE INC 
DECL ARE INS 
DECLARE ENV 
DECLARE IS_NOT COMPLETE 
DECLARE IS PROGRESSING 
DECLARE IS_COMPLETE 
DECLARE LOCAL 
DECLARE GLOBAL 
po INTER; 
FIXED 
FIXED 
FIXED 
FIXED 
FIXED 
FIXED 
BIT( 1) 
BIT*1 ) 
eiNARYClS). 
BINARY*15); 
BINARY*15); 
BINARY*15) 
BINARY*15) 
81 NARY *15) 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
INITIAL(O); 
INITIAL*1); 
1N1TIAL*2); 
ALIGNED STATIC INITIAL*•1 • 6) ; 
ALIGNED STATIC INITIAL*"O'B): 
DECLARE STHI S POINTER; 
aHEAOER=S)HOR; 
/* CHECK FOR INVALID MODULE DEFIMTIONS. */ 
IF aMODS NULL THEN SIGNAL CONDI T ION( BAOMOO ) Î 
/* PERFORM THE TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE MCDULE DEFINITION. »/ 
IF aiNCS = NULL THEN INC=IS_CGMPLETE; ELSE INC= I S PROGRESSI KG; 
IF aiNS = NULL THEN INS=IS_TCMPLETE; ELSE 1NS=IS.PROGRESSING : 
IF aNAMES = NULL THEN ENV=IS_COMPLETE: ELSE ENV=1S_PROGRESSING; 
DO WHILE ((INC = IS PROGRESSING) | (INS = IS_PROGRESSING) | (ENV = IS PROGRESSING)); 
IF INC -,= IS COMPLETE THEN INC = I NC LUSI CNS( 5)HEADER . LOCAL) ; 
IF INS 1= IS_CCMPLETE THEN INS=INSERTIONS!«HEADER,LOCAL); 
IF ENV -,= IS COMPLETE THEN ENV=ENV1 RCM^'ENTS (aHEAOER«LOCAL ) ; 
END; "• 
IF INC 1= IS COMPLETE THEN INC=IS_PFOGRESSING; 
IF INS IS~COMPLETE THEN I NS=I S_PRCGRESSING; 
IF ENV -1= ISICCMFLETE THEN ENV=IS_PR0GRESS1NG; 
DO WHILE ((INC = IS.PROGRESSING) | (INS = IS_PROGRESSING) | (ENV = IS PROGRESSING)); _ 
IF INC IS_CCMPLETE THEN INC=INCLUS lONSC «HEADER. GLOBAL! ; S 
IF INS -.= IS COMPLETE THEN I NS = I NSERT I CNS (aHEADER, GLCE AL ) ; t-* 
IF ENV -.= IS COMPLETE THEN ENV=ENVlRONMENTS(aHEADER,GLOBAL) ; 
END; -
IF (INC = IS NOT COMPLETE) | (INS = IS_NOT_COMPLETE) | (ENV = IS_NCT_^0 MPL ET E) THEN SIGNAL CONDITION(BADMOD) ; 
CALL TRANSFORM_ROUTINES(aHEADER); 
RETURN ; 
END TRANSFERM_MOOULE; 
/» CREATE LOCAL MODULE DEFINITIONS 
MODULES; 
PPOCEDURE(®hORfLOCAL_ONLY) RETURNS(FIXEO 8INARY(15)) RECLRSI 
DECLARE /* PARAMETERS */ 
ÏHDR POINTER. 
LOCAL_CNLY GIT**) ALIGNED; 
DECLARE /* DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
1 CECL_HEAOER BASED!AHEADER)• 
2 ACHC BLOCK PO INTER. 
2 HEADER. 
3 FFIVARS POINTER. 
3 SRTNS POINTER. 
3 SHODS POINTER. 
3 2INCS POINTER. 
3 SNAMES POINTER. 
3 ÎINS PO INTER. 
3 aPARS PO INTER. 
3 «DECLARATIONS FIXED 81 NARY (15) . 
3 #ACCESSISLES FIXED BINARY!IS) . 
AHEADER POINTER; 
DECLARE /• NAME STRUCTURE »/ 
I KA*E_NODE EASEC!ANAME). 
2 LINK POINTER. 
2 NAME* 
3 TYPE FIXED BINARY!15) . 
3 PAD FIXED BINARY(15) . 
3 SMDEF POINTER. 
3 aVAL POINTER. 
aNAME POINTER; 
DECLARE REFCRM STRUCTURE */ 
1 REFORM STRUCTURE BASECiaPEFCRMS). 
2 SPARAMSETS POINTER. 
2 aPENAMES POINTER. 
FFLREFURMS POINTER; 
DECLARE IS IMPLICIT FIXED BINARY!15) STATIC 
DECLARE ISLEXPLICIT FIXED BINARY!15) STATIC 
DECLARE IS NOT,COMPLETE FIXED B1NARY!1S) STATIC 
DECLARE IS PROGRESSING FIXED BINARY!15) STATIC 
DECLARE IS_COMPLETE FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC 
INITIALI0) 
INITIAL< 1 I 
INITIAL(O) 
INITIAL! I) 
INIT LAL (2 ) 
DECLARE CONE 
DECLARE TOTAL 
FIXED BINARY! 15) : 
FIXED BINARY(IS); 
DECLARE RESULT  FIXEC BINARY(IS); 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
SMOO 
«THIS 
aDEF 
5)P ARAMS 
NE*_MOD 
POINTER; 
po  INTER; 
POINTER; 
POINTER; 
e i T t  I )  ALIGNED STATIC INITIAL**1'B) 
aHEADER=aHDR; 
DCNE,TOTAL=0: 
aNCD=aNGCs; 
DO WHILE («MOD -,= NLLL); 
aThis=aMOD->NAME.avAL; 
IF aTHIS->NAME.TYPE = IS_IkFLICIT THEN CO ; 
/* A MODULE DEFINED BY AN IS CCNSTRLCT HAS SEEN FOUND. */ 
TQTAL=TCT AL+i; 
aNAME=aTHIS->aMDEF; 
IF NAME.TYPE = IS_EXPLICIT THEN DO; 
aKEFCRMS=«THIS->NAME.aVAL. 
IF aREFORMS -.= NULL THEN t-, 
IF aRENAMES NULL THEN SIGNAL CCNDITI 0N( BAOMOD) ; 
ELSE »PARANS=»PARANSETS ; 
ELSE fflPARAMS=NULL; 
aDEF=CREATE_MOCULE(aMOEF.aPARAMS.«HEADER,LOCAL_ONLY,NEb_MOD); 
IF aDEF -,= NULL THEN DC; CONt=OONE+l ; 
aTHIS->aMDEF=aDEF; 
STHIS->NAME.TYPE=I£_EXPLICIT; 
ENC; 
END; 
END ; 
aMC0=ak0D->LiNK; 
END; 
IF DONE = TOTAL THEN RESULT=IS COMPLETE; 
ELSE IF DCNE = 0 THEN RESULT = l5_N0T_ COMPLET E ; 
ELSE DONE=IS_PROGRESSING ; 
RETURNIRESULT) ;  
END MODULES; 
/* DIRECT THE PERFORMANCE CF THE INCLUDE TRANSFORMATIONS 
INCLUSIONS: 
PFOCEOURe(aHOR,LOCAL_ONLY)  RETURNS(FIXED aiNARY(l5)) RECURSIVE 
DECLARE 
AN DR 
LOCAL 
/* PARAMETERS 
CNLY 
*/ 
POINTER, 
8iT(*) ALIGNED; 
DECLARE /* DECLARATIONS HEADER +/ 
1 DECL HEADER eASEC(SHEADER ) , 
2 fflENC BLOCK POINTER, 
2 HEADER, 
3 ffiVARS PO INTER, 
3 SRTNS POINTER, 
ôMODS POINTER, 
3 aiNCS POINTER, 
3 âNAME S POINTER, 
•3 âINS PO INTER, 
3 SPARS POINTER, 
^DECLARATIONS FI>ED 81NARY(15) 
3 «ACCESSIBLES FIXED BINARY*15) 
©HEADER POINTER; 
DECLARE /• NAME STRUCTURE */ 
1 NAME NQOc BASEC(aNAME), 
2 LINK PCINTER, 
2 NAVE, 
3 TYPE FIXED eiNARYdS) 
3 PAD FIXED BINARY(15) 
3 aMDEF PO INTER, 
3 aVAL PCINTER, 
£N AME POINTER; 
DECLARE 
1 REFORMS_STRC.CTURE 
2 âPARAMSETS 
2 aRENAMES 
fflREFORMS 
BASECIBREFCRMS) 
POINTER. 
POINTER, 
POINTER; 
DECLARE 
1 PARAMSET 
2 NEXT 
2 REFORM, 
3 TYPE 
3 FARAM* 
3 PAO 
3 CONSTANT 
SREFORM 
DECLARE IS_NOT DONE 
DECLARE IS_OONE 
DECLARE IS_EXPLICIT 
DECLARE IS_NOT_COMPLETE 
DECLARE IS_PR0GRESSING 
DECLARE ISCOMPLETE 
BASED(AREFOR*), 
POINTER. 
F1 XED BINARY(15) . 
FIXED BINARY*IS), 
FIXED BINARY (31 ) , 
FIXED BINARY(3L). 
POINTER: 
FIXED B1NARY(15> STATIC INITIAL(O) 
FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC INITIAL(L) 
FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC INITIAL(L) 
FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC 
FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC 
FIXED BINARYDS) STATIC 
INITIAL(O) 
INITIAL* 1) 
INITIAL(2) 
DECLARE RESULT FIXED BINARY(15)Î 
DECLARE DONE 
DECLARE TOTAL 
FIXED BINARYdS); 
FIXED BINARY(15): 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
aTHIS 
APARAMS 
SRENAME 
SDEF 
£M00 
POINTER; 
POINTER; 
POINTER ; 
POINTER; 
poi NTER; 
DECLARE CLD_MOO BIT(L) ALIGNED STATIC INITIAL*'0*B 
aHEADER=aHOR; 
CCNE,TOTAL=0; 
âNAME=SINCS; 
CC WHLE(fflNAME -%= NULL); 
IF NAME.TYPE = IS_NCT_DCNE THEN DC: 
TOTAL=TOTAL+lt 
@THIS=aMDEF; 
IF 5)THI S->NAME, TYPE = IS„EXPLICIT THEN DC: 
aREFORMS=NAME*£VAL i  
IF SREFORMS = NULL THEN DO: 
aPARA MS • a)RE NAME=NULL « 
END; 
ELSE oo; 
g)PARAMS=aPARAMSETS ;  
aRENAME=aRENAM£S: 
END ; 
aTI-IS=»T HIS->£MDEF ;  
aMCD=CREATE_,MODOLE(®THIS .»PARAMS.aHEADER.LOCAL_ONLY.OLD_MOD» ;  
IF aMOD -.= NULL THEN DO ;  
/* CREATE THE COPY OF THE REFERENCED MODULE. */ 
aDEF=COP YC aMOD) ;  
SDEF->®ENC BLOCK=aMOD->fflENC_BLOCK; 
/* PERFORM ANY TRANSFORMATIONS WITHIN THE _ 
REFERENCED MODULE. */ S 
CALL RESCLV£<£DEF) ;  g» 
aDEF->aENC_BLCCK=NLLL; 
CALL TRANSFORM_MODLLEODEF); 
/* PERFORM THE INCLUDE TRANSFORMATION. */ 
CALL INCLUDEtfflDEF.SRENANE.aHEADER); 
aMOEF=ffiDEF ;  
NAME.TYPE=IS_CCNE: 
DONE=OGNE+l î 
ENC; 
END; 
END ; 
aNAME=LINK; 
END; 
IF DONE = TOTAL THEN RESULT=IS COMPLETE: 
ELSE IF DCNE = 0 THEN RESULT-lS_NOT_CCMPLET E ;  
ELSE RESLLT=IS_PROGRESSING: 
RETURN(RESULT ) :  
END INCLLSIONS; 
/* DIRECT THE PERFORMANCE CF THE INSERT TRANSFORMATIONS 
INSERT ICNS: 
PROCEDURE(aHDR,LOCAL_GNLY) 
DECLARE 
aHDR 
LOCAL 
/» PARAMETERS 
CNLY 
RETURNS(FIXED BINARY(15)) RECURSIVE 
*/ 
POINTER, 
BIT(*Î ALIGNED; 
CE CLARE /* 
1 OECL_HEADfcR 
2 ÎENC_BL0CK 
2 HEADER. 
3 aVARS 
c ÔRTNS 
2 ff iMGDS 
aiNCs 
SNAMES 
£INS 
aPARS 
«DECLARATIONS 
«ACCESSIBLES 
3 
•a 
3 
T 
3 
•3 
AHEADER 
DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
BASECTFFIL-EADER), 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
PO INTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY{15), 
FIXED BINARY(15), 
POINTER; 
DECLARE /* NAME STRUCTURE */ 
1 NAME NODE BASEDONAME) , 
2 LINK PO INTER, 
2 NAPE, 
3 TYPE FIXED BINARY (15), 
3 PAD FIXED BINARY (15), 
3 aMDEF POINTER, 
3 ttVAL POINTER, 
aNAME PO INTER; 
DECL AR E 
1 REFORMS_STRUCTURE 
2 aPARAMSETS 
2 £R EN A ME S 
aREFCRMS 
3AS£0< aREFORMS) 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
PO INTER ; 
DECLARE 
1 PARAMSET 
2 NEXT 
2 REFORM, 
2 TYPE 
3 FARAM* 
3 PAD 
3 CONSTANT 
SREFORM 
BASED(8REF0RM), 
POINTER, 
FIXEO BINARY*15)• 
FIXED BINARY*15), 
FIXED BI NARY(31 ) , 
FIXED B1NARY<31). 
POINTER: 
DECLARE IS_N0T DONE FIXED BINARY«15) STATIC INITIAL(O) 
DECLARE IS _ DO NE FIXED BINARY* 15) STATIC INITIAL*!) 
DECLARE IS_EXPHCIT FIXED BINARY*15) STATIC INITIAL*!) 
DECLARE IS_NOT_COMPLETE FIXED 
DECLARE IS_PRCSFESSINC FIXED 
DECLARE IS_COMPLETE FIXED 
BINARY*15) 
BINARY(15) 
BINARY*15) 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
INITIAL(O) 
1NITIAL( 1) 
IN1T1AL(2) 
DECL/»RE RESULT FIXED BINARY*15) 
DECLARE DONE 
DECLARE TOTAL 
FIXED 
FIXED 
BINARY(15) 
BINARV(15) 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
«THIS 
SP ARAMS 
SRENAME 
@DEF 
2M0D 
POINTER: 
POINTER; 
POINTER : 
POINTER; 
POINTER; 
DECLARE CLD MCD BIT(L) ALIGNED STATIC INITIAL('0'B 
aHEADER = g)HDR: 
DONE.TOT AL = 0; 
â)NAME=aiNS: 
CC WHILE(aNAME -i= hAJLL) :  
IF NAME. TYPE = I  S_NCT_OONE THEN DC: 
TOTAL=TOTAL+i; 
aTHis=aMDEF; 
IF aTHIS->NAME.TVPE = IS_EXPL1CIT THEN DC: 
aR EFORMS=NAM E.&V ALi 
H- aREFORMS = NULL THEN DO: 
SPARAMS «£RENAME=NULL; 
END; 
ELSE DO; 
aPARAMS=aPARAMSETS: 
aRENAME=aRENAMES i 
END; 
SThIS=aTHlS->aMDEF: 
aMOO=CREATE_MODULE <a THIS #aPARAMS.AHEADER.LOCAL_CNLY.OLC_MOD): 
IF aMGD NULL THEN DO :  
/• CREATE THE COPY OF THE REFERENCED MODULE. */ 
a0EF=c0PY(aM0D) : 
aDEF->SENC_BLOCK=fflMOD->fiENC_BLOCK; 
/* PERFORM ANY TRANSFORMATIONS WITHIN THE 
REFERENCED MODULE. */ ^ 
CALL RESCLVE(SDEF) ;  -j 
aOEF->aENC_8LCCK=NLLL; 
CALL TRANSFORM MODLLE(aDEF); 
/* PERFORM THE INCLUDE TRANSFORMATION. */ 
CALL INSERTCaDEF.aRENAME .«HEADER); 
aMDEF=aDEF; 
rAME.TYPE=IS_OONE; 
OONE=DONE+i; 
ENC; 
END; 
END; 
aNAME=LINK; 
END; 
IF DONE = TOTAL THEN RESULT=IS COMPLETE; 
ELSE IF CONE = 0 THEN RESULT= l5_NOT_COMPLETE ;  
ELSE RESULTAI S_PROGRESSI NG; 
RETURN(RESULT ) ; 
END INSERTIONS; 
/* PERFORM THE ENVIRONMENT DEFIMTICN TRANSFORMATIONS 
ENV IRONMENTS: 
PROCEDUREOHDR,LOCAL_ONLY) 
DECLARE @HOR 
LOCAL 
/* PARAMETERS 
CNLY 
RETOPNS<FIXEC BINARY(15)) RECURSIVE 
*/ 
PO INTER, 
BIT(*) ALIGNED; 
DECLARE /* 
1 OECL_HEADER 
2 âENC_aLOCK 
2 HEADER. 
3 aVARS 
DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
EASEC(ai-EAOER)» 
POINTER, 
3 ÔRTNS 
3 ffiMODS 
3 SINCS 
J SNAMES 
3 aiNS 
3 2PARS 
3 «DECLARATIONS 
3 «ACCESSIBLES 
âHEACER 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY( 13), 
FIXED BINARY(15), 
POINTER; 
DECLARE /* NAME STRUCTURE */ 
1 NAME_NaOE 
2 L INK 
2 NAME, 
3 TYPE 
3 PAD 
3 fflMDEF 
3 âVAL 
BASED(aNAME), 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15), 
FIXED BINARY(15), 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
aNAME PO INTER; 
DE CL AR E 
1 REFORMS_STRUCTURE 
2 aPARAMSETS 
2 ^RENAMES 
aREFCRMS 
BASED(FFLREFORMS), 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
PO INTER; 
DECLARE 
1 PARAMSET 
2 NEXT 
2 REFORM, 
3 TYPE 
3 PARAM# 
3 PAD 
3 CONSTANT 
aREFORM 
BA£ED( aREFORM) ,  
POINTER, 
FIXED BI NARY( 15) 
FIXED BINARYdS) 
FIXED BINARYOl ) 
FIXED BINARY(3l) 
PO INTER; 
DECLARE IS_0ONE 
DÉCLARE IS_EXPLICIT 
DECLARE NAMES_BIND 
DECLARE NAMES INCLUDE 
DECLARE NAMES_ INSERT 
FIXED BINARYdS) STATIC INITIALCO); 
FIXED BINARYdS) STATIC INITIAL(l): 
FIXED BINARYdS) STATIC 
FIXED BINARY*IS) STATIC 
FIXED 6INARYC15) STATIC 
INITIAL*1); 
INITIAL(2); 
INITIAL*3): 
DECLARE IS_NOT COMPLETE FIXED BINARY*15) STATIC INITIAL(O); 
DECLARE IS PROGRESSING FIXED BINARY* 15) STATIC INITIAL*!); 
DECLARE IS COMPLETE FIXED BINARY*15) STATIC INITIAL*2): 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DONE 
TOTAL 
DECLARE RESULT 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
«THIS 
SPARAMS 
aRENAME 
SDEF 
@MOD 
FIXED 
FIXED 
BINARY*15); 
BINARY*15); 
FIXED BINARY*1S); 
POINTER; 
POINTER; 
POINTER; 
POINTER ; 
POINTER; 
DECLARE OLD_MOD BIT(l) ALIGNED STATIC INITIAL*«O*B) 
aHEADER=£HDR; 
DONE,TOTAL=0; 
ST hi S= SN AM ES ;  
DO WHILE («THIS -»= NULL) :  
»NAME=aTHIS->NAMe,aVAL; 
IF NAME. TYPE -.= I  S_DONE THEN DC: 
TOTAL=TOTAL+l; 
SOEF=SMO£F: 
IF aDEF->NAME.TYPE = IS EXPLICIT THEN DC: 
AREFORMS=NAME.AVAL; 
IF aREFORNS = NULL THEN DO: 
gPARAM5,@RENAME=NULL: 
END; 
EL^ 00 i 
aPARAMS=@PARAMSETS: 
ARENAME=SRENAMES :  
END; 
AMOO=CREATE MODULE(£D£F->SM0EF,£PARAMS«SHEADER• 
LCCAL_ONLY« OLO_MOD); 
IF 8DEF -.= NULL THEN DO; 
/* CREATE THE FULLY-DEFINED MODULE FROM WHICH THE 
ENVIRONMENT IS TO BE CREATED, THEN PERFORM THE 
DESIRED TRANSFORMATION. */ 
aDEF=COFY(@MCD): 
aDEF->®E NC_B LCC K=a f 'CD->ffl ENC_BLOCK ; 
CALL RESOLVE* SDEF ) ;  k, 
aOEF->aENC_BLCCK=NULL; o 
CALL TRANSFORM_MODLLE<aDEF); ° 
IF NAME.TYPE = NAMES_BIND THEN; 
ELSE IF NAME.TYPE = NAMES_ INCLUDE THEN 
CALL INCLUDEC aDEF•aRENAME•SHEADER): 
ELSE IF NAME.TYPE = NAMES_INSERT THEN 
CALL INSERTCaDEF.aRENAME.ai-EADER) ;  
ELSE SIGNAL CONDIT ION( BADMOD } ; 
aMDEF=aDEF; 
NAME.TYPE=IS_00NE; 
DONE=DONE+i; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
aTHIS=aTHIS->LINK: 
END; 
IF DONE = TOTAL THEN RESULT=IS COMPLETE: 
ELSE IF DONE = 0 THEN RESULT=I3_NCT_CCMPLETE; 
ELSE RESULT=IS_PR06RESSING ; 
RETURN*RESULT): 
END ENVIRONMENTS: 
/* CREATE MODULE DEFINITION, EVALUATING ARGUMENTS IN THE REFERENCE * 
CREATE MODULE: 
PROCEDURE* aOEF ,aPARAMSETS.S)ENV,LOCAL_aNLY .NEte^MOD) RETUR NS ( FO INTER ) 
RECURS IV E ;  
DECLARE 
2DEF 
ff lPARAMSETS 
(BENV 
LOCAL_QNLY 
NEW_M00 
/* PARAMETERS */ 
POINTER. 
PO INTER, 
POINTER, 
BIT(*) ALIGNED, 
8IT(*) ALIGNED; 
DECLARE /* DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
1 DECL HEADER BASEC(SHEADER), 
2 aENC BLOCK POINTER, 
2 HEADER, 
3 aVARS POINTER, 
c ffiR TNS POINTER, 
3 SMODS POINTER, 
3 aiNCS POINTER, 
3 ÔNAMES PO INTER, 
3 a INS PO INTER, 
3 aPARS POINTER, 
2 «DECLARATIONS FIXED BINARY* 15) 
3 «ACCESSIBLES FIXEC EINARY*15) 
SHEADER POINTER; 
DECLARE /* CONTOUR CELL */ 
1 CONTOUR EASEO(fflCONTOUR), 
2 ENV_LINK POINTER, 
2 ANT_LINK POINTER, 
2 SP POINTER, 
2 ADECLS FIXED BINARY(15) 
2 CECLS(N REFERCCONTOUP.ACECLS) ) ,  
3 TYPE FIXED BlNARYdS) 
3 ID CHARACTER* e) ,  
3 SIMPLE_VALU£ FIXEC BINARY (31) 
3 aVALUE POINTER» 
accNTouR POINTER; 
DECLARE /* DECLARATION SUBCELL */ 
1 DECL aASED(fflDECL), 
2 TYPE FIXED BlNARYdS). 
2 ID CHARACTER*6) ,  
2 SIMPLE_VALUE FIXED BINARY(^l), 
2 fflVALUE POINTER, ÔDECL POINTER, 
*aDECL FIXED BINARYOl) DEFINED(aDECL) 
DECLARE /* NAME STRUCTURES */ 
1 NANE„NODE 
2 LINK 
2 name, 
3 TYPE 
3 ID 
3 £VAL 
1 NAPE_NOOE_l 
2 pad 
2 RESOLVED, 
3 TYPE j  PAD 
3 SMDEF 
3 SVAL 
BASEC(fflNAME), 
POINTER * 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
CHARACTER(6)* 
POINTER. 
BAStC<fflNAME), 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
NAME^N0DE_2 
a INITIALIZED, 
3 TYPE 
3 PAD 
3 INI TI AL_VALOE 
8A£ED<S)NAME) ,  
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
CHARACTER{6), 
F IXED BINARY(31 } 
0>N AME 
DECLARE /* REFORM 
1 REFORMATION 
2 NEXT 
2 REFORM, 
3 TYPE 
3 PARAM# 
3 PAD 
3 CONSTANT 
PO INTER ; 
STRUCTURES */ 
BASED( SJREFGRM) 
POINTER. 
FIXED 
FIXED 
F I  XED 
FIXED 
BINARY*15) 
BINARY(15) 
BINARY(31) 
BINARYOl ) 
1 REFORMATION,! 
2 PAC 
2 REF. 
3 PAD 
3 ID 
BASEDOREFORM) ,  
POINTER, 
CHARACTER(6), 
CHARACTER( 6)» 
1 R£F0fiMATI0N_2 
2 PAD 
2 EXPRESSION. 
3 PAD 
3 ôEXPR 
BASECOREFORM) ,  
POINTER, 
CHARACTER(8), 
POINTER. 
SREFORM POINTER; 
K3 
O 
N J  
DECLARE 
1 LINKED 
2 âMOD 
2 aOECL 
SLINK 
BASEC(S>L INK ) 
POINTER, 
PO INTER * 
PCINTER; 
DECLARE 
IS UNDEFINED 
IS SIMPLE 
IS ROUTINE_PARAM 
IS_ENV_PARAM 
DECLARE 
IS NÛT_ACCESS IBLE 
NAMES_LCL 
NAMES_LCL ACCESSIBLE 
IS_INITIALIZED 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
IS CONSTANT 
ISlVARIAELE 
IS EXPRESSION 
F IXED 81 NARY ( 15) STATIC INI TIAL( 0) • 
F 1 XED 81 NARY ( 15) STATIC INI TIAL( 1 ) t 
F IXED 81 NARY ( 15) STATIC INI TIAL( 8) * 
F IXED El NARY < 15 ) STATIC INI TIAL( 9) ; 
FIXED BINARY ( 15) STATIC INIT IAL( 0 
FIXED 81 NARY < 15) STATIC INIT IAL< 3 
F I  XED BINARY ( 15) STATIC INI T IAL( 4 
FIXED BINARY ( 15) STATIC INIT IAL( 5 
FIXED BINARY ( 15) STATIC INIT IAL( 1 
FI XED BINARY ( 15) STATIC INI T IAL( 2 
FIXED BINARY < 15) STATIC INIT IAL( 3 
DECLARE IDhNT CHARACTER(6) 
OECL ARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
aPDECL 
aTHI S 
PARM# 
TYPE 
I 
N 
POINTER; 
POINTER; 
FIXED BINARY!15) 
FIXED eiNARY<15) 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
FIXED BINARY*15) 
N3 
O 
W 
ALLOCATE OECL HEADER IN(SCRATCH); 
HEACER=£CEF->FEADER; 
IF NEW_KCD THEN £ENC_BLOCK^SENV ;  ELSE A)ENC_BLOCK= FFLDEF->aENC_BLOCK :{ 
IF SPARAMSETS = NULL THEN RE TURN(SHEADER); 
/* TRY TO SET THE PARAMETERS. */ 
IF aDEF->aPARS = NULL THEN SIGNAL CONDITION*BADMOD); 
ÎDOECL .  SNAME=aDEF->SPARS ; 
DC N=0 BY 1 *HILE(aDECL -,= NULL); 
ALLOCATE CONTOUR IN(SCRATCH); 
fflOECL=AODR{CONTOUR .DECLSt N) ) ;  
DO WHILE(aNAME NULL); 
DECL.TYPE=I S_UN0EFINED; 
DECL.IO=NAME.ID; 
*aDECL=#aDECL-16; 
aNAME=LI NK; 
END; 
aoecL=aDECL->LINK; END; 
£REFORM=aPAHAMSETS; ^ 
DO WHILE (fflREFCfiM NULL); 
PARM*=REFORM.PARAMtf; 
IF (PARM# <1) I (PARM* > N )  THEN SIGNAL CCNDITILN(BADMCD) 
Â)POECL=ADDR( CCNTOUR.DECLS(FARM#) ) « 
TYPE=REFÛRM. TYPE 5 
IF TYPE = IS_CCNSrANT THEN DO; 
aPDECL->OECL.TYPE=IS_5IMFLE; 
6DPDECL->DECL.SIMPLE_VALLE=REF0RM.CONSTANT; 
END; 
ELSE IF TYPE = IS_VARIABLE THEN CC; 
IDENT=REF • ID ;  
/* TRY TO LOCATE THIS IDENTIFIER. */ 
aTHis=aENv; 
DO WFILEOTHIS NULL); 
&NAME=aTHlS->aVARS; 
DO WHILE (a NAME -,= NULL); 
IF NAME.ID = IDENT THEN DO : 
TYPE=NAME.TYPE; 
IF TYPE = IS_INITIALIZED THEN DC; 
aPOECL->DECL .TYPE = IS_S IMPLE ; 
aPOECL->DECL.SIMPLE_VALUE=INITIAL_VALUE; 
GOTO NEXT_REFORM; 
END; 
ELSE IF (TYPE = NAKES.LCL) |  (TYPE = NAMES LCL_ACCESS IBLE ) THEN DO; 
aPD£CL->DECL.TYPE=IS_ENV_PARAM; 
UN SP EC(aP DECL->DECL•SIMPLE_VALUE)= UNSPEC(a T H IS) 
aPDECL->%ECL.aVALUE=&NAME; 
GOTO NEXT_REFCRy; 
END Î 
ELSE IF (TYPE - IS_FOUTINE_PARAM> |  (TYPE = IS_ENV_PARAM) THEN DC ;  
aFDECL->D£CL.TYPE=TYPE; 
UNSPeC(aPOECL->OECL.SIMPLE_VALUE)=UNSPEC(ffiTHlS) 
aPDECL->DECL.aVALLE=aNAME; 
GCTO NEXT_REFORM; 
END ; 
ELSE SIGNAL CONDITICN(BAOMCD); 
END; 
aNAME=LlNK; 
END; 
ff iNAME=fflTHI S-><ûRTNS; 
DC WHILE(5)NAME -i= NULL); 
IF NAME.ID = IDENT THEN OO: 
fflPDECL->DcCL.TYPE=I£_ROLTINE_PARAM; 
UNSPEC(aPOECL->DeCL.SIMPLE_VALUË)=UNSPEC(aTHIS): 
SPO£CL->DECL.fflVALUE=aNAME; 
GOTO NEXT_REFORM; 
END ;  
aNAME=LI NK; 
END; 
aNAME=aTHIS->aNAMES; CO WHILEONAMc -.= NULL); 
IF NAME.ID = IDENT THEN DO ;  
aPOECL->DECL.TYPE=I£_ENV_PARAM; 
UNSPEC(aPDECL->DECL.SIMPLE_VALLE)=UNSPEC(aTHI S); 
aPDECL->DECL.aVALUE=ffiNAME; 
GOTO NEXT_REFORM; 
END ; 
aNAME=LIkK; 
END ; 
SNAME=aThIS->aMODS: CO WHILE(aNAMt -.= NULL); 
IF NAME.ID = IDENT THEN SIGNAL CCNDI TI CN( B ADMCD ) ;  
ffiNAME=LlNK; % 
END ; g 
IF LGCAL_CNLY THEN GOTO FAIL: 
aTHIS=aTHIS->aENC_BLCCK; 
END ; 
SIGNAL CCNDITICN(EADMOC); 
END; 
ELSE IF TYPE = I  S_E >PR E S £ ICN THEN DO; 
aNAME=avARS; 
aPDECL->DECL.SI MPLE_VALUE = TRAVERSE(aF.XPR ) ;  
aPCECL->OECL .TYPE=IS_SIMPLE ; 
END; 
ELSE SIGNAL CCND I  TI CN( B A0N«CD) ;  
NEXT_REFCR*/: 
aREFCRP=NEXT; 
END; 
/* ALL PARAMETER RESOLUTIONS PERFCRKEC. */• 
S)P ARS=NULL ; $CECL = ACCR(CCNTCUR.DECLS(1 ) ) ; 
DO 1=1 Tc N; 
/LLCCATE NAME_NODE IN(SCRATCH}; 
NAME.ID=DECL.ID; 
IF OECL.TYPE = IS_UNOEFINEO THEN DC; 
LINK= a P A R S ;  ff lPARS=aNAME; 
END; 
ELSE IF DECL.TYPE = IS_SIMFLE THEN DO ; 
NAME.TYPE=IS_INITIALIZED; 
INITIAL_VALUE=DECL«SIMFLE_ VALUE; 
LINK=aVARS; fflVARS=aNAME; 
END; 
ELSE IF DECL.TYPE = I S_ROLTI NE_PAR AM THEN DO; 
NAME •TYPE=DECL.TYPE; 
ALLOCATE LINKED IN(SCRATCH); 
UNSP EC(LINKED.SMOD)=UNSPEC(DECL.SIMPLE_VALUE); 
LINKED.aDECL=DECL.aVALUE; 
NAME »aVAL = FFILI NK ;  
LINK=aVARS; aVARS=aNAME; 
END; 
ELSE co; 
NAME .TYPE = OECL.TYPE; 
ALLOCATE LINKED I N( SCRATCH); 
UNSPEC(LINKED.aMOD)=UNSPEC(DECL.SIMPLE_VALOE); g 
LINKED.aDECL=DECL.aVALUE; c\ 
NAME .aVAL = ®HNK; 
LLNK=aVARS; aVARS=aNAME; 
END; 
*&GECL=#aDECL+16; 
END; 
FREE CONTOUR IN(SCRATCH); 
RETURNOFEADER ) ; 
FAIL: 
FREE CONTOUR IN( 
RETURN(NULL); 
SCRATCH) .  CECL_HEADER IN(SCRATCH>; 
/• EVALUATE ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION TREE • / 
TRAVERSE : 
PRTJC ED URE< 5>TREE ) RET UR NS< F I XED EINARY(31)) RECURSIVE: 
DECLARE 
FFLTREE 
/* PARAMETERS */ 
POINTER; 
DECLARE /* 
1 OPERATOR 
2 OP 
2 PAD 
2 LPART 
2 RPART 
AR ITMMETIC 
NOCE 
EXPRESSICN TREE 
BASEDISNOOE), 
F I XED 81 NARY (15 ) . 
F IXED BINARY< 15) , 
POINTER. 
POINTER, 
NODES */ 
1 TERMINAL.NQOE 
2 NODE_TYPE 
2 PAD 
2 FFLFIEFERENCE 
2 CONSTANT 
BASEC(£N0DE), 
FIXED GINARY(15), 
FI XED BINARY* 15) , 
PO INTER, 
FIXED 81 NARY(31) , 
SNODE POINTER; 
DECLARE /* 
1 RCF CELL 
2 REF_OP 
2 ENVID 
2 IDENT 
SREF 
IDENTIFIER REFERENCE */ 
BASED(aREF), 
FIXED BINARY*15), 
CHARACTER(6), 
CHARACTER*6), 
POINTER; 
hO 
O 
DECLARE /* NAME 
1 NANE_NODE 
2 LINK 
2 N A , 
3 TYPE 
3 ID 
3 INITIAL^ VALUE 
SNAMC 
STRUCTURE »/ 
BASED*SNAME Î 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY*15) 
CHARACTER<6), 
FIXED BINARY*31) 
POINTER; 
DECLARE IS_INITIALIZED FIXED 81 NARY*15) STATIC INITIAL*^); 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
CECL ARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
VALUE 
LVALUE 
RVALUE 
IDENTIFIER 
aHDR 
NE6ATICN_OP 
ADD_OP 
SU B_OP 
MUL_OP 
DI V_OP 
TERMINAL_FLAG 
MIN_OP 
MAX_OP 
OPERATOR 
DECLARE IS_CONSTANT 
FIXED BINARY(31) STATIC: 
FIXED BINARY(31); 
FIXED BINARYOl); 
CHARACTER(6): 
POINTER STATIC; 
FIXED 
FIXED 
FIXED 
FIXED 
FIXED 
BINARY(15) 
BINARY(15) 
BINARY(15) 
BINARY(15) 
8INARY(15) 
STAT IC STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
IN IT IAL( 2) :  
INITIAL(3); 
INITIAL(4); 
INIT IAL( 5) ;  
INITIAL<6); 
FIXED EINARY(15) STATIC INITIAL(l) 
FIXED 
FIXED 
BI NARY<15) 
8INARY(15) STATIC STATIC INIT IAL(0 > INITIAL(6) 
FIXED BINARY(15); 
FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC INITIAL(O); 
NÏ 
O 
00 
ff lNCDE=3TREE; GPERATOR=OP ;  
IF <MIN OP <= OPERATOR! Ù (OPERATOR <- TERMINAL_FLAG) THEN /* PROCESS TERMINAL NODE. */ 
IF NCCE_TYPE = IS_CCNSTANT THEN VALUE=CONSTANT; 
ELSE DO; 
/* PROCESS VARIABLE REFERENCE. */ 
aREF=aREFERENCE; 
IF REF OP -,= 0 THEN SIGNAL CONDI T ION( E ADMOD ) T 
IOENTIFIER= IDENT; SHOR=ÂHEAOER; 
DO LKHILE(S>HOR NULL): 
SNAME=aHOR->aVARS: 
DC WHILE(ÔNAME -,= NULL): 
IF NAME. ID = IDENTIFIER THEN 
IF NAME.TYPE = IS_INITIALI ZED THEN DO: 
VALUE=NAME.INITIAL_VALUE: 
GOTO DCNE; 
END ;  
ELSE SIGNAL CONDITICN(BADMOD); 
£NAME=LI NK :  
END; 
IF LOCAL CNLY THEN GOTO FAIL; 
£HDR=aHOR->aENC_BLOCK: 
END; 
SIGNAL CCNDITICN(BADMOO); 
END: 
END; 
ELSE IF OPERATOR <- MAX CP THEN DO: 
LVALUE=TRAVERSE(LPART): 
IF OPERATOR = NEGATION_OP THEN VALUE=-LVALUE: 
ELSE DO; 
RVALUE=TRAVERSE{RPART) :  
IF OPERATOR = AOD_OP THEN VALUE=LVALUE+RVALUE; 
ELSE IF OPERATOR = SUB_OP THEN VALUE=LVALUE-RVALUEÎ 
ELSE IF OPERATOR = MUL_OP THEN VALUE=LVALUE*RVALUEî 
ELSE IF OPERATOR = DIV_CP THEN VALUE=LVALUE/RVALUE: 
ELSE SIGNAL CONDITION(EADMOD); 
END; 
END; 
ELSE SIGNAL COND IT ICN( BAOMCC ) :  
DONE :  RETURN(VALUE): 
END TRAVERSE; 
END CREATE_MODULE; 
/* PERFORM THE INCLUDE TRANSFCRMATICN */ 
INCLUDE: 
PFICCFCDURE(ADEF,«RENAMES.AHOR) RECURSIVE; 
DECLARE 
aDEF 
©RENAMES 
âHDR 
/* PARAMETERS * / 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER; 
DECLARE /* 
1 OeCL_H£AO£R 
2 ENC_BLOCK 
2 HEADER, 
J &VARS 
DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
BASEDOHEADER ) ,  
POINTER, 
3 
•3 
3 
3 
SRT NS 
aMODS 
aiNCS 
ff iNAMES 
aiNS ÔPARS 
AfDECLARATICNS 
^ACCESSIBLES 
ffiHEADER 
PCINTER, 
PO INTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
PCINTER, 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
FIXED BINAfiYdS) 
PO INTER ; 
DECLARE /* NAME STRUCTURE */ 
1 NAME_NODE 
2 LINK 
2 NAME ,  
3 TYPE 
3 ID 
3 aVAL 
aNAME 
BASED( 33NAME) ,  
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY! 15) 
CHARACTER(6) ,  
PCINTER, 
PO INTER ;  
to 
M 
o 
DECLARE 
1 LINK 
2 âMCD 
2 aOECL ÔL INK 
BASEDOLINK ) , 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER; 
DECLARE 
1 ACCESSIBLES 
2 AN AMES 
2 ACCESSIBLE(N 
3 TYPE 
3 ID 
3 SCELL 
2ACCESSIBLES 
EASEDOACCESS IBLES > ,  
FIXED BINARY( 15) ,  
REFER(ANAMES) ) ,  
FIXED BINARY(15), 
CHARACTER!e) ,  
POINTER, 
POINTER; 
DECLARE 
i  CECL 
2 TYPE 
2 ID 
2 &CELL 
ff iCECL 
«aOECL 
DECLARE 
1 R£NAME_STRUCTURE 
2 NEXT 
2 PENAMc, 
3 ID 
3 AL I  AS 
fflRENAME 
BA£ED(FFLDECL)« 
FIXED BINARY*15), 
CHARACTER(6) , 
POINTER. 
POINTER. 
FIXED BINARYOL) CEF INED <3 DECL ) ; 
EASECiaRENAME). 
POINTER. 
CHARACTEFI(E>. 
CHARACTER* 6) , 
PO INTER; 
DECLARE £THIS 
DECLARE 2FIRST 
DECLARE CLD_NAME 
DECLARE NE*_NAME 
DECLARE IS_LINKEC 
DECLARE IDENT 
DECLARE CAS£(3I 
DECLARE I  
DECLARE M 
DECLARE N 
POINTER; 
PO INTER; 
F I X E C  BINARY(15) STATIC INITIALCO) 
FIXED BINARY*15) STATIC INITIAL*!) 
FIXEC BINARY(15) STATIC INITIAL*6) 
CHARACTER*6)C 
LAEEL ; 
FIXEC BINARY * 15) ; 
F IXED BINARY*15) ; 
FIXEC BINARY* 15); 
ff lhEADER=aDEF; 
N=AACCESSIBLES; M=N; 
ALLOCATE ACCESSIBLES IN(SCRATCH); 
aDECL=AJDR(ACCESSIBLE* D): fflFIRST=aDECL; 
CALL SEAPC»-*aV ARS) ;  
CALL SEARCHORTNS) ;  
CALL SEARCH*aNAMES); 
IF N > 0 THEN SIGNAL CONDITICN*BADMOC)i 
/« PERFORM ANY RENAMING. */ 
éûRENAMt=fflRcNAMES : 
DO WHIl_E(aRENAME -.= NULL): 
IOENT=fiENAME.IC; 
fflDECL=SFIRST; 
CO 1=1 TO M ;  
IF DECL.ID = lOENT THEN 
IF DECL.TYPE = CLD_NAME THEN DO: 
CeCL. .TYPE=NEW_NAME : 
DECL.IO=RENAME.ALIAS: 
GOTO NEXT RENAME; 
END; 
*@CcCL=#aDECL+12: 
END; 
SIGNAL CONDITICNOACMOD); 
NEXT_RENAME :  
fflRtNAME=NEXT :  
END; 
£HEADER = aHOR ;  aOECL=aF I RST ; 
DC 1=1 TC M; 
ALLOCATE NAME_NODE IN(SCRATCH), LINK 
NAME .TYPE=I S_L INKED : 
NAME,IC=DECL.IC; 
NAME .S VAL=ALI NK; 
LINK.ïyOD=fflDEF; 
LI NK.a)OECL=OECL.aCELL; 
IN(SCRATCH); 
to 
»-» 
to 
NAME_NODE .LINK=FFLVARS; S \/ARS=A) NAME ; 
*ADECL=*ADECL + 12 : 
END; 
FFDECLARATIQNS=#DECLARATION£+M; 
FREE ACCESSIBLES IN(SCRATCH); 
RETURN ; 
FIXED BI NARY<15) STATIC INI T IAL( 1 
FIXED BI NARY (15) STATIC INI T lAL < 3 
FIXED BI NARY(15) STATIC INI T IAL( 7 
/* SEARCH FOR ACCESSIBLE NAMES »/ 
SEARCH: 
PFCcfcDusetiu. 1ST ) ;  
DECLARE /* PARAMETERS */ 
SLIST POINTER; 
DECLARE ACELL POINTER; 
DECLARE IS_ACCESSIBLE 
DECLARE 
NAMES LCL ACCESSIBLE 
DECLARE" IS_INSERTED 
acELL=aLisT; 
00 L»HLLE(aCELL -i= NULL); 
IF (aCELL->NAME.TYPE = I  S_ ACCESS IBLE ) |  (aCELL->NAME.TYPE = NAME£_LCL_ACCESS lELE) |  (aCELL->NAME.TYPE = IS_INSERTED) THEN DO; 
IF N = 0 THEN SIGNAL CCNDIT ION(6ADMOD); 
DECL .TYPE=CLO_NAME; 
DECL .IO=aceLL->NAME.ID Î 
DECL.aCELL=&CELL; to 
#aDECL=#aDtCL+12; N=N-I; l-t 
END; ^ 
aCELL=aCELL->NAME_NCOE.LINK; 
ENC; 
RETURN; 
END SEARCH; 
END INCLUDE; 
/* PERFORM THE INSERT TRANSFORMATION 
INSERT 
PROCEDURE(ffiDEF,aRENAMES, aHDR) RECURSIVE; 
DECLARE /* PARAMETERS */ 
aDEF PO INTER, ÂRENAM ES POINTER, 
aHDR POINTER ;  
DECLARE /* DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
1 CECL HEADER eASED(aHEADER) ,  
2 ENC_8L£)CK POINTER, 
2 HEADER, 
3 aVARS PO INTER, 
3 ÏR TNîi POINTER, 
3 SMOOS POINTER, 
3 aiNCS POINTER, 
3 SNA ME S POINTER, 
5 a INS POINTER, 
3 aPARS POINTER, 
3 «DECLARATIONS FI>EO BINARY(15) 
3 «ACCESSIBLES FIXED BINARY(15) 
aHEADER POINTER; 
DECLARE /* NAME 
I  NANE.NCDE 
2 LINK 
2 NAME, 
3 TYPE 
5 ID 
3 aVAL 
aNAME 
STRUCTURE */ 
eASeC(SNAME), 
POINTER. 
FIXED BINARY(15), 
C H A R A C T E R (  6 )  .  
POINTER, 
POINTER; 
ro 
DECLARE 
1 INSERTED 
2 £MQO 
2 aOECL 
aiNSERTED 
SASECOINSERTED ) ,  
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER: 
DECLARE 
1 ACCESSIBLES EAS£D( filACCESS IBLES ) ,  
2 #NAMES FIXED EI NARY(15), 
2 ACCESSIBLE(N REFER( ifNAMES) ) .  
3 TYPE FIXED EINARYdS), 
5 ID CHARACTER<6)* 
3 aCELL POINTER, 
©ACCESSIBLES POINTER; 
DECLARE 
1 OECL 
2 TYPE 
2 ID 
2 aCELL 
fflDECL 
faOECL 
EASECODECL) ,  
FIXED BINARV(15>, 
CHARACTER* 6). 
PCINTER, 
POINTER» 
FIXED eiNARY(31) DEF INED(fflDECL)J 
DECLARE 
1 RENAME_STRUCTURE 
2 NEXT 
2 RENAME. 
3 ID 
3 ALIAS 
&RENAM E 
BASED* aRENAME) ,  
POINTER, 
CHARACTER* €), 
CHARACTER*6), 
POINTER; 
DECLARE fflTHIS 
DECLARE ©FIRST 
POINTER; POINTER; 
CI. CLARE 
DECLARE 
OLD NAME 
NE*_NAME 
FIXED BINARY*15) 
FIXED BINARYdS) STATIC STATIC INI IN I  
<
<
 w
—
 
H
H
 
DECLARE IS_INSERTED FIXED BINARY*15) STATIC INI TIAL( 
DECLARE IDENT CHARACTER*6); 
DECLARE CASE*3) LABEL; 
DECLARE 
DECLARE I  M 
FIXED BINARY*15) 
FIXED BINARY*15) ; ; 
D E C L A R E  N  
2HEADER= a D E F ;  
FIXED BINARYDS); 
N=#ACCES£IBLES; M=N; 
ALLOCATE ACCESSIBLES IN(SCRATCH); 
BDECL=AGDR*ACCESSIBLE*!) ) ;  S F I R S T =aDECL; 
CALL SEARCHtaVARS) ;  CALL SEARCH*aRTNS); 
CALL SEARCH*aNAMES ) ;  
IF N > 0 THEN SIGNAL CONDITICN(BADMOO);  
/* PERFORM ANY RENAMING. */ 
GRENAME=aRENAMES; 
DC «HILE (SRENAME -,= NULL); 
IDENT=RENAME.ID; 
*DECL=2FIRST : 
DC 1 = 1 TO M; 
IF DECL.ID = IDENT THEN 
IF DECL.TYPE = OLD_NAME THEN DO: 
DECL.TYPE=NEW_NAME; 
CECL.ID=RENAME.ALIAS : 
GOTO NEXT„RENAME; 
END; 
»SCECL=«5)DECL+ 12 ; 
END; 
SIGNAL CONDITION(BADMOD); 
NEXT RENAME: 
SR£NAME=NEXT; 
END; 
aHEAOER=SHOR; âCECL=âF IRST ; 
DO 1=1 TO M; 
ALLOCATE NAME_N0DE IN(SCRATCH), INSERTED IN(SCRATCH); 
NAME.TYPE=IS INSERTED; 
NAME,ID=DÊCL.ID; T-* 
NAME.2VAL=aiNSERTED; 
INSERTED.AMCD=@DEF; 
INSERTED.aOECL=DECL.aCELL; 
LINK=aVARS; aVARS=aNAME; 
#aDECL=#aOECL+ 12 ;  
END; 
«DECLARATIONS=#CECLARATICNS+W; 
«ACCESSIBLES=#ACCESSIBLES+M; 
FREE ACCESSIBLES INTSCRATCF); 
RETURN ; 
/'* SEARCH FOR ACCESSIBLE NAMES */ 
SEARCH: 
PROCEDURE( SA_ 1ST ) ; 
DECLARE 
«LIST 
/* PARAMETERS 
DECLARE aCELL 
DECLARE IS_ACCESSI8LE 
CECL ARE 
NAMES_LCL_ACCESSIQLE 
DECLARE IS_INSERTED 
*/ 
POINTER; 
POINTER ; 
FIXED 81 NARY (15) STATIC INITIAL(L); 
FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC INITIAL(3); 
FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC INITIAL*?); 
aCELL = 2LI5T ;  
DO WHILE (3) CELL NULL): . 
IF ( ttCELL->NAME.TYPE = I  S_ACCt SSIBLE) |  (fflCELL->NAME.TYPE = NAMES_LCL_ACCESS IBLE) |  
<aCELL->NAME.TVPE = IS_INSERTED) THEN Dû; 
IF N = 0 THEN SIGNAL CCNDITION(BADMOD); 
DECL .TYPE=CLD_NAME; 
DECL.ID=aCELL~>NAME. ID; 
DECL.aCcLL=aCELL: 
#aDECL=«aDECL+12; N=N-1; 
END ; 
aCcLL=aCELL->LINK ; 
END; 
RETURN ; 
END SEARCH; 
END INSERT ; 
/* RESOLVE MODULE REFERENCES 
R E S O L V E :  
P R O C E D U R E  O H E A D E R )  R E C U R S I V E  ;  
D E C L A R E  â H E A û E R  P O I N T E R  ;  
C E C L A R c  / *  
1  D E C L _ H E A D d R  
2  Q : E N C _ 3 L C I C K  
2  H E A D E R ,  
3  f f i V A R S  
D E C L A R A T  I O N S  l - E A C E R  + /  
8 A £ E C ( f f l H E A C E R )  ,  
P O  I N T E R ,  
âfiTNS 
aMODS 
aiNCS 
SNAMES 
aiNS ÔPARS 
tfDECLARATICNS 
«ACCESSIBLES 
POINTER, 
PO INTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
PO INTER. 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
FIXEC BINARY(15), 
F  IXED BINARY(  1 5 )  :  
DECLARE 
1 
/* NAME 
NAME_NOOE 
2 LINK 
2 NAWE, 
• 5 TYPE 
3 ID 
3 aVAL 
STRUCTURES */ 
6ASED(aNAME), 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
CHARACTER( 6) ,  
POINTER, 
NAME NODE 1 
2 PA"C 
2 RESOLVED, 
3 TYPE 
3 PAO 
2 aMDEF 
3 aV A L  
BA SED(aNAME) ,  
POINTER, 
FIXED 81 NARY( 15) ,  
FIXED EINARYdS), 
POINTER, 
PO INTER, 
aNAME POINTER; 
DECLARE 
1 CODE 
2 ÎENV 
2 
2 
/ *  C C C E  C E L L  
see 
*/ 
BASEDCaCC)t 
PQ INTER» 
# INST FIXED e i N A f i V d S ) .  
INST(N REFER(CODE.#INST)>. 
3 CPCGDE BIT(16) ALIGNED, 
3 PAD CHARACTER(6) ,  
3 £RANO POINTER, 
POINTER; 
DECLARE /# 
1 INST 
2 CPCOOd 
2  P A D  
2 DRAND 
21 NST 
#aiNST 
INSTRUCTION SLBCELL */ BASED(aiNST ) ,  
aiT<16) ALIGNED, 
CHARACTER(6) ,  
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
FIXED BïNARY(3l) CEFI NED(iINST); 
DECLARE IS_IMPLICIT 
DECLARE BLOCK_ENTRY 
FIXED BINARYdS) STATIC INITIAL(O) 
aiT(16) ALIGNED STATIC 
INITIAL( • 1 CCCOCOOOOOOOOOO'B) ;  
DECLARE aTHIS POINTER; 
DECLARE I  F  I X E D  8 1  N A R Y (  1 5 )  ;  
/* RESOLVE LOCAL MODULE DEFINITIONS. */ 
fflThlS=P^CDS; 
DO ttHIl." i'STHI s -"= NULL); 
aNAK T H IS->NAME.â)VAL ; 
IF 'I'Z.TYPE = IS_INPLICIT THEN 
i,THIS->NAMt£ . ID = NAME. ID THEN 
«)MCEF=SEARCH{ NAME, ID,2ENC_BLOCK ) ; 
ELSE fflMDEF=SEARCH<NAME,IC.SHEACEfi); 
£THIS=aTHIS->L INK ; 
END; 
/* RESOLVE LOCAL INCLUDES. */ 
6ThIS=aiNCS: 
DO *HlLE(aThIS -% = NULL); 
aTHIS->fflMD£F=StARCH( fflTHI S->NAME. ID .ffiHEADER) :  
&ThIS=aThIS->LINK : 
END ; 
/* RESOLVE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT NAMES. */ 
a  THI  S=aNAME s ;  NJ  
CO *H ILE(aTHIS  -1=  NULL); ^ 
aNAME= f f l TH IS->NAME.aVAL; ° 
aMO£F-= £EARCH( NAME. I C t SHE ADER ) ; 
aThIS=âTHIS->L INK ; 
END; 
/* RESOLVE LOCAL INSERTS. */ 
aTHis=a iNs ;  
DO *HILE(aTHIS -•= NULL); 
aTHIS->aMDEF=SEARCH(aTHIS->NAME,IO,aHEADER); 
aThiS=STHIS->LINK; 
END ; 
RETURN; 
/* SEARCH FOR MODULE REFERENCE 
SEARCH : 
PROCEDURECID.EHOR) RETURNS(POINTER): 
DECLARE /* PARAMETERS */ 
ID CHARACTERS*) , 
£HDR POINTER ; 
DECLARE /* DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
1 DECL HEADER BASEDOHEADER) , 
2 SEHC BLOCK PO INTER, 
2 HEADER, 
3 AVARS POINTER, 
3 SRTNS POINTER, 
3 SMODS POINTER, 
3 SINCS POINTER, 
3 SNAMES FCINTER, 
3 SI NS POINTER, 
3 SPARS PO INTER, 
3 FDECLARATIONS FIXED BINARY(15) 
3 «ACCESSIBLES FIXED BINARY(15) 
SHEACEP POINTER; 
DECLARE /* NAME STRUCTURE */ 
1 NAME NODE BAS£D(SNAME) , 
2 LI NK POINTER, 
2 NAME . 
3 TYPE FIXED BINARY*15) 
3 ID CHARACTER(6), 
3 AVAL POINTER, 
A)NAM£ PO INTER ; 
DECLARE IDENT CHARACTER(6); 
ShEA0ER = 5:HDR ;  IDENT=ID ; 
DO WHILEOHEADER NULL): SNAME=£MODS ; 
CO WHILECSNAME -.= NULL): 
IF NAME.10 = IDENT THEN RETURNfNAPE.aVAL) 
aNAME=L INK ;  
ENC; 
@HEADER = @ENC_BLOCK J 
END; 
SIGNAL CCNDITICN(BADMOD>; 
END SEARCH; 
END RESOLVE; 
/* CCPV A MODULE 
COPY : 
PFQCEOORcOHOR) RETURNS ( POI N TER ) RECURSIVE 
DECLARE âHDR POINTER; 
/* DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
1 OECL HEADER BASEDOHEADER JI . 
2 AENC BLOCK PO INTER. 
2 HEADER, 
2 2VARS POINTER. 
3 &RTNS PO INTER, 
3 FFLMODS POINTERT 
3 AINCS POINTER, 
3 SNAMES POINTER. 
3 AI NS PCINTER. 
3 ÂPARS PO INTER. 
3 ^DECLARATIONS FIXED BINARY(15) 
3 «ACCESSIBLES FIXED BINARY(15) 
FFIHEACER PO INTER ; 
DECLARE /* NAVE STRLC TURE »/ 
1 NAME NODE BASED(FFLNAME). 
2 LINK PO INTER. 
2 NAVE . 
3 TYPE FIXED BINARY(15) 
3 PAD FIXED BINARY(15) 
3 ÎMDEF POINTER, 
3 SVAL PO INTER. 
SNAME POINTER; 
DECLARE /* CODE CELL */ 
1 CODE £ASEC< ACC). 
2 ÎENV PCINTER. 
2 AINST FIXED BINARY(15) 
2 INST(N REFERCCOCE .# INST)). 
3 OPCODE BIT(16) ALIGNED, 
3 FAD CHARACTER*6), 
3 aRAND POINTER, 
see POINTER ; 
*/ 
N> 
N5 
N> 
DECLARE /* INSTRUCTION SLBCELL */ 
1 INST 
2 CFCODE 
2 PAD 
2 fflPANO 
6IN5T 
#2INST 
8ASEC(ffilNST ), 
BIT(ie) ALIGNED, 
CHARACTER(6) . 
PO INTER, 
POINTER , 
FIXED BINARY(cl) OEFINEOCffllNST) 
DECLARE 
THIS 
FF.T HIS 
POINTER 
POINTER 
EASECOThlS) 
DECLARE 
CECL ARE 
CECLARE 
DECLARE 
aORIG 
&DEF 
aVAL 
ÏCÛDE 
PQ INTER; 
POINTER; 
POINTER; 
POINTER; 
DECLARE 
1 REFORM 
2 âP ARM SET S 
2 ©RENAMES 
2REFORMS 
EASEC(SREFORMS) , 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
PC INTER; 
DECLARE IS BIND FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC INITIAL(l) 
ALLOCATE DECL_hEADER IN(SCRATCh); 
/* HANDLE THE VARIABLE DECLARATICNS. */ 
âThl S= ACDR ( aVARS ) ; SOR I G = £HOR->a VAR S *, 
DO WHILE (aCRIG -i= NULL); 
ALLOCATE NAME_NODE IN(SCRATCH); 
HANE=2CRIG->NAME; 
THI 8=5) NAME; 
£THI S=AOOR(L INK) : 
AORIG = ACRIG->LINK ; 
END; 
TH IS = NULL; 
/* HANDLE THE ROUTINE DECLARATIONS. */ 
£THIS= ACER(fflRTNS); SORIG = âHDR->aRTNS; 
DC WHILE (aCRIG -»= NULL); 
ALLOCATE NAME_NODi I N( SCRATCH); 
NAME=2GR IG->NAM£ ; 
aCC=8LCCK_C0PY(fiORIG->NANE.SVAL.3HEACER): 
NAME . £ VAL=fflCC ; 
âINST = AûDfi{CCD£. I NST ( CODE • i# INST ) ) : 
INST.aRAND=âLOCK_COFY(INST.BRAND,CCDE.aENV); 
THIS=£NAME; 
aTHIS=ADDR(LINK): 
FFLQRIG=aORIG->LINK; 
ENC; 
TH IS=NLLL; 
/* HANDLE ANY LOCAL MODULE DEFINITIONS. */ 
STHIS=ADDR(SMODS): fflORIG=aHDR->aMODS; 
DO WHILE(aCRIG -%= NULL); 
ALLOCATE NAME_NOOE IN( SCRATCH). NAME_NGCE IN(SCRATCH) SET(cDVAL); 
NAME=aOR IG->NAME ; 
fflOEF = NAME .aVAL: 
NAME.aVAL=SVAL; 
aVAL->NAME=iDEF->NAMEI 
THIS=aNAME; 
STHIS=ADDR(HNK) i 
aORIG=aORIG->LINK : 
END; 
THIS=NU_L ; 
/• HANDLE INCLUSICNS. */ 
aTHis=ADOR{aiNCS); acRiG=SHDfi->aiNcs; 
DC WHILECaCRIG -.= NULL); 
ALLOCATE NAME_NOOE IN(SCRATCH); 
NAME=aoR iG->NAMe; 
IF NAME.aVAL -,= NULL THEN CO: <-n 
ALLOCATE REFCRM IN(SCRATCH); 
aVAL=NAME.&VAL; 
REFORM=aVAL->REFOKM; 
NAME.SVAL=aREFORMS; 
END; 
THIS=@NAME; 
âTHIS=ADDR<HNK) : 
aORIG=SORIG->LINK ; 
END; 
THIS-NULL; 
/* f-ANDLc LOCAL ENVIRONMENT OECLARATICNS. */ 
oiTHl S = ADCR( SNAMES ) ; SOR I G^ihCR->aNAMES î 
DO *HILc(5)CRIG -= NOLL); 
ALLOCATE NA«E_NODE IN(SCRATCH), NAME_NOOE IN(SCRATCH) SET(àVAL); 
NAME-3CRI •3->NA^E : 
âOEF = NAME. aVAL : 
aVAL-> NAN'E=a)DEF->NAME ; 
NAME,a VAL=a VAL i 
IF aVAL->NAME.TYPE -v= IS_BIND THEN 
IF aVAL->NAME. iVAL -%= NULL ThEN CO ; 
ALLOCATE REFORM IN(SCRATCH); 
2DEF=aVAL->NAME.aVALi 
REFORM=SOEF->REFORM; 
ÏVAL->NAME.aVAL=aREFCRMS; 
END; 
TH I S=aNAME ; 
aThIS=AOOR( L INK) ; 
aCRIG = aORIG->LINK ; 
END; 
TI- IS=NULL; 
/* HANDLE INSERTIONS. */ 
<yi 
£THIS=ADCR(FFLINS): £QRIG=AHDFI->AINS; 
CO *HILE(aORIG -1= NULL); 
ALLOCATE NAME_NOOE I N( SCRATCH); 
NANE=aCRIG->NAME; 
IF NAME.aVAL -» = NULL THEN DC; 
ALLOCATE REFORM IN( SCRATCH); 
aVAL=NAME,aVAL; 
REFORMES VAL->REFCRM; 
NAME.aVAL=&REFOaMS; 
END: 
THIS=aNAME ; 
aTHIS=ADOK(LINK); 
aORIG=aORIG->LINK; 
END; 
ThIS=NULL; 
HANDLE PARAMETER OECLARATICNS. */ 
aTHiS=AD0R(SPARS); SCRIG=aHCR->SPÀRS 
CO TAHLLEOORIG -»= NULL); 
ALLOCATE NAWE_NOOE IN(SCRATCH); 
NAME = ffiCR IG->NA WE : 
THIS=£NAME; 
Q )THIS=ADDR(LINK) ; 
£ORIG=ffiORIG->HNK ; 
ENC; 
THIS=NLLL; 
#DECLARATIONS=SiHCR->#DECLARATICNS; 
«^ACCESS ieLES=fflHOR-> «ACCESS I BLES ; 
RE TURN(ShEAOER) : 
ND COPY; 
N3 
N3 
/* COPY ÊLOCK */ 
BLOCK COPY: 
PFIOCEDURE<ACOOE.SENV) RETURNS(PGINTER) RECURSIVE; 
DECLARE 
SCOOE 
SENV 
/* PARAMETERS */ 
POINTER, 
PO INTER ; 
DECLARE /* DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
1 CECL_HEADER 
2 fflENC_aLCCK 
2 HEADER, 
3 aVARS 
3 ffiRTNS 
3 oMODS 
3 «INCS 
3 ffiNAMES 
3 SINS 
3 SPARS 
3 «DECLARATIONS 
3 AACCE5S ISLES 
fflHEADER 
BASED(fflHEADER), 
PO INTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
FIXED a iNARYdS) ,  
FlXED BINARY(15), 
POINTER; 
CECL ARE 
1 CODE 
2 SENV 
2 
2 
/* CODE CELL 
cDCC 
*/ 
EASEC(iCC), 
POINTER, 
A INST FIXED BINARY(15), 
INST(N PEFER(COCE.« INST ) ), 
3 OPCODE BIT(16) ALIGNED, 
3 FAD CHARACTER(6), 
3 aRAND POINTER, 
POINTER ; 
M 
M 
00 
DECLARE /* INSTRUCTION SUECELL */ 
INST 
2 OPCODE 
2 PAD 
2 aRAND 
aiNST 
AcDINST 
BASEDOI NST ) , 
BIT( le) ALIGNED, 
CHARACTER(6), 
POINTER, 
PO INTER, 
FIXED BINARY(31 ) CEF INED(a> INST ) 
DECLARE BLOCK ENTRY BIT(16) ALIGNED STATIC 
INITIAL(•1000000000000000'B) 
DECLARE I 
DECLARE N 
FIXED BINARYdô) ; 
FIXED eiNARY(15); 
N= SCODE-X;ODE .#INST : 
ALLOCATE COOT IN(SCRATCH); 
CODE.INST=aCOOE->CODE.INST; 
ahEADER=COPY( SCODE - >CODE . oJEN V ) : 
COCE«aENV=a)HEADEP; 
aENC_aLGCK=f f iENV i  
S>INST = ACCR(CODE. INSTd ) ) ; 
DO 1 = 1 Tc N; 
IF INST.OPCODE = BLCCK_ENTRY THEN 
INST.ôRANO=BLOCK_COPY( INST .BRAND,3HEACER): 
A&INST=#aiNST+12 : 
ENC; 
RE TURNOCC) : 
ENC ELOCK_.COPY; 
N 
N) 
VO 
/* CREATE ELÛCK ENTRY PCINT CODING AND BLOCK ENTRY INSTRLCTICNS 
AUILD CLOCK: 
PROCEDURE(iCODE.aPREV) RETURNS{PCINTER) RECLRSIVE: 
DECLARE 
aCODE 
2PREV 
/* PARAMETERS */ 
PCINTER, 
POINTER ; 
DECLARE /* DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
1 OECL HEADER 
2 aENC_BLOCK 
2 HEADER, 
3 aVARS 
3 SRTNS 
3 ©MODS 
3 ttlNCS 
3 SNAMES 
3 al NS 
3 SPARS 
3 #DECLARATl CNS 
3 ^ACCESSIBLES 
SHEADEF 
BA SED(aHEADER) , 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
PO INTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
PO INTER, 
FIXED EINARY(IS) 
FIXED BINARYCIS} 
PO INTER ; 
DECLARE 
1 CODE 
/* CODE CELL 
2 
2 
âCC 
*/ 
BASED( a C C ) t  
SENV POINTER, 
AINST FIXED BINAWY(15) 
INST(N REFERC CODE .# INST )) , 
3 CPCODE BIT(16) ALIGNED, 
3 PAD FIXED BINARY(15) 
3 SRANDl POINTER, 
3 fflRAND2 POINTER, 
POINTER; 
DECLARE /* 
1 INST 
2 CPCODE 
2 PAD 
2 SRANDl 
2 aRAND2 
aiNST 
»a INST 
INSTRUCTION SUECELL */ 
BASED(aiNST) , 
BIT< 16) ALIGNED, 
FIXED BINARY(IS) 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(31) DEFINED(aiNST); 
DECLARE /* 
1 LABEL 
2 IP , 
3 TCODE 
3 STMT# 
2 EP 
ÔLABEL 
LABEL STRUCTURE */ 
BASED* ÔLADEL ) » 
PCINTER, 
FIXED BINARY*15), 
POINTER, 
POINTER; 
DECLARE ELOCK_ENTRY 
DECLARE ELOCK_£XIT 
DECLARE ALLOC 
DECLARE ENTER_9LCCK 
SIT*  16 )  AL IGNED STATIC 
IN IT IAL* •1000  0000  0000000  0 •B) :  
B IT*  16 )  AL IGNED STATIC 
IN  IT lAL* •010000  0000000000  'B )  ;  
BIT*  16 )  AL IGNED STATIC 
IN IT IAL*  •  lOOOOOOOlCOOOOOO*3)  :  
j3 IT*16)  AL IGNED STATIC 
IN IT IAL*  » 1000000001000CO0« 8 )  :  
DECLARE fflLIST 
DECLARE SLAST 
CECLARE âSEPC 
DECLARE sac 
DECLARE ZCOPY 
DECLARE BALLOC 
DECLARE 
1 CHAIN 
2 LINK 
2 £EPC 
SDCHAIN 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
I  
N 
POINTER ; 
PCINTER; 
POINTER; 
POINTER: 
POINTER: 
POINTER EXTERNAL; 
BASED(@CHAIN) ,  
POINTER, 
PCINTER,  
POINTER; 
FIXED EINARY *15 ) :  
F  I  XED B lNARY*15)  :  
NJ 
W 
aHEAOER =  ô)COOe ->CCDE .aENV;  
IF  a  INS - ,=  NULL  THEN S IGNAL CCND I  TI  ON (  B  ADPRO G i  ;  
aLIST=eL. I LO_CCNTCUf iS  (aHEAOER.NULL#  SPREV J  :  
$ INST=aL lST-> INST.  SRANDl  ;  
DO N=1  BY 1  *h ILE(  cDINST - ,=  NULL) ;  21  NST= INST.  iRANO 1  ;  END;  
ALLOCATE CODE IN(PROGRAM) ;  
COCc .SEN V=ci)PREV : 
cDI  NST =  AOCR (COCE.  INST (  1  > )  ;  
DO »HILE(SLIST -I= NULL); 
INST.CPCCDE=ALLOC;  
INST.&RAN02=aL IST-> INST.£BANC2;  
*2 INST=#2 INST+12 ;  
<ÛLIST=SLIST-> INST . ÎRANû l  ;  
END; 
#£  INST=*2 INST-12  ;  
N3 
/ *  CREATE F INAL CODE FORM IN  FRCGRAM AREA.  * /  
N=âCODE->CODE r r f lNST ;  
ALLOCATE CODE IN(PROGRAM)  SET(âCOPY) ;  
aCCPY->CGDE.  INST=a)CCDE->CODE. INST ;  
/ *  EUILD ENTER INSTRUCTION.  * /  
INST .OPCCDE=ENTEP_BLCCK; 
INST.BRAND l - f f lCCPV;  
aBC=INST .a f iAND2;  
aCOPY->CCDE.aENV=f f lBC;  
/ *  SET LABEL CONSTANTS.  * /  
CALL  SET_LABELS{ f f lCCPY) ;  
ALLOCATE CHAIN IN(SCRATCH) ;  
CHAIN.L INK=aALLOC;  CHAIN.aEPC=f f iCC;  &ALLOC=aCHAIN;  
/ *  BUILD ANY NESTED BLOCKS.  * /  
aiNST = AD£ROCOPY->CODE, INST( 1 ) ) ; 
DO 1=1 TG N; 
IF INST.OPCODE = BLOCK_ENTRY THEN CC; 
aEEPC=BUILD BLOCK( INST.«RAND2*  f f lBC) ;  
IN£T .aRANDl=aBEPC;  
aLAST=ADDRCaaEPC->CODE.INST(aBEPC->CODE.»INST)); 
INST.aRAND2=SLAST->INST.aPAN02: 
/* CREATE FINAL FORM OF THE BLOCK EXIT INSTRLCTICN. */ 
aLAST=aLA3T->INST . aRANDl :  
fflLAST=ADOR(aLAST->CODE, INST(aLAST">CCC£ •/» INST ) ) ; 
IF aLAST->INST .OPCODE -,= BLOCK_EXIT THEN 
SIGNAL CCNDIT ICN<eADFRCG) ;  
ALLOCATE LABEL IN(PRGGfiAN); 
LABEL.IP.aCODE=aCOPY; 
LABEL.IP.STMT#=I+i; 
LABEL.EP=£SC: 
ALAST->INST.ÂRANDL=ÏLABEL: 
END; 
*aiN5T=*a iNST+12 ;  
E^O; 
RETURNOCC )  :  
BU ILD_BLOCK : END 
NJ 
W 
W 
/* BUILD ROUTINE DEFINITION 
BUILD ROUTINE: 
PROCEDURE!£EPC,aPREV) RETURNS(POINTER) RECURSIVE 
DECLARE /* PARAMETERS */ 
SEPC POINTER. 
SPREV POINTER; 
DECLAPE /* CODE CELL */ 
1 COOE 8ASED(fflCC) . 
2 aENV POINTER, 
2 «INST F I X E D  ôlNARY(15), 
2 INST(N REFER( CODE . «INST )) , 
3 OPCODE BIT(16) ALIGNED, 
3 PAD FIXED BINARY(15), 
3 2RAND1 POINTER, 
3 $RAND2 POINTER, 
âCC POINTER; 
DECLARE /* INSTRUCTION SUBCELL */ 
1 INST BASED(aiNST) , 
2 OPCODE BIT( 16) ALIGNED, 
2 FAD FIXED BINARY(15), 
2 2RAND1 POINTER, 
2 Ô)RAN02 POINTER, 
aiNST POINTER; 
DECLARE £FPC POINTER; 
D E C L A R E  f f l B E P C  P O I N T E R :  
DECLARE N FIXED BINARY(15); 
N=£EPC->CODE.#INST; 
ALLOCATE CODE IN(PRQGRAM); 
CODE ,1NST=SEPC->CCDE , INST; 
C G C E . 2 E N V = a P R E V :  
fflINST=ADDR(CODE.INST(N)); 
2FPC=BUIL0_FPC(fflEPC->CODE.aENV,fflPREV); 
aBEPC=SU ILD BLOCK(INST.aRAND2,fflFPC); 
INST.ffiRANDl=fflSEPC; 
RETURN(see) ; 
END BUILD ROUTINE; 
/* BUILD FORMAL PARAMETER CONTOUR */ 
auiLD FPc: 
PRO^EDUR E( 2HDR » â)ENV ) RETURNS(PO)tNTER) RECURSIVE; 
DECLARE /* PARAMETERS */ 
2HDR POINTER, 
£ENV POINTER ; 
DECLARE /* DECLARATIONS hEACER */ 
1 CECL HEADER BA SED(ffiHEADER 
2 a)ENC BLOCK PO INTER, 
2 HEADER, 
3 2VARS POINTER, 
3 aRTNS POINTER, 
ÎMODS POINTER, 
3 aiNCS PO INTER, 
•a SNAMES PCINTER, 
3 âINS POINTER, 
3 SPARS POINTER, 
•; #DECLARATI ONS FIXED âINAfiY( 
3 ^ACCESSIBLES FIXED BINARY! 
aHEADER POINTER; 
DECLARE /* CONTOUR CELL */ 
1 CONTOUR BASED(aCONTOUR)• 
2 ENV LINK PCINTER, 
2 ANT LINK POINTER, 
2 SP PO INTER, 
2 ADECLS FIXED BINARY(15), 
2 CECLS(N REFER(CONTOUR.#CECLS)), 
3 TYPE FIXED bINARY(l5), 
3 ID CHARACTER!e) , 
3 SIMPLE VALUE FIXED BINARY(31), 
3 aVALUE PCINTER, 
aCON TOUR POINTER ; 
f 
DECLARE /* DECLARATION SUBCELL */ 
1 DECL BA£EC(5)DECL) 
2 TYPE FIXED 8INARY(15), 
2 ID CHARACTER(6)t 
2 SIMPLE VALUE FIXED BINARY(31), 
2 ffiVALUE POINTER, 
aOECL POINTER, 
«ffiOECL FIXED Bi(NARY(5l) OEF I NED (ffl DECL ) 
DECLARE /* NAME STRUCTURES */ 
1 NAME NODE 
i. LINK 
2 NA ME , 
3 TYPE 
3 ID 
3 ODVAL 
BASEOT SNAME) , 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
CH/>RACTER( 6 ) , 
PCINTER, 
NAfE NCOE_I 
2 PAT5 
2 RESOLVED. 
3 TYPE 
3 PAD 
3 aMDEF 
3 aVAL 
8ASEC(fflNAME), 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15), 
F I XED BINARY (15), 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
ANAME 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
IS UNDEFINED 
RETURN ADOR_ID 
POINTER; 
FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC INITIAL(O); 
C H A R A C T E R ( 6 )  S T A T I C  I N  I T L A L ( • $ $ $ R E T •  ) ;  
CEOLAR E 
DECLARE 
FIXED 
FIXED 
BINARY( 15) ; 
EINARY(15); 
AHEADER=£HDR; W 
N=#DECLAFATICNS+1: 
ALLOCATE CONTOUR IN(PROGRAN); 
CCNTCUIS . ENV_L INX=@ENV; 
AOECI.= ADDR(CONTOUR.D£CLS( 1 ) ) ; 
DECL.IO=RETURN_AODR_ID; DECL.TYPE=IS_UNDEFINED; 
*2C&CL=#&OEOL+16; 
SNAME=5)PARS; 
DO 1=2 TO N; 
IF ANAME = NULL THEN SIGNAL CCNDIT ION(FIADPROG) ; 
OECL.ID=NAME.ID; DECL.TYPE=IS_UNDEFI NED; 
*aCECL=#aDECL+16; 
a)NAME = LI NK; 
END ; 
FETUFN( otCCNTOUR) :  
END aUILD_FPC; 
/* BUILD MODULE CONTOURS */ 
auiLD CONTOURS: 
PKOÎEDUR £(AHOR,ÂPR EV,OENV) RETURNS(POINTER) RECURSIVE; 
DECLARE ÔHDR 
aPPEV 
fflENV 
/* PARAMETEFS */ 
POINTER. 
PO INTER , 
POINTER; 
CECL ARE 
1 DECL. 
/* DECLARATIONS HEADER */ 
HEADER 
2 CDENC_aLOCK 
2 HEADER, 
3 FFLVARS 
3 SRTNS 
3 FFLMODS 
3 AINCS 
3 ANAMES 
3 AINS 
3 APARS 
3 «DECLARATIONS 
3  «ACCESSIBLES 
2HEA0ER 
BASECOHEADER), 
PCINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
PO INTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
FIXEC BINARY* 15) , 
FIXEC BINARY(15), 
POINTER; 
DECLARE 
1 
/* NAME 
NANE_NODE 
2 L INK 
2 NAPE, 
3 TYPE 
3 ID 
3 AVAL 
STRUCTURES */ 
SASEDONAME) , 
POINTER, 
FIXEO 81NARYCIS), 
CHARACTER*É)* 
POINTER, 
NS 
CO 
•vl 
NAME NODE 1 
2 FAT 
2 RESOLVED. 
3 TYPE 
3 ffiMDEF 
3 2VAL 
BASED(»NAME) , 
PO INTER, 
FIXED BINARY(31). 
POINTER. 
POINTER, 
NAME NODE 2 
2 PAS 
2 INITIALIZED, 
3 PAD 
3 INITIAL^. VALUE 
EASED(SNAME), 
POINTER, 
CHARACTER!8), 
FIXEC BI NARY (31 ) , 
«ÎNAME PO INTER: 
DECLARE /* CONTOUR 
1 CCNTCUR 
2 ENV LINK 
2 ANT LINK 
2 SP 
2 * D EC L S 
2 DECLStN REFER*! 
3 TYPE 
3 ID 
3 SIMPLE VALUE 
3 aVALUE 
ON TOUR 
CELL */ 
BASED( aCONTOUR ) , 
POINTER, 
POINTER. 
PO INTER, 
FIXED BINARY (15), 
CONTOUR.ADECLS)), 
FIXED BINARYdS). 
CHARACTERC6). 
FIXED BINARY(cl), 
POINTER, 
POINTER: 
DECLARE /* DECLARATION SUBCELL */ 
1 OeCL ÔASEÛOOECL ) , 
2 TYPE FIXED BINARY*15), 
2 ID CHARACTER(6), 
2 SIMPLE_VALUe FIXED SINAfiY(31), 
2 ffiVALUE POINTER. 
aOECL POINTER, 
«fflOtCL FIXED BINARY(31) DEF I NEO (Ô) DECL) 
DECLARE /* INSTRUCTION SUBCELL */ 
1 INST BASED(fflINST) , 
2 OPCODE BIT(16) ALIGNED, 
2 FAD SIT(16) ALIGNED, 
2 NEXT POINTER, 
2 âRAND POINTER, 
AINST POINTER; 
DECLARE 
1 ALIAS BA£ED(aALIAS)» 
2 aCCNTOUR POINTER, 
2 OECL# FIXED BINAfiY(15), 
2ALIAS POINTER; 
DECLARE 
1 LINKED BASEDOLINK) , 
2 2MCD POINTER, 
2 aOECL POINTER, 
SLINK POINTER; 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
DECLARE 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
UNDcFINED 
"SIMPLE 
LABEL 
ROUTINE 
"ENV 
hAS_AHAS 
IS LOCAL_ENV 
FIXED 
FIXED 
FIXED 
FIXED 
F I XEO 
FIXED 
FIXED 
BINARY(15) 
BINARY(15J 
BINARY*15) 
BINARYdS) 
BINARYCIS) 
BINARY*15) 
BINARY(15) 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
IN ITIAL(0) 
INITIAL* 1 ) 
INITIAL* 2) 
INITIAL* 3) 
INITIAL*4) 
INITIAL* 5) 
INIT IAL*6) 
CECLARc 
NAMES_LCL FIXED 
NAMES_LCL ACCESSIBLE FIXED 
IS INITIALIZED FIXEC 
IS LINKED FIXED 
ISllNSERTED FIXEC 
IS_ROUTINE_PARAM FIXEC 
IS ENV PARAM F I XED 
EINARY (15) 
BINARY(15) 
BINARY(15) 
BINARYdS) 
BINARY(15) 
BINARY(15) 
BINARY(15) 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATiC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
STATIC 
INITIAL(3) 
INITÎAL(4) 
INIT IAL(5) 
INITIAL(6) 
INITIAL(7) 
INITlALCB) 
INITIAL(9) 
DECLARE aMOD 
DECLARE alD 
DECLARE SPC 
DECLARE aREF 
DECLARE aVAL 
DECLARE CECL# 
DECLARE ALLOC 
PO INTER ; 
PCINTER; 
PO INTER ; 
POINTER; 
POINTER; 
FIXED BINARY( 15); 
e i T ( l 6 )  A L I G N E D  S T A T I C  
INITIAL! ' ICCCOOCOLOOOOOCO' 8) ; 
DECLARE IDENT 
DECLARE Ï 
DECLARE N 
ShEAuER-SHDR; 
CHARACTER(6); 
FIXED eiNARYdS); 
FIXEC 8INARY(15): 
w 
VD 
N= «DECLARAT IONS ; 
ALLOCATE CONTOUR IN(PROGRA^), INST IN(SCRATCh); 
CONTOUR.ENVJLINK=aE NV: 
INST.OFCaOE=ALLOC; INST•NEXT = ffiPREV ; INST«aRAND=&CONTOUR; 
aENC_8LGCK=aiNST; 
/* BUILD CONTOURS FOR INCLUDED MODULES. */ 
aNANE=fflINCS; 
DO *HILE(aNAME ->= NULL); 
aiNST=aUILD_CONTOURS(aMDEF.ffilNST * NULL) : 
SNAME=LINK; 
END; 
/* euiLC CONTOURS FOR INSERTED MODULES. */ 
aNAME-ffllNS; 
DO *HILE(aNAME -,= NULL) S 
aiNST=EUILO CONTOURS<aMO£F,aiNST,NULL); 
aNAME=LINK; 
END; 
\ 
/* CREATE LOCAL DECLARATION SLBCELLS. */ 
5)D£CL=ADCR( CCNTCUR .Dca.S( 1 ) ) ; 
i = i; 
/* eUILC CONTOURS FOR DEFINED ENVIRCNMENT S. */ 
aNAME=a)NAMES; 
DO 1=1 TC N *MILE( SNAKE -i= NULL); 
CECL oIC=NAME. ID; 
DECL.TYPE=IS_ENV; 
$VAL=NAME.AVAL: 
SREF=BUILO_CCNTaURS(aVAL->a:MDEF, ffllNST .NULL ) ; 
avAL=aREF; 
CO WhILE( aVAL->IN5T .NEXT -•= aINSTJ; 
£VAL=avAL->iNST.NEXT ; 
END ; 
CECL .aVALUE=àVAL->INST.«RAND ; 
aiNST=aREF; 
#SCECL=#aDECL+16; 
aNAME=i-INK; 
END; 
/* PLACE LOCAL ROUTINE DEFINITIONS IN CONTOUR. 
aNAME^iRTNS; 
DO 1 = 1 TO N *HILE(aNAKE -.= NULL); 
CECL . IC=NAME. IC; 
Di:CL. TYPE = I S_F0UTINE; 
âVAL=NAME .SVAL : 
CECL.aVALUE=3U ILD RCUTINE( &VAL,fflCCNTOUR): 
«aocCL=#aDECL+it>; 
aNAME=LINK; 
END; 
/* PLACE PARAMETERS IN CONTOUR. */ 
aNAME=SPARS; 
DC I-I TO N WHILES SNAPE -.= NULL); 
CECL.IC=NAME.ID; OECL.TYPE=IS_UNDEFINEO; 
#aoECL=#acECL+i6; 
ANAME=LI NK ; 
ENC; 
*/ 
o 
PLACE VARIABLE DECLARATIONS. BOTH LOCAL AND EXPOSED. IN CONTOUR. 
aNAME=cûV ARS : 
CO 1=1 TO N *HILE(aNA*E NULL); 
CECL . ID=NAME.ID; 
IF (NAWE.TYPE = NAMES_LCL> | (NAME.TYPE = NAMeS_LCL_ACCES SIBLE) 
THEN OECL.TYPE=IS_LOCAL_ENV; 
ELSE IF NAME.TYPE = IS_LABEL THEN DO; 
ÙECL.TYPE=IS LABEL; OECL .S IMPLE_VALUE= INITIAL_VALUE ; 
END ; 
ELSE IF NAME.TYPE = IS_INITIALIZED THEN DO; 
DECL.TYPE=IS_SIWPLE: 
DECL .SIMPLE_VALUE=INITIAL_VALUE ; 
END; 
ELSE IF (NAME.TYPE = I S_KCLT I NE_PAfiAM ) | 
(NAPE.TYPE = IS_ENV_PARAM) THEN DO; 
DECL. TYPE=NAME. TYPE; CECL .5) V ALU E=N AM E » av AL ; 
END ; 
ELSE IF (NAME.TYPE = IS_LINKED) | (NAME.TYPE = IS_INSERTED) 
THEN DÛ; 
CECL.TYPE=HAS_ALIAS; 
ALLOCATE ALIAS IN(PROGRAM); 
DECL.SVALUE=2ALIAS. 
âL INK=NAM£.5)VAL ; 
SKCD=LI NKED.éSMCD; @IC = L INKEC .3DECL ; 
/* LOCATE CONTOUR IN liHÏCH ID APPEARS. */ 
£PC=ôMOC->SENC_ei-OCK-> INST .ffiRAND; 
IOCNT=A ID->NAME.ID; 
CECL*=SEARCH( IDENT.SPC) : 
IF OECL# = 0 THEN SIGNAL CONDITlûN(EADPROG); 
aREF-=AODR< éûPC->CCNTCLR.ûECLS ( OECL# i ) ; 
IF SREF->DECL.TYPE = HAS_ALIAS THEN DO; 
aVAL=aREF->DECL.aVALUE; ALIAS=aVAL->AL lAS ; 
END ; 
ELSE DO; 
ALI AS.aCCNTOUR=aPC; ALIAS .DECL#=CECL#; 
END; 
ENC; 
ELSE DEC L. TYPE =I S_UNDEFI NED ; 
*aDECL=#aDECL+16; 
aNAME=LINK; 
END; 
RETURNO INST ) ; 
/• SEARCH FOR DECLARAT!CM SCBCELL */ 
^^PROCÊDURE( ID,aENV) R E T U R N S(F IX EC BINARY(15)It 
DECLARE /* PARAMETERS */ 
ID CHARACTER(•). 
fflENV POINTER; 
CE CLARE / * CONTOUR CELL */ 
I CCNTCUR aASEO(aCCNTOUR), 
2 ENV_LINK POINTER, 
2 ANT_LINK POINTER, 
2 SP POINTER, 
2 «DECLS FIXED BINARYdS), 
2 CECLSCN REFER(CCNTOUfi.«CECLS) ) , 
3 TYPE FIXED 81 NARY (15), 
3 ID CHARACTER( e) , 
3 SIMPLE VALUE FIXEC BINARY(31), 
2 aVALUe" POINTER, 
FFLCCNTCUR POINTER; 
DECLARE /* DECLARATION SLBCELL */ 
1 DECL BASED( cDDECL ) , 
2 TYPE FIXEC BINARY(15), N 
2 ID CHARACTEfi(6) , 
2 5IMPLE_VALUE FIXEC 8INARY(21), 
2 ©VALUE POINTER, 
oDECL POINTER, 
#6DECL FIXED BINARY(31) DEF I NED ( ôiDECL ) ; 
DECLARE IDENT CHARACTER(6); 
DECLARE I 
DECLARE N 
FIXED 
FIXEC 
BINARY(15); 
BINARY(15); 
ACCNTOUR=AENV; ICENT=ID; 
N=CCNTCLJR.»OECLS; 
IF N = 0 THEN RETURNCO); 
£DECL=AOOR(CCNTCUR.DECLS(1)); 
DO 1=1 TO N; 
IF DECL.10 = LOENT THEN RETURN(I) 
#@DECL=#aDECL+16;  
ENC; 
fiETOPNCO ); 
END SEARCH; 
END SUILC CCNTGURS; 
CO 
/* INITIALIZE LABEL CCNSTANTS 
SET LAEELS: 
PRCCEOORECfflCO; 
DECLARE £CC PCINTER; 
CECLARE 
I CODE 
2 aENV 
/* CODE CELL */ 
BASEC(BCC), 
POINTER» 
2 #I\ST FIXED BINARY(15), 
2 IN£T(N REFER(CODE.#IhST)), 
5 OPCODE BIT(1Ô) ALIGNED, 
3 PAD FIXED eiNARYdS), 
3 iRANDl POINTER, 
3 2RAND2 POINTER: 
DECLARE /* 
1 CONTOUR 
2 ENV_LINK 
ANT_LINK 
SP 
#DECLS 
CCNTOUR 
2 
2 
2 
2 
CELL */ 
BA£EO(aCONTOOR), 
POINTER, 
POINTER * 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
DECLS(N REFER(CONTOLR.#DECLS)), 
3 TYPE FIXED BINARY(15) 
3 ID CHARACTER(6) , 
3 SIMPLE VALUE FIXED BINARY(31} 
3 SVALUE PC INTER. 
ACONTOLR PCINTER; 
CECLARE /* 
1 OECL 
2 TYPE 
2 ID 
2 SIMPLE_VALOE 
2 SVALUE 
cDDECL 
«SDECL 
DECLARATION SUBCELL */ 
BASED ODECL ) , 
FIXED BINARYdS) 
CHARACTER(t), 
F IXED BINARY(31 ) 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(31) CEFINED(fflDECL) 
DECLARE IS_LABEL FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC INITIAL(2) 
DECLARE I 
CECLARE N 
FIXED BINARY(15); 
FIXED BINARY(15): 
£CCNTOLR=CODE.aENV; 
N=CONTCUR.«OECLS• 
IF N > 0 THEN OC; 
«EOECL=ADDR( CONTOUR oDECLSC 1 ) )  ;  
CO 1=1 TO N; 
IF DECL.TYPE = IS_LA0EL THEN DECL.f f lVALUE=SCC; 
#@DECL=*@DECL+16; 
END; 
END ;  
RETURN; 
END S£T_LAt3£LS; 
Ln 
/* SET ROUTINE AND ENVIRONMENT TYPE MODULE PARAMETER 
SET PARAMS: 
PROCEDURE 
DECLARE CDALLOC POINTER EXTERNAL; 
DECLARE /* 
1 CHAIN 
2 LINK 
2 SE PC 
aCHAIN 
BLOCK ENTRY FCINT CCDING CHAIN 
BASED(aCHAIN)« 
POINTER, 
PO INTER. 
PO INTER ; 
* /  
DECLARE /* 
1 CCNTOUR 
2 ENV_LINK 
ANT_LINK 
SP 
#DECLS 
CONTOUR 
2 
2 
2 
2 
CELL */ 
BASEO(SCCNTCUR), 
PO INTER. 
POINTER. 
PO INTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
0ECL5(N REF£R(CONTOUR.ADECLS) ) , 
3 TYPE FIXED BINARY(15), 
3 ID CH/RACTER(6). 
3 SIMPLE VALUE FIXED BINARY(3l), 
3 fflVALUE" POINTER, 
ACCNTOLR PCINTER; 
DECLARE 
1 DECL / * 
2 TYPE 
2 ID 
2 SIMPLE 
2 aVALUE 
SDECL 
«SDECL 
DECLARATION SLBCELL */ 
BASEC(aDECL ) , 
F IXED BINARY( 15) 
CHARACTER(é), 
VALUE FIXED EINARYOl) 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
FIXED BINARYOl) DEFINEDODtCL) 
DECLARE 
1 LINKED 
2 SMOD 
2 ffiDECL 
SLINK 
EASEDOLINK) 
POINTER, 
POINTER, 
POINTER; 
DECLARE 
1 CODE 
2 2ENV 
/* CODE CELL 
BCC 
«INST 
INST(N 
3 OPCODE 
3 PAD 
3 BRAND 
+/ 
BASED(FFLCC), 
PCINTER, 
FIXED BINARY(15) 
REFER(COCE.I# INST ) ) ,  
BI T( 16) ALIGNED ,  
CHARACTER(6), 
PCINTER, 
POINTER; 
DECLARE / *  
1  INST 
2  OPCODE 
2  PAD 
2  ÎRANO 
a i  NST 
«a iNST 
INSTRUCTION SUBCELL * /  
BASEDOINÎ iT )  ,  
BIT(ie) ALIGNED,  
CHARACTERCô) ,  
POINTER,  
POINTER,  
F IXED B INARYOl )  OEFINEDO î  NST ) ;  
DECLARE / *  DECLARATION HEADER * /  
1 DECL _HEADER BASED(aHEADER) ,  
2 &ENC BLOCK POINTER, 
2 HEADER, 
aVARS POINTER, 
3 ERTNS PO INTER, 
3 SMODS POINTER, 
•3 AINCS POINTER. 
2 FFINAMES PO INTER, 
3 BINS POINTER, 
SPARS POINTER, 
3 «DECLARATIONS FIXED BINARY(IS), 
«ACCESSIBLES FIXED 81 NARY(15) , 
FFLHEACER POINTER; 
DECLARE NAME STRUCTURE */ 
1  NAME NODE BAS£D(aNAMEj ,  
2 SLINK POINTER, 
2 NA NE , 
3 TYPE FIXED BINARY(15)• 
3 ID CHARACTER<6), 
•a aVAL POINTER, 
aNAME POINTER; 
DECLARE 
IS_ROUTI NE_PARAM FIXED BINARYC15) STATIC 
IS_ENV _PARAM FIXED BINARY<15) STATIC 
DECLARE IS ROUTINE FIXED BINARY(15) STATIC 
DECLARE IS lENV F IXED B INARYdSJ  STATIC 
DECLARE aMOD POINTER; 
DECLARE &ID POINTER; 
DECLARE FFIPC POINTER ; 
DECLARE FFLLDECL POINTER; 
DECLARE DECL# FIXED B INARYdS) ;  
CECLARE IDE NT CHABACTERCe) ; 
DECLARE I FIXED BINARY(15); 
DECLARE J FIXED BINARYC15); 
DECLARE K FIXED BINARY(15); 
DECLARE N FIXED e iNARY( lS ) ;  
TNIT IAL(8 )  
IN IT IAL(S)  
IN IT IAL(  2>  
IN IT IAL(4 )  
aCHAlN=i) ALLOC: 
DO »HIL f= (aCHAIN -'= NULL); 
acc=c i -A iN  .aEPC ;  
N=CODE.#INST; 
IF  N  >  I  THEN 00  ;  
aiNST=AODR(CCOE.INST(1)); 
DO 1=1 TO N-LT 
SCONTOUR=INST.ARANO; 
K=CCNTOUR.ADECLSÎ 
IF K > 0 THEN DC; 
SDECL=ADCR(CCNTaUR.DECLS<1) ) ; 
DO J=I TC K; 
IF OECL.TYPE = I S_ROLTI NE_PARAf THEN DO; 
aLDECL=aDECL: 
DO ttHIL£(fflLOECL->OECL.TYPE = IS_ROUTINE.PARAM} ; 
aL INK=ffiLDECL->OECL.aVAi_Ue ; 
AMCO=LINKEO•£MQC; SIC=LINKED•SDECL• 
aPC=FFIWOD->AEHC_BLOCK->INSTO SRAND; 
IO£NT=AIO->NAME.ID{ 
a LCECL=SEARCH<ICENT . aPC) ;  
IF aLDECL = NOLL THEN SIGNAL CCNDITION(EACFRGG) 
END; 
OECL.TYPE=I5_RCLTINE;  
OECL ,aVALUE=SLDECL->DtCL.aVALUE; 
END; 
ELSE IF DECL.TYPE = IS_ENV_PARAM THEN DO: 
aLD£CL=aO£CL ; 
DC WHI LECaLDECL->DECL.,TYPE = IS_ENV_PARAM) ; 
aLINK=aLOECL->DECL.« VALUE ; 
aMCD=L I NKED • aMOD ; <0 1D=L INKED . SDECL « 
apc=a  MOD->AE NC_ELGCK->INST «ARAND; 
IDENT=AID->NAME.ID: 
aLCECL=SEARCH( ICENT,, aPC) ; 
IF aLDECL = NULL THE-N SIGNAL CCNDITIJN(BADPROG) 
END; 
DECL.TYPE=IS_ENV; 
D£CL.aVALCIE=aLDECL->OECL.aVALU£; 
END ; 
*aDECL=*aO£CL+16; 
END ; 
END; 
#@INST=#a iNST+12 ;  
ENC;  
END; 
aCHAIN=CHAIN,LINK; 
ENC; 
RETURN; 
/* SEARCH FOR DECLARATION SUBCELL 
SEARCH; 
PROCEDURE! ID.aENV) RETURNSCPCINTER1 ; 
DECLARE /* PARAMETERS */ 
ID CHARACTER**), 
ÂENV POINTER; 
DECLARE /* CONTOUR CELL */ 
1 CONTOUR 6ASE0(aCCNTCUR). 
2 ENV LINK POINTER, 
2 ANT_LINK POINTER, 
2 £P POINTER, 
2 #DECL5 FIXED BINARY*15), 
2 OECLSIN REFER(CCNTCUP.*CECLS)>, 
3 TYPE FIXED BINARY(15), 
3 ID CHARACTER*6)« 
3 SIMPLE_VALUE FIXED BINARY (31), 
3 aVALUE POINTER, 
aCGNTOLR POINTER!  
DE<XARE /* DECLARATION SLBCELL */ 
Ï DECL BASEC(«DECL), 
2 TYPE FIXED BINARY (15), 
2 ID CHARACTER*é), 
2 SIMPLE VALUE FIXED BINARY(31), 
2 aVALUE POINTER, 
SDECL POINTER, 
flffflDECL FIXED BINARY(31 ) DEF INED*fflOECL) 
DECLARE IDENT CHARACTER*6); 
DECLARE I 
DECLARE N 
FIXED BINARY*15)î 
FIXED BINARY *15) ; 
aCCNTOLR=aENV; IOENT=IO; 
N= CONTOUR. #DECLS t 
IF N = 0 THEN fiETURN(NULL); 
aOECL=ADDR<CONTOUR.DECLSt1)): 
CO 1=1 TO N: 
IF DECL.ID = IDENT THEN RETURN(fiCECL); 
#aDECL=*@DECL+ 16 ; 
ENC; 
RETURN(NLLL); 
END SEAR CI-; 
END £ET_PARAMS; 
END COMPILE; 
lo 
ui 
O 
